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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation explores the sustainability of the pugkêenga system of household 

cooperation as practiced by Mossi rural producers on the Central Plateau of Burkina 

Faso. Consistent with the sustainable livelihoods framework, this dissertation 

systematically compares the assets of two different types of domestic organization found 

among Mossi domestic groups today: extended and nuclear households. Similar studies in 

contemporary West Africa and other parts of the world suggest that globalization and 

modernization make extended forms of household organization unsustainable and 

impractical in the face of changing ecologies and the penetration of capitalist modes of 

production. This study challenges such assertions and contends that the material and 

moral configurations of extended households actually enhances their sustainability in the 

face of environmental and social change. The Sahel region, in which the fieldwork took 

place, has undergone a period of prolonged desiccation. The Central Plateau is also one 

of the most densely populated areas within the Sahel. These factors contribute to the high 

rate of migration for which the Mossi and Central Plateau are well-known. This research 

investigates these dynamics with ethnographic fieldwork, statistical analyses, and agent-

based modeling. The results of these analyses demonstrate that the pugkêenga system of 

household cooperation enhances the household livelihood sustainability under increased 

climate variability, population pressure, and migration.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

Household size and structure varies widely over time and across cultures. Some domestic 

groups are small and simple and some are large and complex. Explaining this variability 

has been a central theme within anthropology. Anthropologists have studied household 

form and function ever since the early decades of the discipline. These studies focused 

primarily on kinship but grew to take larger internal and external systems into account. 

Ecological, economic, and demographic anthropology eventually grew to privilege 

households as fundamental units of analysis. They were seen to form the nexus of 

relations of material production, resource allocation, and social reproduction. Households 

were also units that could be relatively easily identified in the field and amenable to 

empirical and comparative analyses. These analytical units now figure prominently in the 

literature within development and ecological anthropology.  

   However, the ways in which households were “taken for granted” as representative 

and un-changing social forms became the subject of critique within anthropology in the 

1980s. The seminal edited-volume Households: Comparative and Historical Studies of 

the Domestic Group appeared in 1984 (Netting, Wilk, and Arnould). Authors within 

Households pointed out that household structure and function to be understood within 

broader historical, environmental, and economic contexts. Echoing earlier critiques by 

Yanagisako (1979), who was also featured in the edited volume, these scholars called for 

households to be situated in wider contexts of social and environmental change. These 

new and critical perspectives held particular salience for understanding the myriad 

configurations households take on in contemporary post-colonial Africa (Guyer 1981).  
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 This dissertation follows in the vein of this critical perspective and situates the 

investigation of households within wider contexts of social and environmental change. 

Like Wilk (1991), I view households as units of adaptation to these changes and I 

contend that they do so dynamically in response to local or regional manifestations of 

larger ongoing processes. In large measure, other case studies have concentrated more 

narrowly on household adaptation to either socioeconomic or environmental 

circumstances. Research treating these two processes in conjunction with one another 

remains relatively rare. As examples of an environmental emphasis, Netting’s works on 

the Kofyar of northern Nigeria (1965) along with Barth’s investigations in Swat, Pakistan 

(1956) exemplify this tendency. In contrast, works by Olsen (1989) and Hammel and 

Gullickson (2004) investigated Slovenian households and emphasizes both economic and 

sociopolitical forces. Sahlins’s comparison of nuclear and extended households in Moala, 

Fiji (1957) and Wilk’s examination of the Kekchi Maya of Belize (1991) represent two of 

the few studies that substantially address both environmental and social factors. This 

study of Mossi rural producers on the northern Central Plateau, Burkina Faso, 

systematically investigates the ways in which households adapt to a changing 

environmental and social milieu in order to maintain and enhance their livelihood 

sustainability. 

 Households respond to change in multiple ways and each response has myriad 

consequences for the structure and function of any given domestic group. Thus, I 

concentrate more narrowly on the processes by which Mossi domestic groups either 
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remain together as large extended groups or dissolve into smaller more nuclear units. I 

call this twin process household extension and fragmentation. In many cases, Mossi 

households retain large complex extended structures that number over 45 members. In 

other instances, Mossi households are small and consist of only a husband, his wife, and 

their children. Studies concerning the forces that drive these dual processes date back to 

the work of Meyer Fortes among the Tallensi of northern Ghana (Fortes 1967 [1945]) and 

as recently as Wilk (1984; 1991) and Toulmin (1991; 1992). Due to their contributions 

and those of others, these processes are now well-understood (see Chapter 2). However, 

the consequences of extension and fragmentation in terms of long-term livelihood 

sustainability for either type have not been substantially explored. My case study on 

Mossi pugkêenga and independent households on the northern Central Plateau of Burkina 

Faso partially fills this void. 

 Analytically, I categorize domestic groups into two units of analysis: independent 

households and extended households. In contemporary Mossi rural communities, these 

extended households are equivalent to pugkêenga households. These two units are 

analytically defined in terms of nuclear families. Nuclear families are the basic structural 

unit in my typology and I define them as a co-residential group composed of a man, his 

wife (or possibly wives), and their children. Nuclear families are thus defined by 

residence, reproductive roles, and kinship. Independent households are units of 

production composed of only one nuclear family that farms and eats together. In the case 

of polygamous households, an independent household may consist of a man and his 
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wives along with the other members. Extended households, Mossi pugkêenga 

households, by definition consist of two or more nuclear families–i.e., two or more 

conjugal pairs plus their children and dependents. In particular, I compare and contrast 

the material and social assets of independent and pugkêenga households as well as the 

ways in which these assets are managed. Chapter 2 treats the conceptual issues related to 

these household types in greater depth.   

 Mossi rural households in the northern Central Plateau of Burkina Faso provide ideal 

conditions for investigating the linkages between household structure, sustainable 

livelihoods, and environmental and social change. The region has been the site of several 

in-depth human-environment studies from the 1960s through the present (Batterbury and 

Forsyth 1999; Ford 1982; Hammond 1966; Kohler 1971; Marchal 1983; Reij, Tappan, 

and Belemvire 2005). These works provide a rich empirical background for 

understanding the ecological and social contexts in which changes are taking place. 

Furthermore, Mossi social organization has been the subject of numerous French and 

American anthropological studies. Thus, I draw on a rich body of ethnographic literature 

that bears directly on contemporary issues. 

 The Central Plateau of Burkina Faso poses many of the environmental and social 

challenges faced by rural producers in other parts of Sahelian West Africa and, indeed, 

throughout the world. These challenges include desertification, overpopulation, 

deforestation, soil degradation, migration, and chronic food insecurity. Although these 

negative characteristics exist and are readily apparent, it would be a mistake to portray 
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the people inhabiting this marginal environment as passive victims of these phenomena. 

Instead, the Mossi rural producers who occupy the Central Plateau face these seemingly 

intractable problems as challenges to be dealt with and slowly and patiently overcome. 

Mossi societies have proven to be resilient to environmental and social exigencies and 

maintain one of the highest population densities in West Africa outside of irrigated river 

valleys (Raynaut 2001). The ability of Mossi rural communities to sustain high 

population densities has drawn the attention of numerous social scientists and 

agronomists. Their research has focused primarily on technologies and development 

interventions that potentially mitigate these risks. My study concentrates instead on 

household-level social organization.  

 Extended Mossi households participate in a unique system of pooling land, labor, and 

grain resources. Several nuclear families related by kinship cultivate together in 

communal fields called pugkêense (singular pugkêenga). These same households then 

share the grain from these fields in a communal granary. The household head manages 

these granaries and the communal fields for the benefit of the entire group. Independent 

households, on the other, hand have no such communal fields or common granaries. They 

are more individualistic and manage resources for their own nuclear family. This 

pugkêenga system has been documented by other researchers (Fiske 1991; Marchal 1984; 

McMillan 1986). Yet, the full function and implications of the systems have never been 

systematically explored in depth.  
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 The pugkêenga system is also a social institution in flux. Internal conflicts between 

brothers or external pressures such as land scarcity compel households to dissolve their 

communal fields and divide this land among its sons and brothers. This leads to the 

breakup of the extended household and its dissolution into several independent 

households. Thus, the system is dynamic and accommodates environmental and social 

pressures. Using anthropological theories of population pressure, Chayanov consumer-

producer ratios, and a sustainable livelihood framework, my research explores the costs 

and benefits associated with households of either type.  

 One of the seminal works on Mossi social organization is Fiske’s The Structures of 

Social Life (1991). Fiske argues that the pugkêenga system is a consequence of an overall 

Mossi tendency towards communal sharing of resources. My work contends that this 

cultural explanation alone is insufficient and that the pugkêenga system also has an 

adaptive role in regards to environmental and social stress. In particular, I demonstrate 

how this system enhances the overall sustainability of Mossi livelihoods as they cope 

with regional desiccation, population pressure, and migration. 

 Numerous anthropologists have examined complex or extended households in which 

several nuclear families form larger corporate units of production (e.g., Goody 1958; 

Hammel 1972; McMillan 1986; Netting 1965; Wilk 1991). Chapter 2 discusses these 

theories and insights in more detail. My work builds on these authors in three significant 

ways. One, I examine the relative advantage of pugkêenga and independent households 

from a sustainable livelihoods perspective. Two, I use a more quantitative and empirical 
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approach than previous authors. Three, I utilize agent-based modeling to explore the 

dynamics among household structures, desiccation, population pressure, and off-farm 

cash-earning opportunities. Through these approaches and methods, I provide a more 

rigorous and robust argument that pugkêenga forms of household organization are more 

sustainable than independent ones under conditions of environmental and social change.  

 Chapter 2 provides the intellectual framework in which I place my research. It 

provides background on anthropological understandings of household extension and 

fragmentation. I also discuss the sustainable livelihoods analytical framework that 

situates my arguments and insights. Chapter 3 describes the physical, political, and 

socioeconomic context in which Mossi rural producers interact on the northern Central 

Plateau of Burkina Faso. Chapter 4 provides a history of Mossi communities in the study 

area and a description of Mossi kinship structures. Chapter 5 presents the results of my 

quantitative analysis. Chapter 6 presents the agent-based model of the Mossi livelihood 

system. Chapter 7 ties all of the previous chapters together and presents conclusions 

drawn from them.   

 Household extension and fragmentation appear in discussions of rural household 

structure in Burkina Faso generally (Gray 2005) and of Mossi farming systems on the 

northern Central Plateau more specifically. French social scientists predicted that the 

large, complex, extended households, which are a prominent feature of Mossi social 

organization, would eventually disappear due to wage-work, the rise of individualism, 
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and the decline of patriarchal authority (Imbs 1987; Kohler 1971; Marchal 1983, 1987). 

Using these studies as baselines, the two basic questions my dissertation addresses are: 

 1) Whether or not extended households are indeed declining or disappearing 

2) The degree to which either the decline or the persistence of extended households is 

related to issues of sustainability in the face of environmental and social change.  

 I find that, contrary to the predictions of the above French social scientists, extended 

households persist. I attribute this persistence to the fact that they mitigate the negative 

impacts of climate variability, migration, and demographic pressure. This insight bolsters 

similar conclusions by Wilk (1991) and Toulmin (1992) who view them as adaptations to 

conditions of environmental risk and social uncertainty. Unlike these two authors, I 

address larger issues of long-term sustainability under scenarios of environmental and 

social change. In this sense, this study contributes toward an anthropological engagement 

with issues of sustainability.  
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CHAPTER 2. HOUSEHOLD EXTENSION, FRAGMENTATION, AND 

SUSTAINABLE LIVELIHOODS 

This chapter sets out the intellectual debates that my investigation seeks to inform. It 

identifies the particular niche within the proverbial blob of knowledge concerning 

households that my study uniquely illuminates. This dissertation is a contribution to the 

growing body of interdisciplinary scholarship on the human dimensions of global change. 

Often referred to more simply as “human dimensions” research, its scholars seek to 

understand the dynamic relationships between changing environmental and social 

systems. We recognize that human systems are constantly adapting to environmental and 

social change while simultaneously promulgating these changes on multiple scales. In the 

past, the human dimensions research community largely investigated these dynamics as a 

series of incremental adaptations to past events. More recently, a growing number of 

scientists have found that explaining the present as a product of the past is only one part 

of the story. Our research needs to address the implications of past adaptations for the 

future and critically assess the extent to which these adaptations are sustainable (National 

Research Council 1999). There have been calls for anthropologists to actively engage in 

this emerging field of “sustainability science” and define sustainability as an analytical 

concept (McCabe 2003).  

  Teasing apart these complex dynamics and assessing their implications for 

sustainability is a challenging task. The sustainable livelihoods framework provides many 

of the analytical tools and theories relevant to this pursuit (Stone 2003). This paradigm 

has been used in numerous similar studies and accommodates the analysis of household 
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and environmental change along multiple lines of evidence (see Davies 1996). The 

following paragraphs outline the ways in which the livelihoods framework informs this 

problèmatique: why do pugkêenga households persist and how do they enhance 

livelihood sustainability? 

2.1 Independent and Extended Households 

Defining and analyzing households has been a perennial problem within anthropology 

since the early development of the discipline (Hammel 1984). One of the first authors to 

define the term was Murdock in his book Social Structure (1949). For Murdock, 

however, the term household referred to kinship relationships and did not take larger 

relations of residency, consumption, and production into account. In most contemporary 

works, households are analytical units that refer to both the morphology and the function 

of domestic groups (Wilk and Netting 1984). Conceptually and analytically, households 

are distinct from families. Families are residential and kinship groups whereas 

households are corporate groups composed of families that form units of production, 

consumption, and exchange along with biological and social reproduction (Netting 1993). 

Households are also units of adaptation whereby their structure and function change in 

response to environmental and social change (Wilk 1991). This study builds on these 

household concepts but attends to processes of household extension and fragmentation. 

 Several studies have examined the conditions that favor smaller and larger 

households where size primarily refers to the number of members. Critics of this 

approach point out that comparing household size based solely on membership ignores 
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more important issues related to the composition of such households (Laslett 1972). In 

most cases, authors distinguish between households composed of one or multiple 

“nuclear families.” A nuclear family consists of a conjugal pair and their children. In 

these examples, scholars categorize domestic groups as either nuclear family households 

or extended family households (Pasternak, Ember, and Ember 1976; Reyna 1976). To 

simplify terminology, this study drops the term “family” and replaces the term “nuclear” 

with the term “independent.” Thus, I systematically compare independent and extended 

households. When necessary, the term “nuclear family” is used and refers to a conjugal 

pair and their children. In the more specific discussions pertaining to Mossi extended 

households, I use the term pugkêenga household to designate these groups. The reasons 

why either independent or extended households predominate in a society vary according 

to the analytical framework in which an author conducted their study. For instance, case 

studies by Netting (1965) and Sahlins (1957) are grounded in cultural ecology. In other 

instances, case studies by Reyna (1976) and Pasternak et al. (1976) represent perspectives 

from political economy. Hammel’s studies exemplify a demographic orientation and 

focus on internal household social dynamics (Hammel 1972, 2005; Hammel and 

Gullickson 2004). Overall, these authors tend to emphasize an exclusively environmental, 

socio-political, or demographic set of causal relations as opposed to considering these 

factors in tandem. Wilk’s (1984; 1991) and Toulmin’s (1991; 1992) studies take more 

complex interactions among these general factors into account. Insights from these 
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general perspectives and their relevance to contemporary Mossi household extension and 

fragmentation follow. 

 From a cultural ecology point of view, land scarcity and land use shape the degree to 

which independent or extended households are advantageous. Where population densities 

are low and agricultural land is plentiful, extended households are advantageous because 

they facilitate extensive agricultural practices. If land is scarce and the demographic 

pressure is intense, independent households will predominate because their organization 

is compatible with intensive agriculture (Netting 1965). The results obtained by Sahlins 

in Moala, Fiji parallel this pattern (1957).  More intensive agriculture in nearby village 

fields favors independent households while extended households prevail in villages 

practicing mostly extensive agriculture in both village and distant sites. In both the 

Kofyar and Moala cases, household composition is essentially a function of labor, land, 

and agricultural technology although cultural institutions such as lend tenure and 

inheritance play significant roles as well.  

 Economic analyses of independent and extended households likewise treat labor 

availability and mobilization as a fundamental factor but tend to de-emphasize issues 

related to land. Instead, these perspectives focus on relations between household 

production goals and non-agricultural activities. Based on their cross-cultural 

comparison, Pasternak, Ember, and Ember conclude that extended households will 

emerge and prevail in societies where incompatible activity requirements exceed 

available household labor (1976). The authors define incompatible activities as those 
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tasks that compete with the child-raising and domestic work of women and the 

subsistence activities of men. They offer examples whereby women’s agricultural 

demands conflict with their ability to tend to younger children and where fathers must 

work in mines or engage in warfare at the expense of farming as cases that favor 

extended households. Where these external labor demands do not exceed those internal to 

a household, independent households are more viable.  

 Reyna uses empirical data to compare the economic advantages of independent and 

extended households among the Barma of Chad (Reyna 1976). Using Chayanov 

household dependency ratios, he finds that extended households have lower dependency 

ratios than independent ones. Households with lower dependency ratios–i.e., that have 

greater numbers of productive members than dependent members–attempt to maintain or 

even further decrease this ratio by “extending” the household. They do so by recruiting 

additional productive members through marriage, births, and the retention of married 

sons. In his sample, independent households already have high dependency ratios and are 

therefore unable to attract more members. Like the authors cited above, Reyna focuses on 

labor and devotes little discussion to land issues because among the Barma, there is no 

shortage of agricultural land.  

 Household demographic characteristics and processes form the core of arguments put 

forth by Hammel in his historical treatment of Serbian zadrugas. Zadrugas were large 

extended households that persisted in agrarian Baltic communities. These complex 

institutions could attain a great number of nuclear families and form large extended 
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domestic groups that prevailed between roughly 1650 and 1800. Unlike the above 

authors, Hammel uses a historical perspective to provide insights on the processes by 

which households aggregate and divide into and out of zadrugas (Hammel 1972). This 

historical framework demonstrates that the extension and fragmentation of domestic 

groups is part of a generalized household domestic cycle described by Fortes (1962) and 

Goody (1958). According to this cycle, households are initially established by a conjugal 

pair and gradually develop from a nuclear household to an extended household as 

married sons remain within the domestic group according to kinship and residence rules. 

Due to the demographic characteristics of these households, their Chayanov dependency 

ratio varies over time (Hammel 2005). From this viewpoint, many of the differences 

between nuclear and extended households documented by Netting, Reyna, and Sahlins 

can be attributed to their position in a stage of the domestic cycle rather than purely land 

and labor constraints.  

 Hammel also discusses how particular internal configurations of zadruga extended 

households predict their breakup. Generally, sons begin to hive off from a zadruga once 

they themselves marry and have mature sons of their own (Hammel 1972). Hammel also 

suggests that the ways in which dependency ratios articulate with the domestic cycle in a 

zadruga sow “the seeds of its own destruction” (2005:7046). As mature sons see that the 

well-being of their own nuclear family–as measured by the dependency ratio–would be 

improved if they formed their own independent household, they separate themselves from 

the zadruga. This can ultimately lead to the complete fragmentation of the extended 
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household into a multitude of independent nuclear units. Internal micropolitical tensions 

can also precipitate fragmentation. Hammel’s empirical evidence shows that rivalry 

among co-resident brothers’ wives and the wives of junior brothers frequently propelled 

these subordinate conjugal pairs to splinter off from the extended household (Hammel 

and Gullickson 2004).  

 The works cited above all suffer from the same shortcoming. By and large, they are 

not comprehensive in their analytical scope. The authors tend to discuss one causal set of 

relations at the expense of others. Sahlins and Netting primarily discuss the relationship 

between land and labor on household structure and organization and do not adequately 

address economic factors. Reyna and Pasternak, Ember and Ember focus on the 

economics of labor and household demographics, but only briefly mention ecological 

forces. Hammel takes demographic and labor issues into account but likewise does not 

fully discuss the effects of a changing environment or economy on household structures. 

In contrast, the works of Wilk and Toulmin explore the dynamics between transforming 

household structures and changing environmental and social conditions in a more 

comprehensive framework.  

 Toulmin (1991; 1992) traces changes in rainfall patterns, markets, and technologies 

for Bambara farming households in central Mali from roughly the 1940s to the 1980s. 

The cumulative effect of these transformations is to increase environmental risk and 

market uncertainty. In terms of household organization, the situation favors extended 
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households who can better pool labor and financial resources to buffer their members 

from these factors.  

 The rain-fed agriculture practiced by the Bambara became more perilous due to 

declining rainfall. Drought-like conditions forced households to rely on shorter-cycle 

cereals that require greater amounts of manure to produce. Around the same time, steel 

plows and carts became available in regional markets. The availability of these new 

technologies permitted households to further insulate themselves from crop-failure by 

preparing and weeding fields more efficiently. The need for manure and plows fueled 

greater household investment in cattle to provide dung, purchase plows, purchase draft 

oxen, and also construct wells. Wells enable households to water their herds and also 

attract the animals of others to their fields and add manure. Extended households are 

better able to divide tasks among members between farming and animal-raising. The fact 

that they can raise grain surpluses allows them to sell some of this surplus and invest in 

cattle and wells. Households that are self-sufficient in grain, own cattle, and possess wells 

are also better able to arrange marriages for the sons than those who are poorer. Toulmin 

presents data on cattle and well ownership that shows that larger households possess 

more of these assets than their smaller counterparts. Maintaining large numbers of 

members becomes adaptive to the changing environmental and market conditions.  

 Wilk also considers the interaction of environmental, economic, and social processes 

in his study of the Kekchi Maya of southern Belize (1984; 1991). As a student of Netting, 

he set out to test Netting’s theories regarding household adaptations to ecological 
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constraints. In particular, Wilk applied Netting’s theory regarding the relationship 

between intensive/extensive agriculture and nuclear/extended households. The three 

villages which Wilk compares differ from one another in terms of population density, 

transportation accessibility, and settlement histories. These are the ecological variables 

that determine and also articulate with economic and social variables. As an example, the 

community of Aguacate in the southern Belize has a long settlement history, lies on a dirt 

road, and practices mostly swidden agriculture where fields rotate every five years. 

Indian Creek, by contrast, is a newer northern community, lies along a recently 

constructed highway, and most of its pioneer inhabitants raise cash crops. Wilk’s primary 

objective among the Kekchi Maya was not only to test the cultural ecological theories of 

Netting and Sahlins, but also to establish the causal links between ecological factors and 

household adaptations. Comparing households between these villages led him to question 

the direction of change predicted by Netting and Sahlins and to argue for a revised and 

more synthetic theory of household adaptation. 

 Much of Wilk’s data and analysis cast doubt on the one-way causal relationships 

proposed by Netting and Sahlins. The Kekchi data results suggested that intensive 

agriculture correlated with extended–or “cluster” in Wilk’s terminology–households and 

not nuclear households (1984). In addition, few household structures conformed to the 

pattern predicted by consumer-producer ratios put forward by Sahlins and based on 

Chayanov’s monumental work (Sahlins 1972). By carefully and meticulously taking local 

settlement conditions, ethnographic context, and domestic cycle issues into account, Wilk 
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demonstrated that household adaptation takes place based on the interplay of all these 

variables as they act on particular households at certain moments in their development. 

Wilk synthesizes this finding to state: "A better way to move from the specific case to 

more-general insights is to use the concept of niche . . . For a household a niche is a 

combination of different resources and techniques for production and consumption with 

which members survive and reproduce . . . Seemingly minor changes in an economic or 

ecological setting can have major effects on households" (Wilk 1991:225). Thus, 

understanding the causal relationships between ecological, social, and economic forces 

entails investigating how households are embedded in co-constitutively constructed 

niches.  

 Wilk’s household ecology of niche interactions and Toulmin’s risk-mitigation 

provide the best theoretical models of household extension and fragmentation to test with 

my own fieldwork data. The models of other scholars mostly consider only one set of 

factors and likewise only consider the interactions between households and these factors 

in one causal direction. As an example, Netting’s case study of Kofyar household 

structure and intensive agriculture considers only the effects of demographic pressure on 

household type. His limited analysis does not consider the concomitant consequences of 

household type on demographic pressure. For these reasons, I use the models put forth by 

Wilk and Toulmin and test the degree to which they explain Mossi household extension 

and fragmentation. 
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2.2 Sustainable Livelihoods 

Sustainable livelihoods have emerged as a research paradigm within academic and 

practitioner development circles. Livelihoods can be considered as both conceptual and 

analytical entities. Conceptually, a livelihood “comprises the capabilities, assets 

(including both material and social resources) and activities required for a means of 

living. A livelihood is sustainable when it can cope with and recover from stresses and 

shocks, maintain or enhance its capabilities and assets, while not undermining the natural 

resource base” (Scoones 1998:5). Analytically, a sustainable livelihoods approach entails 

assessing the resiliency and sensitivity to external shocks of the different ways by which 

households obtain food and make a living (Davies 1996). Livelihoods have proven to be 

more illustrative and holistic lenses by which to understand how people cope with and 

adapt to environmental and social change than food security or farming systems 

approaches.  

 In general, livelihood systems in developing countries adapt to ecological and 

economic risk by diversifying (see Ellis 2000). Households “construct a diverse portfolio 

of activities and social support capabilities in their struggle for survival and in order to 

improve their standards of living” (Ellis 1998:4). Thus, they deliberately develop income 

streams and social networks that permit the household to rely less heavily on agriculture. 

For the Kano close-settled zone in northern Nigeria, Mortimore and Adams (1999:144-

145) propose a step-wise model of diversification that begins with crops, extends to 

investment in animals, followed by investment in commerce, and ends with off-farm 
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activities. In this sense, households take advantage of market opportunities to 

incrementally augment their livelihood sustainability through investments in cattle and 

trade.  

 The recognition that agriculture alone does not support households is in part due to 

the influential work of Amartya Sen. Sen made a distinction between assets, which are 

the land, labor, and technology households own, and entitlements, which are the social 

networks of reciprocal obligation, upon which households can draw (1981). Scoones 

(1998) likewise discusses the broader context that the sustainable livelihoods framework 

incorporates and adds institutional resources as critical variables. In a longitudinal study 

in Machakos District, Kenya, Tiffen et al. (1994) demonstrated that diversification not 

only increases the sustainability of household livelihood security but also assists in 

environmental restoration. A sustainable livelihoods perspective permits researchers to 

attend to the manner in which external forces influence households and reciprocally the 

ways in which households shape their external ecological and social environment. In 

more simple terms, the model facilitates investigations of these dynamics.  

 This paper analyzes household extension and fragmentation within a sustainable 

livelihoods conceptual model. In this model, achieving and enhancing the livelihood 

sustainability of a household is the fundamental goal of its members. This goal drives 

decision making regarding the use and allocation of household resources such as land, 

labor, and wealth. Households strive to maintain balance with their local environment and 

adapt to a changing climate. They do so through ecological conservation, taking 
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advantage of economic opportunities, and adjusting their composition in order to 

withstand future shocks. Households perform all these adjustments while taking into 

account the feedback of their decisions on natural resources, social structure, and 

economic viability. 

 The sustainability of a livelihood system is a function of two related but independent 

characteristics: sensitivity and resilience. The sensitivity of a livelihood is the degree to 

which it is negatively impacted by external shocks such as drought or unemployment. 

The resilience of a livelihood is the duration of time required for the system to adapt and 

recover from the shock. Figure 2.1 illustrates the relationship between sensitivity and 

resilience, modified from the figure Davies (1996:27) presents in the book Adaptable 

FIG. 2.1. Model of household sustainability 
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Livelihoods: Coping with Food Insecurity in the Malian Sahel. In the Sahelian context, 

pastoralism can be generally characterized as a livelihood that is very sensitive to drought 

and has a low resilience to its impacts. Farmers practicing irrigated agriculture, on the 

other hand, are largely unaffected by drought and if they are impacted, they can recover 

quickly. As an illustration, droughts in the 1970s and 1980s decimated herds, caused 

famine, and forced pastoralists into a state of destitution in greater numbers than irrigated 

farmers. Many of these pastoralist households have not yet rebuilt their herds and remain 

as dependents in urban areas whereas irrigated farmers were able to recuperate their crop 

losses within a few seasons. Although an oversimplification, this example shows how one 

can place pastoralist livelihoods in the bottom right-hand quadrant and irrigated farmers 

in the upper left-hand quadrant of figure 2.1. However, households deliberately and 

proactively engage in activities that move their livelihood system towards decreased 

sensitivity and increased resilience–i.e., towards the upper left.  

 Figure 2.2 diagrams the iterative process by which this occurs (Carney et al. 1999:9). 

The British Department for International Development (DFID) framework illustrates both 

the conceptual and analytical linkages between components of a livelihood system. This 

model shows how risks and shocks act on households and affect their bundle of assets. 

This bundle of livelihood assets is composed of human, natural, financial, physical and 

social capital. The emphasis on multiple assets as sources of capital draws again on the 

writings of Sen. As assets, these sources of capital act as material bases for action and 

also provide households with the capability to access entitlements through social 
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interactions (Sen 1997, 1999). Structures and processes likewise continually interact with 

households and shape the composition of their assets. Simultaneously, households pursue 

livelihood strategies to adjust their assets so as to improve their livelihood situation. 

Policies and interventions by governments and development agencies should act to 

promote beneficial livelihood strategies that result in positive outcomes such as those 

listed in the diagram. These outcomes feed back into the system at the level of 

households to again alter their asset bundles.  

 Empirical evidence from sustainable livelihood case studies demonstrates  households 

generally proactively and deliberately seek to progressively shift their livelihood system 

towards greater sustainability–i.e., decreasing their sensitivity and increasing their 

resilience (Swift 1996; Tiffen, Mortimore, and Gichuki 1994). However, the structural 

and environmental contexts in which these livelihoods are imbedded often impede the 

ability of households to do so. Examples from the Niger River Delta in Mali and 

Northwest Haiti demonstrate how these systems wind up in a downward spiral of 

FIG. 2.2. DFID sustainable livelihoods framework 
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progressively eroding livelihood sustainability in which strategies are sharply constrained 

(Baro 2002; Davies 1996). 

2.3 Integrating Frameworks 

This study draws on these two bodies of knowledge and ties them together. Development 

anthropologists have fully embraced the sustainable livelihoods framework and actively 

apply it in numerous research endeavors. At the same time, these studies rarely employ 

more-anthropologically grounded theories of household dynamics like those of Netting, 

Sahlins, Wilk and Toulmin, which I refer to collectively as “household ecology” 

paradigms. Both the sustainable livelihoods and household ecology frameworks attempt 

to understand and untangle the complex dynamics between natural, social, and economic 

systems. Both also represent holistic conceptual and analytical paradigms for explaining 

household behaviors in larger ecological, cultural, and economic contexts. Hence, it is 

surprising that there is so little intellectual borrowing between the two fields despite their 

similar objectives and concerns. In part, this divide reflects the audiences to which either 

group speaks. Household ecologists by-and-large direct their insights towards academic 

colleagues whereas development anthropologists target their findings towards academic 

colleagues as well as development agencies and practitioners. This is by no means true in 

all cases. But, household ecology tends to inform academic debates while development 

anthropology leans toward policy-making.  

 This divide significantly hinders anthropology’s ability to engage in the nascent 

discipline of sustainability science. As McCabe notes, almost none of the recent 
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anthropological studies in sustainability cite Netting’s work despite the fact he wrote 

innumerable chapters, articles, and reports on exactly the same themes (2003). By the 

same token, many of the writings in household ecology were targeted towards 

understanding problems in human ecology rather than informing larger issues in 

development. By disregarding themes from household ecology, we fail to build on these 

successes and risk “repainting our store” with what we call new paradigms, which are 

actually old ones re-packaged with different labels (Greenberg and Park 1994). 

Anthropologists have an opportunity to contribute substantive insights to sustainability 

studies and our sustainable livelihoods framework contains the tools to do so (Stone 

2003). However, borrowing ideas from household ecology can enrich this contribution 

(see Kottak 2004). 

 Since I view households as the nexus around which these larger issues revolve and 

intersect, this study focuses on the Mossi pugkêenga system of household communal 

sharing. I apply theories of Chayanov dependency ratios and agricultural intensification 

from household ecology to issues of food security, livelihood assets, and natural resource 

conservation from sustainable livelihoods. This analytical bricolage produces a robust 

understanding of the roles that household extension and fragmentation play in both 

promoting and inhibiting the sustainability of Mossi rural livelihoods in the face of 

environmental and social change. Through a thorough analysis of the ways in which these 

twin processes iterate with desiccation, population pressure, and migration I conclude  
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that these conditions favor pugkêenga forms of household organization because they 

exhibit greater sustainability. 

2.4 Pugkêenga and Independent Households 

The pugkêenga is a communal institution in which extended households pool land, labor, 

and grain in a social system of rights and obligations. It is a mix of material and moral 

sharing and involves relationships between individuals, nuclear families, and households. 

I argue that the pugkêenga system serves as an adaptive mechanism to deal with internal 

and external stresses namely climate variability, demographic pressure, and migration. 

This section describes the Mossi pugkêenga communal institution in detail and discusses 

anthropological perspectives on its significance. 

 In a pugkêenga system, one or more nuclear families cultivate together in communal 

fields, store the harvest in communal granaries, and share grain among participating 

nuclear families. A pugkêenga household consists of at least two or more nuclear 

families. I define households using the same criteria established by the Burkinabé Institut 

National de la Statistique et de la Démographie (INSD) and the Projet d’Aménagement 

des Terroirs et de Conservation des Ressources (PATECORE). INSD demographers 

distinguish between two units of domestic classification: ménage démographiqe, which 

corresponds to a nuclear family and ménage économique, which corresponds to a 

household. A ménage économique is a socio-economic unit “composed of members who 

pool their resources in order to satisfy their needs and recognize the authority of a 

household head” (INSD 2003a:3). PATECORE distinguishes between a ménage as a 
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residential and consumption unit and an exploitation agricole, or farm, as a group of 

“people who produce and eat together” (Reij and Thiombiano 2003:3). This study 

combines both definitions and defines a household as a unit in which its members: 

 - Cultivate together 

 - Pool resources among themselves 

 - Eat together from a common granary 

 - Recognize the authority of a household head 

 - Are related to one another through kinship or marriage 

This conceptual and analytical definition encompasses issues of material production, 

social reproduction, authority, and consumption but not necessarily residence (Netting, 

Wilk, and Arnould 1984b). Chapter 3 discusses Mossi domestic organization at greater 

length. 

 Decision-making and authority rest primarily with the household head. In most cases, 

this person is the most senior male member of the household. On some occasions, a 

household recognizes the authority of the oldest son of this patriarch as its leader instead 

of the elder father. In this case, the father delegates this responsibility to his son. In rare 

instances, the wife of this oldest male can be the head of the household due to this 

member’s death or absence. In most cases, several brothers (or half-brothers if a father 

has several wives) work together in several fields, pugkêense, with their wives and 

children. Their work is overseen by this leader who decides what tasks each member will 

perform and in which field on which day.  
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 In a pugkêenga system, nuclear families work together during the agricultural season 

from mid-morning (around 9:00 a.m.) until approximately early afternoon (around 3:00 

p.m.). During this communal labor in the pugkêenga fields, men and boys usually work 

together in one section of a field while wives and female children work together in close 

proximity in another section. Wives generally have their own beolga (plural beolse) 

fields in which they grow groundnuts, cowpeas, and possibly sorghum. They work in 

these individual fields from very early in the morning (around 4:00 or 5:00 a.m.) until 

9:00 when everyone regroups in the pugkêenga. These women are then released at 3:00 

in the afternoon to return to their beolga fields.  

 Married sons, too, may have beolga fields in which they work apart from the 

collective pugkêenga with their own wives and children. This is one of the instances in 

which a nuclear family partially acts as a household onto itself while still forming a 

constituent part of a larger extended household. These fields and the permission to work 

in them are granted by household heads. Similar to the wives’ beolga, nuclear families 

may only work in their individual fields either early in the morning or later in the 

afternoon. Such arrangements are relatively rare.  

 In both instances of beolga fields, the harvests are not shared with the other nuclear 

families within an extended household. These households typically consume grain from 

their own separate beolga granaries until it is exhausted. It is at this point in time that the 

household head begins to distribute grain to nuclear families under his authority from the 

pugkêenga granary. Women, too, are not obligated to share their beolga groundnuts or 
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cowpeas with the entire extended household. On some occasions, beolga grain, 

groundnuts, or cowpeas can be sold in order to purchase necessities for the nuclear 

family. Beolga grain and other products are reserved by and large for the consumptive 

and non-consumptive needs of the nuclear family. Pugkêenga grain, on the other hand, is 

for the entire group. It is never sold unless funeral, medical, or other dire obligations 

necessitate its sale.  

 Pugkêenga grain is managed by the household head at his or her discretion with the 

communal needs of the entire extended household in mind. Millet and sorghum from 

these communal fields are stored in a separate and distinct granary over which the 

household head has control. Beolga grain is stored in smaller yet distinct granaries. It is 

largely consumed or sold at the discretion of the head of the nuclear family. As for 

women, they control the extent to which their beolga groundnuts, cowpeas, and sorghum 

are either eaten or sold. The sale of these foodstuffs produced by women and their 

children is typically used to satisfy the needs related to her hearthhold or her individual 

wants such as clothing, shoes, or other goods (see Ekejiuba 1995; Henderson, Finan, and 

Langworthy 1997).  

 Nonetheless, not all nuclear families participate in pugkêenga relationships of 

production. Quite often, a nuclear family farms by itself, consumes only that grain raised 

by its members, and has its own granaries apart. As such, these nuclear families 

constitute independent households. Even though several brothers and their families reside 

within the same compound and still recognize the authority of an individual to whom 
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they are related, they do not cultivate together in communal fields. Sometimes, the larger 

communal pugkêenga field will have been subdivided by the household head and doled 

out to each married son. Alternatively, brothers may together decide to stop farming 

together and divide the pugkêenga fields among themselves. This latter case usually 

occurs following the death of a household head. In this way, fragmentation of a 

pugkêenga household produces independent ones. 

 Several circumstances precipitate the fragmentation of pugkêenga households. In 

some cases, brothers lack solidarity among themselves. Interpersonal frictions propel 

them to split apart and farm autonomously. In other cases, the household head feels he no 

longer controls a sufficient amount of land to sustain a pugkêenga and meet the needs of 

all the nuclear families under him. A shortage of land to which this segment of a lineage 

holds usufruct rights acts as a trigger. Another common situation occurs when a junior 

brother breaks off from the others and their father. He moves away and cultivates on his 

own with only his nuclear family.  

 The fragmentation of pugkêenga households can also be a consequence of kinship 

and land tenure rules. A pugkêenga household may work together in communal fields 

managed by the household head. This person may die or leave and have no, or just one, 

son or nephew who is as yet unmarried. In this event, the pugkêenga fails to continue 

operating as a communal field because there are no longer multiple nuclear families–

there is just one large one composed of unmarried sons and perhaps the head’s wives. 

However, the specific pugkêenga fields continue to exist as simply large fields. As sons 
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marry and produce children, these communal lands develop into full-fledged pugkêenga 

fields in which several nuclear families cultivate. 

2.5 Anthropological Perspectives on Pugkêenga and Independent Households  

In his 1966 ethnography Yatenga: Technology in the Culture of a West African Kingdom, 

Hammond features a black-and-white photo of three granaries that vary and size in shape 

and includes a small child for scale. Below it, he included the cryptic caption: “These 

earthen storehouses are of two types . . . “ (Hammond 1966:39 - ellipsis his own). In 

surrounding text, he briefly describes three different types of grain storehouses. Each 

household head has one or more granaries containing cereal harvested from fields in 

which only his household farms. One of these granaries is larger than the other and 

resembles a small hut elevated off the ground on large rocks. This granary stores 

unthreshed millet and sorghum. Its smaller counterpart contains threshed cereal grains 

and has a large opening near the top covered by a small thatch roof. Grain is scooped out 

of this large hole after removing the entire thatch “lid.” Patriclan elders oversee the third 

type of granary, which contain grain from large communal fields in which all members of 

the entire extended kin group participate. In Yatenga, Hammond never follows up on the 

significance of these granaries and their attending forms of social organization for Mossi 

survival implied by his photo caption.   

 He concludes that the elements of the lineage reciprocity and redistribution embedded 

in Mossi social, political, and religious institutions are direct products of their traditional 

subsistence technology, which is labor-intensive and risk-prone. They also serve to 
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preserve an egalitarian society where little social stratification exists. Hammond ends the 

work with the paragraphs (1966:215): 

So far the relative continuity of traditional Mossi culture is to be explained 
by the absence of technological innovation in Yatenga. So long as the 
indigenous technology persists unmodified, there is no internal basis, or 
need, for economic change. So long as the economic and social systems 
remain unaltered, there is no occasion for change in the organization of the 
political system. And traditional Mossi religion, which serves to sanction 
the structure and the functional integration of each of these institutions, is 
similarly perpetuated.  
  Life in the villages of Yatenga will go on is it always has, changing—but 
very slowly.” 
 

Change did take place and some of it was briefly anticipated in the book. The 

anthropologist probably could not have imagined that Mossi would leave the Central 

Plateau by the thousands for plantations in Ivory Coast and Ghana or that they would also 

migrate en masse to less densely populated areas of the country.  

 Hammond mentions the incipient pull of migration along with the beginnings of a 

cash economy and the existence of population pressure. Droughts and soil erosion are 

also briefly noted, but Hammond could hardly envision the long period of regional 

desiccation (see Chapter 3) that would accelerate and fundamentally transform Mossi 

communities throughout Yatenga and the northern Central Plateau. Hammond’s Yatenga 

typifies many anthropological ethnographies of its era in that it is an excellent descriptive 

account of Mossi culture in a specific time and place. Later works by other authors 

documented these changes in Mossi society undergoing rapid social, economic, and 

environmental change.  
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 Françoise Izard-Héritier and Michel Izard produced one of the first studies to address 

processes of change among the Mossi of Yatenga in their monograph Les Mossi du 

Yatenga: Étude de la Vie Économique et Sociale (1959). The anthropologists describe the 

ways in which many Mossi cultural and political institutions persist despite the 

modernizing forces of Islam, Christianity, and French colonialism. While many of these 

institutions are conserved in form, they remain altered in practice. Mossi chiefs, 

segmentary lineages, and the entire state-like political system continue to exist but the 

authority of these chiefs, lineage heads, and other offices has been eroded. Amid these 

persistent traditions, there are also significant transformations taking place. Paramount 

among these is the widespread and large-scale migration of both entire households to 

other parts of the country and of male youth to coastal areas. The Izards point out that 

population pressure and economic incentives fuel these migrations. They also note that 

lineage segmentation has become more frequent and occurs more easily. The decline of 

traditional authority and the rise of economic self-interest spur the fragmentation of 

extended kin-groups and fuel migration.  

 These relationships between external pressures of modernization and internal Mossi 

social structures were pursued in greater detail by a series of social scientists under the 

auspices of the French Office de la Recherche Scientifique et Technique Outre-Mer 

(ORSTROM – now known as the Institut de Recherche pour le Développement or IRD). 

The previous works described above were largely descriptive and contained more general 

information on Mossi cultural practices; these ORSTROM reports were heavily 
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quantitative and analytical. They provide a rich baseline of data on agricultural 

production, household size, migration rates, and other information upon which I draw to 

compare present-day livelihood characteristics of Mossi rural producers with those from 

1960s through the late-1970s.  

 The ORSTROM researchers featured in my comparison, the locations of their 

fieldwork, and the dates during which it was conducted include: Jean-Michel Kohler who 

studied communities in the region around Dakola on the southwestern fringe of Yatenga 

north of Koudougou between 1965 and 1968 (Kohler 1971); Jean-Paul Lahuec who 

worked in villages surrounding Koupela in the middle of the Central Plateau in two 

periods from 1967 to 1968 and 1974 (Lahuec 1980); Françoise Imbs who also conducted 

research in villages near Koudougou between 1969 and 1972 and again in 1973 (Imbs 

1987); and Jean-Yves Marchal whose exhaustive fieldwork took place in rural locations 

surrounding Ouahigouya in the heart of Yatenga primarily from 1970 through 1976 

(Marchal 1983, 1984, 1987). While none of these studies were conducted in Kongoussi or 

Bam Province per se, they were studies of relatively similar Mossi communities on the 

Central Plateau in very similar agro-ecological zones of comparable population densities. 

Thus, the data contained within these works permits relatively broad and general 

comparisons with my study region thirty years later despite the difference in location. 

 Broadly speaking, the above researchers investigated the dynamics of social, 

technological, economic, and technological adaptation to a changing social and 

ecological landscape. Within each of their reports or articles, there is some discussion of 
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communal fields and household fragmentation. Internal social tensions and external 

ecological and market forces drive this process. In areas of high population density, 

lineage segments eventually run out of adequate productive land to grant to junior 

household members. These younger married couples are then forced to seek agricultural 

land outside the terroirs or lands controlled by their village kinsmen. Lahuec points out 

that these are normative explanations based on material relations of land and production 

that fit with larger Mossi cultural ideals of lineage cohesion and submission to authority. 

In more guarded conversations, informants also acknowledge that jealousies, rivalries, 

and desires for autonomy also figure prominently in this process (Lahuec 1980). 

Opportunities for wage-work or raising cash-crops also compete with subsistence 

agriculture and compel junior males to escape the authority of older agnates with in their 

extended household  (Imbs 1987; Kohler 1971; Marchal 1983).  

 Marchal (1987) compares data he collected on Mossi extended households and 

communal fields in 1970 with observations made by Tauxier in 1910. He finds that 

growth within lineages invariably leads to the fragmentation of lineage-held lands due to 

segmentation. As these parcels of land become smaller and more fragmented, the material 

basis for higher orders of social organization based on kinship become less important (see 

Chapter 4). Thus, the incipient process of segmentation and consequent atomization of 

productive units identified by Tauxier (1917) leads to the individualization of farming 

groups to the point where it becomes “everyone for themselves” (Marchal 1987:445 - as 

translated by me from the French). Ultimately, these forces combine to make communal 
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pugkêenga fields and their associated extended households disappear completely. Kohler, 

too, predicted the decline and demise of pugkêenga systems of communal production and 

social reproduction, which Imbs corroborates. Her data shows that this process of 

household individualization and fragmentation was more advanced than in Kohler’s case 

study. Overall, these studies describe a process of ongoing land and household division 

and fragmentation resulting in the decline and demise of communal fields and extended 

households. They document an ineluctable trend towards individual fields and 

independent households.  

 An entirely different analysis of pugkêenga fields and extended households appears in 

Allan Page Fiske’s Structure of Social Life: The Four Elementary Forms of Human 

Relations (1991). Fiske briefly describes how pugkêenga fields operate and how grain 

from them is distributed among Mossi families. He emphasizes the communal aspects of 

this system and discusses them in terms of his Communal Sharing model of human 

relations. For him, these communal relations are direct products of Mossi cultural values 

that place corporate interests of the lineage, elders, and group above those of the 

individual. Fiske’s structural approach suffers from numerous deficiencies, such as the 

absence of attention to the ways in which these value systems are changing and 

insufficient empirical data to substantiate his claim. Some numbers on household labor 

allocation and field sizes are cited from nearby and contemporaneous fieldwork by Della 

McMillan to assert that Mossi farmers prioritize communal fields (Fiske 1991:262).  
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 Undeniably, pugkêenga fields and their associated extended households serve to 

perpetuate and invigorate social relationships among extended kin. However, Fiske’s 

claim that they are fundamentally products of a Mossi cultural model of Communal 

Sharing, which is the “ . . . core of Moose social relations, their focal motive, and their 

highest good” (Fiske 1991:259) must be tempered by the conclusions presented by the 

above authors showing that pugkêenga households also have a strong material basis in a 

subsistence farming system fraught with agroclimatic risk. Some of Fiske’s insights 

resonate with findings from my own fieldwork. Participants often told me that the value 

of pugkêenga relations of household production are indeed related to a moral economy of 

solidarity among kin (see Cheal 1989). Nonetheless, empirical evidence strongly 

demonstrates that these communal institutions have both affective and material bases and 

one should not be excluded at the expense of another in analytical terms. 

 The most recent research on pugkêenga fields and the distribution of household 

resources appear in the works of anthropologist Della McMillan (1986; 1987; 1995). Like 

the French ORSTROM social scientists, she situates her analysis within a larger context 

of environmental and social change–namely the long period of extended drought and the 

voluntary resettlement of Mossi farmers from the Central Plateau to irrigation projects in 

the southern Volta River Valleys of Burkina Faso. McMillan’s fieldwork was based in 

villages around Kaya (50 kilometers due east of Kongoussi) and villages off the Central 

Plateau in the south. Her fieldwork took place during two periods from 1978 to 1980 and 

again in 1983. McMillan defines two types of households. One type corresponds to a 
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pugkêenga household and the other, which she labels a “subhousehold,” corresponds to a 

nuclear family. In the village near Kaya in 1979, 62% of agricultural land was farmed as 

cooperative fields, 14% was farmed by subhouseholds, and 16% were farmed by wives of 

heads of households (McMillan 1986:264). Labor allocation reflected this pattern 

whereby 62% of the total hours spent on agricultural work took place in these communal 

fields. These figures indicate the priority of communal labor and fields.  

 Unlike other researchers, McMillan does not detect a one-way process of gradual 

household fragmentation. Instead, she emphasizes that “ . . . subdivision and composition 

of household and subhousehold units are quite fluid—households may split, and they 

may unite in response to the death of a family member, a new crop package, immigration, 

illness, or other factors effecting family needs and goals” (McMillan 1986:266). In this 

sense, household fragmentation does not follow an inevitable trajectory towards smaller 

independent units. Instead, their composition is heavily contingent on multiple internal 

and external conditions. By emphasizing these various factors, McMillan suggests that 

household fragmentation and extension is a product of deliberate rational calculations 

based on domestic goals and priorities. In fact, her analysis opens the door for viewing 

this process as the product of household decision-making geared towards ensuring 

sustainable livelihoods.  

2.6 An Integrated Approach to Household Extension and Fragmentation 

This synthesis of anthropological perspectives outlines the broad contours of intellectual 

debates on household fragmentation and cohesion. They range from ecological to 
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demographic and even structural-functionalist explanations. These points of view 

illustrate that households transform themselves due to an entire host of internal, external, 

political, economic, and moral pressures. I cite these authors and their work in order to 

situate the arguments I make and the insights I provide within this vast literature on 

households and sustainable livelihoods. The models proposed by Goody, Chayanov, and 

Fortes have strongly influenced scholarship on households for decades. I deliberately take 

them into account to draw larger lessons about sustainability. Heeding McCabe’s appeal, 

I incorporate models proposed by Netting, Wilk, Sahlins and other cultural ecologists and 

weave them into my analysis as well. I do so in so far as they make sense within a 

sustainable livelihoods approach.  

 The review of specific scholarship on pugkêenga communal fields and granaries 

illustrates the ways in which domestic cycles, demographic pressure, and other 

explanations have been brought to bear on Mossi households. The review also raises the 

question of whether pugkêenga fields and households are declining to the point of 

disappearing. In all of these analyses, scholars have explored pugkêenga fields and 

household configurations as sub-topics within larger examinations of Mossi land-use, 

resource-allocation, or social organization undergoing change. As sub-topics, the amount 

of text dedicated to the description and analysis of pugkêenga fields and extended 

households amounts to only few sentences, a couple paragraphs, or certainly no more 

than two or three pages within any given article, chapter, or book. The full significance of 

this institution and processes of household extension and fragmentation have not yet been 
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completely realized. In order to provide a more comprehensive understanding, I move my 

description and analysis of pugkêenga fields, extended households, and independent 

households to the forefront of this examination. Doing so reveals that their role in 

maintaining and sustaining rural livelihoods among Mossi families on the northern 

Central Plateau has been underappreciated. 

 To provide evidence for this conclusion, this dissertation addresses three fundamental 

questions: 

- One, to what extent are pugkêenga households declining? 

- Two, to what extent do previous models of household extension and fragmentation 

explain the persistence of contemporary pugkêenga households? 

- Three, what are the sustainable livelihood implications for pugkêenga and 

independent households under scenarios of continued desiccation, population 

pressure, and migration? 

 These questions and their answers are important for several reasons. The sustainable 

development movement increasingly demands that agencies, communities, and 

researchers actively engage in defining criteria and measuring progress towards social 

and environmental goals. The emerging sustainability science actively seeks the input of 

anthropologists in defining its objectives, scope, and methods (Kates, Parris, and 

Leiserowitz 2005; Kottak 2004; McCabe 2003; National Research Council 1999). This 

dissertation provides a conceptual and methodological template for this kind of 

engagement.  
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 Several research articles portray Mossi rural producers on the Central Plateau as 

model stewards of environmental sustainability due to the tremendous success of Soil and 

Water Conservation (SWC) development projects  in which they have actively 

participated (Batterbury 1998; Batterbury and Forsyth 1999; Reij, Tappan, and Belemvire 

2005). As in the case of other works of this nature, these analyses overwhelmingly 

prioritize technical adaptations by Mossi farmers and pay less attention to the role of 

household-level social organization in this sustainability process. As Toulmin makes 

clear, household structure plays a pivotal role in determining the degree to which 

domestic groups can engage in environmental conservation activities (1992). Thus, I shift 

the sustainable livelihoods focus from communities, village-level institutions, and NGOs 

to households.  

 Last, the Mossi communal institution—pugkêenga fields, granaries, and 

households—have, according to published texts and oral accounts, persisted for a very, 

very, long time. When I asked participants to tell me how long the pugkêenga institution 

has endured among the Mossi, they always responded, “forever.” Despite predictions to 

the contrary by French geographers, it still does. Again, like Toulmin, I believe that part 

of the reason for its persistence is attributed to the ways in which it mitigates 

environmental and social risks. Thus, this dissertation documents in substantial detail the 

pugkêenga’s important role in sustaining Mossi households in the face of climatic 

uncertainty, population pressure, and migration. It also assesses the ability of pugkêenga 

institutions to continue to do so given scenarios of future climatic change scenarios and 
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continued social change. What has often been viewed as merely a relict of Mossi cultural 

tradition and a product of their egalitarian value-system is more importantly a critical 

institutional cog in Mossi adaptations to a challenging physical environment and waves 

of social disruption and change.  

 The dismal views French social scientists had for the pugkêenga households were 

largely products of their analytical framework: the Farming Systems Research (FSR) 

approach (see Broekhuyse and Allen 1988). From this viewpoint, agricultural production 

is the focus of analysis and achieving sustainable farming systems is the goal. Limiting 

the analysis to questions of farm inputs and outputs loses sight of other important non-

farm economic activities (McMillan 1995). Marchal, Kohler, and Imbs fundamentally 

view off-farm income-generating activities as opportunities that compete with 

agricultural production. In this light, large communal fields are threatened by wage-work 

and extended household have largely no choice but to fragment. The sustainable 

livelihoods framework takes into account multiple household activities and goals beyond 

that of just the farm. From this perspective, off-farm income-generating activities do not 

necessarily compete with farming and, in fact, generally complement it. Using this larger 

and more inclusive analytical scope allows me to better understand the full context of 

Mossi household extension and fragmentation. It also explains why the pugkêenga 

system with its communal fields and extended households actually persists.  
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CHAPTER 3. KONGOUSSI LIVELIHOODS AND THEIR CONTEXT 

This chapter describes the political, physical, social, and livelihood characteristics of the 

Département of Kongoussi, Bam Province, Burkina Faso. It provides context for the 

statistical analyses in the chapter that follow. The chapter also provides background 

information on Burkina Faso so that conditions in Kongoussi can be understood in terms 

of the nation.   

3.1 Political Characteristics 

Burkina Faso is a landlocked nation of West Africa with an estimated population of 13 

million people (fig. 3.1). The capital Ouagadougou is the largest city and its population 

numbers approximately 1 million inhabitants. The country consistently ranks as one of 

the world’s poorest, least industrialized countries with some of the highest 

unemployment, lowest literacy, and greatest child mortality rates on the globe. The 

official population growth rate is 2.5% and Burkina has one of the highest population 

densities in Sahelian West Africa. Burkina’s economy is overwhelmingly based on 

subsistence agriculture and its people reside mostly in rural areas. However, urbanization 

is rapidly taking place as village families migrate to regional cities and the capital. 

Natural resources are severely limited and the country must import much of its everyday 

goods. Burkina has experienced six military coups since gaining its independence from 

France in 1960. The last of these overthrew the charismatic revolutionary leader Thomas  
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Sankara in 1987 and brought the current president, Blaise Compaoré, to power. These 

facts paint a dismal picture of life for the average Burkinabé. The nation ranks 175th out 

of 177 nations on the Human Development Index (UNDP 2005:327). 

 Against this backdrop of enormous challenges, Burkina Faso has emerged as a 

regional leader among West African nation in terms of governmental transparency, 

accountability, and fiscal restraint. Several development initiatives aimed towards 

ameliorating the effects of overpopulation and soil degradation have proven enormously 

successful (Batterbury and Forsyth 1999; Mazzucato and Niemeijer 2000; McMillan 

1995; Reij, Tappan, and Belemvire 2005). Furthermore, Burkina is one of only seven 

FIG. 3.1. Location of Burkina Faso and West Africa 
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West African nations eligible to apply for Millennium Challenge Account (MCA) 

assistance through the U.S. Government’s Millennium Challenge Corporation (MCC).  

The MCC was created under the Bush Administration in 2004 in order to reward 

developing countries who make substantial progress towards good governance, investing 

in their people, and fostering economic freedom. Substantial development assistance 

flows into Burkina Faso and is evident everywhere in the northern Central Plateau. 

Nearly every village has pumps, schools, clinics, re-forestation projects, and Soil and 

Water Conservation (SWC) organizations or groupements. These projects are made 

possible by government agencies and a plethora of Non-Governmental Organizations 

(NGOs). They are not able to meet all the needs of all villagers. Nonetheless, the 

presence of these development initiatives provides hope for the future and promotes 

incremental positive change in people’s everyday lives. 

 My fieldwork took place in three villages within the Département of Kongoussi 

located approximately 100 kilometers (60 miles) north of Ouagadougou (fig. 3.2). I chose 

to conduct surveys and interviews in the villages of Loulouka, Sakou, and Kouka 

primarily because they represent three different zones of high to low population density. 

Chapter 5 describes the research methodology and the reasons for selecting these three 

sites. Burkina Faso is divided into 45 provinces and each province contains several 

administrative districts called départements. The Département of Kongoussi lies within 

Bam Province and the town of Kongoussi is both the provincial and departmental capital. 

The town of Kongoussi has a population of approximately 17,893 people and the  
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département’s population numbers approximately 36,316 people total (INSD 2000:3,10-

11). 

 A major dirt road passes to the north through Kongoussi and continues to the border 

of Mali. This transportation artery is important because it connects Ouagadougou, by far 

the most populous part of Burkina Faso, with the cattle producing areas of the Sahel north 

of it. Trucks carrying goods to Mali and the Burkinabé town of Djibo pass northward 

while trucks carrying cattle pass through on their way south. Another improved dirt road 

cuts east-west through Kongoussi and joins the larger towns of Kaya and Ouahigouya. 

FIG. 3.2. Location of study area
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Thus, Kongoussi serves as a relatively important transit town for north-south and, to a 

lesser extent, east-west traffic and commerce. Due to its status as a crossroads, Kongoussi 

has hotels, large stores, gas stations, numerous bars, restaurants, and other amenities. 

Unlike Kaya and Ouahigouya to the east and west, however, Kongoussi is not connected 

to Ouagadougou by a paved road.  

 Kongoussi does, however, have piped water and electricity. It also contains a 

relatively modern hospital, two lycées or high schools, a few secondary schools, and 

several elementary schools. Being the provincial capital, Kongoussi also hosts the 

provincial headquarters for agricultural extension, the police, gendarmerie, and other 

state agencies. Due to the presence of functionnaires or civil servants and commerçants 

or merchants, Kongoussi is quite prosperous. Kongoussi’s marché or market takes place 

every three days and is well-attended by both local residents and people from 

surrounding villages. The marché is quite large and features fresh vegetables, meat, grain, 

and numerous other consumer goods. Every three weeks, the marché day falls on a 

Sunday and become a “vignt-et-un” or twenty-first day. As such it becomes particularly 

animated with even more goods, sellers, and buyers from the countryside.  

 Kongoussi also hosts countless NGOs and development projects. Micro-credit 

organizations, HIV-AIDS awareness programs, rural development organizations, 

women’s groups, reforestation groups, and numerous other services line the streets of 

town. Officials at some of these projects informed me that Kongoussi has perhaps several 

hundred NGOs according to official rolls. They also commented that many of these are 
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not entirely legitimate and that their primary purpose is to obtain funding, pay staff, and 

basically hire friends and relatives. At the same time, several small-to-large NGOs 

perform admirable work and have helped rural producers in the province improve their 

lives. PLAN International, Zood Nooma, and the German-funded PATECORE have 

helped villages construct schools, build wells, irrigate gardens, establish cereal banks, 

and counter soil erosion through SWC extension activities. I would argue that in the 

microcosm of Kongoussi one can see some of the very best, and unfortunately very 

worst, of development interventions. 

 Smaller villages lie along unimproved roads in all directions from Kongoussi. While 

each village is distinct in terms of its history, social composition, and resource 

endowments, they are also extremely similar. Any given village typically hosts a 

traditional chief or Naaba in Moré, an administrative representative (délègué in French), 

and several different quartiers or neighborhoods composed of different clans. Typically, 

a village will have a couple wells, a few hand or pedal water pumps, a primary school, 

and a mosque. Catholic churches can be found in some villages. More prosperous 

localities also host a marché. Less prosperous villages may have a small boutique run out 

of someone’s home that sells cigarettes, candy, batteries, pasta, canned goods, and 

kerosene. Villages that lie further from major roads, and are therefore more isolated, 

generally have fewer amenities and likewise receive less attention from the State or 

NGOs. 
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3.2 Physical Characteristics 

The elevation of Kongoussi averages approximately 302 m above sea level. It is 

surrounded by mountains that reach up to 506 m. One of the greatest natural amenities of 

Kongoussi is its lake, Lac du Bam, which is the largest natural lake in Burkina. The lake 

is narrow and measures about 1 kilometer across but stretches approximately 40 

kilometers northward during the height of the rainy season. The lake can sometimes 

overflow its banks, as it did in the rainy season of 2003 immediately before my arrival. 

Flooding of this sort can wreck fields, destroy houses, and make roads impassable. 

However, for reasons discussed below, it is an immeasurable asset to Kongoussi and 

surrounding villages in terms of the off-farm income-generating activities it can support.   

 The Département of Kongoussi lies on what one can call the transition zone between 

the northern Sahel and the Sudano-Sahel to the south. Like much of the Central Plateau, 

vegetation is mostly savanna-like with a mosaic of thorny scrub, some grasses, scattered 

forests, and patches of barren soil. Within this landscape lies a patchwork of relatively 

small agricultural fields found in the flatter terrain with better soils.  

 Innumerable washes cut through the landscape and some of these create substantially-

large low lying areas or bas-fonds where rainfall pools in the rainy season. Earthen and 

sometimes concrete dams bisect some of these larger bas-fonds to create reservoirs that 

can last well into the dry season. Pockets of smaller bas-fonds are cultivated and are 

highly prized due to the water-retaining properties of their soils.  
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 Due to the geology, the soils are lateritic and overall quite poor in terms of nutrients 

and organic matter. The mountainous topography, lack of tree cover, and presence of 

washes makes these soils highly prone to erosion. Farmers with the means counter these 

negative characteristics by manuring their fields, constructing diguettes or contour lines 

of stone, and employing an indigenous technique of zaï planting. A zaï is shallow pocket 

farmers dig in the dry season in the months preceding the rains. They deposit small 

quantities of manure and leave a low berm as a half-moon shape on the downhill side of 

the pocket. As the rains commence, seed is planted in the zaï, and covered with a small 

amount of soil. As the seed germinates and develops, the manure provides it with 

additional nutrients and retains moisture longer. Cereals planted in zaï pockets can 

withstand substantial dry periods. These and other techniques are widespread and well-

developed in the region surrounding Kongoussi. Researchers have come to call this part 

of the Central Plateau a veritable “laboratory” of SWC innovation and adoption 

(Batterbury 1998).  

3.3 Climatic Characteristics 

Kongoussi and most of the Central Plateau is classified as a Semi-Arid climate with a 

rainy and hot season (BSh) according to the Köppen classification scheme (Ahrens 

1994:357). Annual precipitation averages 610.8 mm using the 1971-2000 yearly totals 

and varies greatly from year-to-year (fig. 3.3). The coefficient of variation is 56.7%.  

 Annual rainfall is unimodal and a product of the African Monsoon. The rainy season 

commences in April or May and lasts until September of October (fig. 3.4). On average,  
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the rainy season lasts 133 days although this duration varies strongly from year to year 

(Somé and Sivakumar 1994:9). Overall, the rainy season in the northern Central Plateau 

is marked by extremely high variability in terms of annual amounts, duration, temporal 

distribution, and spatial distribution. This variability forms the core of agricultural risk. 

Three decades of regional desiccation persisted in the Sahel from the late-1960s and into 

the 1990s (Hulme 2001). Dry conditions during this period for Kongoussi are apparent in 

both the low annual values and the ten-year centered moving average (fig. 3.3). The 

meteorological record shows strong evidence for persistent and acute drought in the mid-

1980s and early 1990s. In fact, the area suffered six years in a row of rainfall well-below 

the average from 1982 to 1987. Mossi farmers in Bam Province often state they now live 

in a period of prolonged drought or secheresse in French. There is a general feeling the 

FIG. 3.3. Precipitation for Kongoussi BF, 1946 to 2003
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rainy season is shorter, there is less rain, and that the rainy season is often “cut” short. 

Thus, the rainy season has become altogether less predictable and no longer conforms to 

an idealized pattern (Ingram, Roncoli, and Kirshen 2002). As a consequence, previous 

agricultural methods are no longer appropriate for these changes. In fact, this Sahelian  

desiccation represents the most dramatic example of long-term and widespread climatic 

variation anywhere in the world that has been measured and quantified (Hulme 2001).  

Some scholars view this regional desiccation as an example of human-induced 

desertification (Charney 1975; Otterman 1974). According to the desertification  

argument, poor land management by Sahelian farmers and herders has led to 

FIG. 3.4. Monthly rainfall distribution for Kongoussi, 1971 to 2000 
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deforestation, overgrazing, and the reduction of vegetation that sets a negative land 

cover-atmosphere dynamic in motion. Other scholars suggest that Sahelian desiccation 

may be the result of global climate change induced by sulfur emissions and greenhouse 

gases (Rotstayn and Lohmann 2002). Debates on whether or not Sahelian desiccation 

represents the leading edge of global climate change or is due to desertification are likely 

to continue for years to come. Firm positions on whether or not this period of aridity will 

persist are also elusive.  

 In its Third Assessment Report (TAR), the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change (IPCC) discussed the results of two Global Climate Models on regional 

predictions of precipitation and temperature change. The models showed inconsistent 

results for June, July, and August (JJA) precipitation and temperature for Tropical West 

Africa (WAF). However, these models showed agreement for a small increase in 

temperatures and a large increase in precipitation for Mid-Latitude Africa (essentially the 

Sahel and Saharan North Africa – SAH) (IPCC 2001:69-71). Furthermore, the TAR 

cautiously states that rainfall variability will increase where precipitation is likely to 

increase. Regional predictions are made at a very coarse scale within the TAR and the 

northern Central Plateau more or less straddles the divide between the WAF and SAH. 

Hence, there is some indication, based on results of the TAR, that the northern Central 

Plateau may experience either little or no change or that it may be in store for continued 

rainfall variability.  
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 Since the possibility of climate change looms large for the Sahel—or its residents 

may be already experiencing it in terms of desiccation—this dissertation considers the 

viability of current livelihoods in the face of continued or ongoing climatic stress. If one 

accepts the argument that the past can serve as a useful analog for the future, then it 

seems plausible under scenarios of regional climate change that Kongoussi can expect to 

continue to experience prolonged periods of extreme drought. The climate pattern may 

follow that of recent decades where annual rainfall can be well-below average for several 

consecutive rainy seasons–i.e., the period from 1982 through 1987. The duration and 

magnitude of these droughts can also be expected to be similar in severity.  

 Subsistence farmers in the northern Central Plateau suffered enormously during the 

1982-1987 drought and many of them simply left the region (Reardon and Matlon 1988; 

Reardon and Matlon 1989; Reardon and Taylor 1996). Although vulnerability to droughts 

has diminished substantially due to livelihood diversification, SWC improvements, and 

Famine Early Warning Systems (FEWS); one could expect the impact of droughts such 

as these to be again highly deleterious. Regions of southern and western Burkina, which 

once received Mossi environmental refugees from the Central Plateau, are now 

themselves saturated. Migration to Ivory Coast and the flow of remittances from that 

country are now effectively cut. Households who possess either substantial assets or are 

highly flexible will be able to cope with a rainfall regime such as that which climate 

change may bring. Sections at the end of Chapter 5 consider the implications of these 

environmental and social changes for household livelihoods sustainability.  
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3.4 Ethnic Composition 

Like most of the Central Plateau, Kongoussi is primarily populated by members of the 

Mossi ethnic group, or more simply the Mossi. Small settlements of Fulani (also known 

as Peul), who are principally pastoralists, also dot the landscape. The Mossi language is 

called Moré and is spoken by virtually all residents of Kongoussi. The specific dialect of 

Moré is Yadega, which is spoken by Mossi inhabitants of the Yatenga region around 

Ouahigouya that is historically a separate Mossi kingdom (see Chapter 4). Yadega differs 

considerably from the Moré spoken in Ougadougou and other parts of Burkina Faso but 

all forms of Moré are mutually intelligible.   

 Mossi society is divided up into several clans who trace descent through particular 

male lineages to a single common ancestor. Izard’s seminal classificatory work, Gens du 

Pouvoir, Gens de la Terre (People of Power, People of the Earth) traced the history of 

the Mossi people and treats at length the division of the Mossi into Nakombse (singular 

Nakombga), who rule over people, and the Têngdemba--“people of the Earth” or 

Têngbîise “sons of the earth” (singular Têngbîiga)  who rule over the Earth (Izard 1985). 

The Nakombse are often glossed as a ruling, royal elite while the Têngbîise are glossed as 

custodians of the land. The village chief or naaba (plural namanse) is almost invariably 

Nakombse and the village Earth priest or tengsoba (plural têngsobanámba) is always a 

Têngbîiga.  

  The indigenous status conferred on the Têngbîise grants them the ability to mediate 

affairs between humankind and the Earth. Thus, the têngsobanámba are those 
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descendents who have the special knowledge and training to officiate in agricultural and 

other ceremonies concerned with nature. Due to the military and royal heritage of the 

Nakombse, their descendents have the hereditary legitimacy and training to be rulers. In 

some villages, however, the village chief is not Nakombse and comes from the patriclan 

who initially settled in the locality.  

 While these two categories are the main classifications of Mossi society, there exist 

several others. Among the Têngbîise, there are three general sub-groups: the Kibse, the 

Fulse, and the Nyonyose (Marchal 1983). The Kibse are one of the indigenous groups 

found mostly in the western parts of the northern Central Plateau in Yatenga Province. 

They are related to the contemporary Dogon people of Mali and no Kibse communities 

exist in the Kongoussi area. The Fulse are regarded by all Mossi as the original 

indigenous people of the northern Central Plateau whose presence preceded that of all 

other groups. They are related to the contemporary Kurumba. Fulse enclaves persist 

throughout the region and they are particularly numerous in the Département of Rollo to 

the north. In my survey, I encountered only one Fulse household located in Sakou. Some 

elder Fulse in Rollo continue to speak the Fulse language during ceremonies. The 

Nyonyose vastly outnumber the other Têngbîise groups in the Kongoussi region of the 

Central Plateau. According to Marchal, the Nyonyose are related to the Samo ethnic 

group found further to the west around Tougan (1983: 72).  

 The Saaba (singular seya) are forgerons or blacksmiths. They make up the iron 

working clan and are also historically an autochthonous group. Despite their historical 
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roots as an indigenous group, the Saaba are not wholly considered Têngbîise. Their 

association with fire, metal, and rock places them outside the category of people of the 

Earth. Nearly every village contains several Saaba households and their male members 

manufacture metal hoes and wooden handles used as the primary agricultural implements 

(Hammond 1966). Saaba women manufacture the ubiquitous pots, jars, and other pieces 

of pottery found in every village courtyard. In villages where Saaba predominate, village 

chiefs tend to be Saaba and not Nakombse. This is the case in Loulouka.  

 The Yarsé make up the merchant clan within Mossi society. Historically, they 

traveled in donkey trains from the Sahel to the forested south trading northern salt for 

southern gold and kola nuts. To this day, most Yarsé households have at least a few 

members who engage in commerce. In villages, boutiques that sell cigarettes, candy, 

sugar, grain, oil and other goods are more likely than not to be Yarsé. The Nakombse in 

particular and the other Mossi groups discussed so far are considered Voltaic peoples 

with their distant roots in what is now northern Ghana. The Yarsé, on the other hand, are 

originally Mendé, came from present-day Mali, and once spoke a Mendé language. They 

now speak Moré and very few, if any, older Yarsé can speak anything but Moré and/or 

French. 

 The Tanbîise (singular Tanbîiga) compose another category of Mossi clanship. 

Originally, members of this group were the archers and elite warriors of the Nakombse 

armies. As the Nakombse colonized new areas, they left members of the Tanbîise as 

guards to protect their acquired territories form other Mossi kingdoms and the Fulani to 
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the north. In some cases, the Nakombse permitted the Tanbîise to also become chiefs. 

Thus, they are also somewhat of a ruling clan. 

 The Silmimoose comprise another category of Mossi society. They are an 

amalgamation of Fulani and Mossi heritages. The former president, Thomas Sankara was 

Silmimoose. Members of this clan engage in farming but also concentrate on cattle-

raising consistent with their Fulani ties. The Silmimoose heartland is around Yako and 

Téma further to the west of Kongoussi. Most Silmimoose families residing in the area 

came as refugees fleeing the French and are considered “outsiders” by their Mossi 

neighbors. Also, a sort of distrust persists between Mossi and Fulani due to competition 

over resources between farming and herding (Breusers, Nederlof, and Van Rheenen 

1998). These historical and cultural factors tend to marginalize and isolate Silmimoose 

families in Mossi territory and they typically form their own separate neighborhood on 

the periphery of Mossi villages. Due to their Fulani heritage, Silmimoose can own very 

sizable herds of cattle.  

 These Mossi clans are important for several reasons. On the one hand, they become 

significant in everyday social interactions. The Mossi, like other ethnic groups in West 

African and the world, have an infinitely complex system of plaisantrie de parentese or 

joking relationships. One can be conversing with a couple of colleagues in a dolo or 

sorghum beer cabaret and witness, say, forgerons arguing with Nyonyose. They will trade 

barbs and insults-some of which become quite severe. However, this exchange is all due 

to the fact Saaba and Nyonyose see themselves as distantly related and sharing some 
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common ancestor through marriage or blood. Undoubtedly, some injury occurred 

between these parties in the distant pass and this altercation forms the reason why they 

insult each other today. Similar joking relationships occur between in-laws, other ethnic 

groups, and people of the same age. At the same time, people may chalk up certain 

personal shortcomings or a particular prowess of an individual to the fact they are a 

member of a certain clan. To the extent these Mossi classifications play out visibly in 

every day interactions, they deserve some discussion here.  

 Mossi clanship also marks marriage proscriptions. For instance, Saaba and Nyonyose 

never intermarry. In fact, Saaba only marry among themselves. Similar interdictions exist 

for other clans as well but I am not altogether sure exactly what they are. There are real 

consequences to these proscriptions because affines are often looked to for aid in times of 

need. For marriage, funeral, and baptism ceremonies, affines are expected to share in the 

preparations and costs. In-laws typically also assist one another in agricultural tasks. 

Oftentimes, I would witness a delegation of brothers of the husband to which a family’s 

daughter married bring money, grain, and other gifts to her father and his dependents.  

 These clans were also an interest of mine early in the study in terms of understanding 

pugkêenga systems. Fiske documented that the Dogon of Mali practice a system of 

communal fields and sharing similar to the Mossi. Since the Dogon are considered 

descendents of the Kibse, it seemed plausible to infer that the pugkêenga system 

originated with the Fulsé and was adopted by the Mossi. Unfortunately, I was not able to 

obtain any data to test this hypothesis in any way. Furthermore, Marchal contrasts 
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Têngbîise and Nakombse agricultural practices (Marchal 1984). He equates intensive 

agriculture with the Têngbîise and extensive agriculture with the Nakombse. These 

differences imply pugkêenga fields would tend to predominate among the Nakombse due 

to the fact that large fields and extended household arrangements are associated with 

extensive agriculture. Although I collected enough data to test this hypothesis, which 

Chapter 5 explores in greater detail, I did not pursue analyses between clans. This is due 

to the fact that other issues were more important for this dissertation. I plan to investigate 

relationships between clans and household type in subsequent works. 

3.5 Social Organization 

Like many West African ethnic groups, Mossi society is hierarchically organized along 

kinship lines. Kinship plays an integral role in structuring social, economic, and resource-

related relationships. The Mossi are a patrilineal and patrilocal society that practices 

exogamy. Hence, descent is traced through male lines and wives marry into their 

husband’s lineage. Following marriage, a couple initially resides with the husband’s 

father’s family and fall under his authority. Inheritance rules mostly dictate that the oldest 

agnate within a household takes over the estate of the deceased household head. Although 

this person inherits the status of household head, the division of agricultural land and 

animal wealth is generally split among agnates if the household fragments (McMillan 

1986:266).The previous section outlined the system of clans through which Mossi trace 

common descent. These clans form the highest level of aggregate social organization and 
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households form the second-lowest level of individualized social organization above that 

of a domestic family.  

 Mossi social structure has been treated at length by several authors (see Hammond 

1966; Izard 1985; Marchal 1983; McMillan 1995; Skinner 1989). I briefly summarize the 

key categories that have the greatest relevance for this study.  

 Kinship is a major organizing principle in terms of resources, production, and 

reproduction. In times of need, rural producers turn first to their closest kin and then to 

their extended relations for assistance. Households obtain access to land through their 

paternal lineages. It is also through these patrilineages that marriages are negotiated 

based on rules of exogamy. Power and status are also linked to kinship as shown above. 

As an example, only male members of the Nakombse lineage may become chiefs while 

only male members of the Nyonose lineage may become earth priests. This section 

discusses kinship categories from the largest structural elements downward to level of 

households and nuclear families. 

 At the highest level, all Mossi belong to single people and a single world called 

Moogo (Izard 1985). Moogo can be divided into two principle kingdoms, Yatenga and 

Ouagadougou, which further subdivide into smaller provincial kingdoms. Each of the two 

major kingdoms has a paramount chief: the Mogho Naaba of Ouagadougou and the 

Yatenga Naaba seated in Ouahigouya. These paramount chiefs once played a 

fundamental role in rural life by protecting their own subjects and attacking those of rival 

kingdoms or other ethnic groups such as the Fulani kingdoms to the north. Gifts and taxes 
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flowed in from the countryside to the paramount chiefs and again flowed outward in the 

form of grain during crises. The power and influence of these paramount chiefs has 

diminished considerably under French colonial rule and also under successive post-

Independence governments. In large part, the Mogho Naaba and Yatenga Naaba are now 

symbolic leaders but they can and do wield considerable political influence (Skinner 

1989). 

 Provincial chiefs act as somewhat autonomous rulers but also hold an intermediary 

role in relations between individual villages and the paramount chiefs. Kongoussi falls 

within the former Mossi provincial kingdom named Rissiam. Their chief rules from 

Sabcé, a village south of Kongoussi. As a provincial chief, the Rissiam naaba appoints 

village chiefs in over 35 communities within his kingdom—now commonly called the 

Canton of Rissiam. These local chiefs are drawn directly from his own branch of the 

Nakombse lineage and are often his direct sons. He has traditional authority over the 

canton but little actual political power in terms of relationships between his people and 

the Burkinabé state. His appointed chiefs continue to arrange voluntary work parties from 

outlying villages to hoe and weed the Rissiam naaba’s fields. Thus, he continues to 

accrue considerable prestige along with some personal wealth since most of these fields 

contain the cash crop cotton. 

 In terms of political organization, the lowest Mossi unit with which households 

interact on a local level are, of course, village chiefs. Village chiefs regulate affairs 

within their own localities, which often consist of one or more quarters. These village 
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chiefs obtain their office by virtue of descent through the Nakombse lineage. Typically, 

they inherit their post through their fathers or uncles based on rules of primogeniture or 

also their personal capacity to rule. In cases where a village naaba dies with either no 

sons or none with the ability to lead, the Rissiam naaba installs a chief from his own 

segment of the same Nakombse patrilineage. Village chiefs settle domestic and land 

disputes. They also preside over numerous traditional ceremonies. Their primary function 

is to represent the authority of the Mossi name or power over people and political affairs. 

Although the state officially recognizes the authority of village délégués, who are elected 

by the village to their office or are appointed by the government, it also grants village 

chiefs traditional rights to hear and settle village conflicts. In terms of development 

projects, village chiefs are always consulted along with the délégué and the oldest 

members of the village’s other lineages. In consultation with these groups, they have the 

final say in granting or denying permission to work in a given locality. 

 The other form of power within villages exists within the tengsoba who is the chef de 

terre or custodian of the Earth. The tengsoba is the oldest member of the Nyonose lineage 

within a village. He intervenes between the ancestors and the village in problems that 

concern the productivity of the land. The tengsoba intervenes in land disputes and can 

also issue rights to parcels of land. He propitiates the ancestors to secure good harvests 

and provide ample rain. During droughts, the tengsoba can intercede with these same 

spirits to bring rain. The tengsoba has an important symbolic role in governing 

relationships between people and the Earth. 
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 There are also the more particular kinship structures that operate at the level of 

villages within each clan. Nearly every clan such as the Saaba, Nyonose, Yarsé, or other 

has members of one or more lineage segments within each village. In this sense, Mossi 

clans are maximal lineages because their male and female members trace descent through 

the paternal line to one common male ancestor in the distant past (Fortes 1962, 1967 

[1945]). These clans feature segments or branches where again a male ancestor forms a 

node from which more recent segments are descended. At the point where this male 

progenitor still retains living direct descendents, this lineage segment forms a buduu. A 

buduu is then a local descent group of males and females related to each other by 

patrilineal descent. Clans are formally found across many villages whereas the buduu of 

any one clan is found nearly exclusively in only a single locality. Exogamy occurs at the 

level of the buduu. Thus, members are not permitted to intermarry within the same buduu 

although they often marry within the same clan. In fact, the Saaba actually practice 

endogamy at the level of the clan and exogamy at the level of the buduu. Hence, Saaba 

marry only other blacksmiths but exchange sons and daughters between lineage segments 

at the level of villages.  

 Being a patrilocal system, women marry into the buduu of their husbands and most 

women actually marry in from other villages (Rohatynskyj 1988). The oldest male 

member of the buduu has the title budkasma or lineage head. Access to land is controlled 

by lineages and land within a village fundamentally belongs to each of several buduu. 

Decision-making regarding marriages and land is centered in the buudkasma. The buduu 
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is a social unit based on kinship, marriage, and control over land but not residence. As 

such, it represents “probably the most meaningful unit of rural social and political social 

organization in Mossi society (McMillan 1995: 23).” 

 In terms of spatial organization, Mossi communities are composed of several sakse 

(singular saka) or neighborhoods. Small and large clusters of residential compounds form 

these neighborhoods. Each saka corresponds to a different founding lineage and generally 

consists of a single buduu or at least related buduu of the same clan. Each of these 

housing clusters within a neighborhood corresponds to a single minimal segment of each 

buudu: the zaka (plural zakse). A zaka is the locus of most household residential, 

reproductive, productive, and consumptive activity. The word zaka, however, takes on 

several meanings. On the one hand it can refer to an individual courtyard of a nuclear 

family and thus translates as a “home” or dwelling place. On the other hand, zaka can 

also signify an entire domestic group that eats, sleeps, farms, and shares resources 

amongst themselves. In this sense, it is equivalent to a household as the concept is 

defined in this study (see Rohatynskyj 1988). In yet a third connotation, the zaka refers to 

all the people related to one another who dwell within the same compound even though 

they may not farm, eat, or share resources together. In regards to these latter two 

definitions, each has a corresponding zaksoba or head. In the instance where a household 

corresponds to a household, the zaksoba is equivalent to a household head and is 

generally the oldest male of this minimal lineage segment. However, if this person is 

deceased or absent, his wife, oldest son, or oldest brother may take his place. Where the 
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term zaka refers to an entire compound, the zaksoba is universally the oldest male 

member of the lineage segment. Because of the ambiguous and multiple meanings 

inherent in the term zaka, I have chosen to use the more precise term “household” defined 

in Chapter 1 to designate this conceptual unit. 

 The buudu is the fundamental unit of Mossi social organization in terms of village 

interactions. The buudkasma represents the lineage in ceremonies and also in 

consultations with the chief regarding village affairs. In our own research, interactions 

that concerned the entire village always took place with either these buudkasemnamba 

their delegated representatives. In terms of households and individuals, however, the zaka 

is the most important social category. A household head obtains land directly from his 

zaksoba although these lands belong to the entire buduu. The zaksoba is also charged 

with finding wives for his unmarried agnates within the zaka as well as negotiating 

marriages for the zaka’s daughters (Rohatynskyj 1988). This is done in consultation with 

senior members of both party’s buduu. In fact, it is often stated that a young woman 

marries neither a single man nor a family but an entire lineage.  

 Mossi social identity is embedded within this nested hierarchy of social categories.  In 

terms of the ubiquitous reciprocal obligations that pervade Mossi relations (see Fiske 

1991), a young man knows that his hard work will be rewarded by the zaksoba and his 

buduu in the form of assistance in finding a wife. The same is true for unmarried girls 

who arguably work much harder and longer. The zaksoba within her immediate minimal 

lineage will take into account the interests of their entire buudu to arrange a marriage 
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with a potential husband’s buudu who can offer a quality of life commensurate with the 

status of her lineage. A successful marriage forms an alliance between the husband and 

wife’s respective buudu.  

 At the same time, successful marriages between lineage segments also provide the 

crucial element in the reproductive goals of the lineage: wives and hence, children. A 

large zaka confers prestige on the zaksoba who heads it and this prestige attaches to the 

entire group (Rohatynskyj 1988). This prestige extends to the entire buudu and assists 

them in recruiting members through marriages.  

 This kinship structure also plays a defining role in terms of migration. As discussed in 

Chapter 3, male migration is usually cyclical. Young men leave the village and the 

household of which they are a part to work in Ivory Coast. They typically return because 

it is through their natal village and respective lineage that they obtain farm land and also 

wives. While in Ivory Coast, most migrants attempt to send at least some money back to 

symbolize their continued commitment to the household and lineage. The hope is that 

these small gifts will be remembered and looked upon favorably as he begins to seek a 

spouse.  

 Of course, couples often marry outside this entire system and without the 

participation of their household head or buudkasma. These unions and consequently the 

wives are regarded with considerable suspicion because they challenge the authority of 

these senior members of the lineage. The zaksoba and buudkasma also intervene with the 

corresponding units of the wife’s kin group in the case of marital disputes. If they had no 
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involvement in the union’s inception, they will have little leverage in negotiating these 

disputes. In our research, we also encountered some instances where households used 

these duties and obligations to pressure members to return from Ivory Coast. They would 

send word that they had arranged a potential wife and that the migrant must return in 

order to claim her. Of course, marriage also motivates migration because it is through 

wage work that an individual can obtain the money necessary to pay for marriage 

ceremonies. This is especially true if his household is particularly poor.  

 The final Mossi social unit above that of the individual is the hearthhold (Ekejiuba 

1995; Henderson, Finan, and Langworthy 1997). The hearthhold is constituted by a wife 

and her children. Mossi wives typically reside in a small courtyard within the larger 

courtyard of their husband’s household. In terms of domestic space, these courtyards are 

nested within the larger compound of their zaka. As discussed in Chapter 3, married 

women typically farm small beolga fields and exercise a great deal of autonomy over the 

financial and productive resources within this smallest social sphere (McMillan 1986; 

Thorsen 2002). Wives obtain fields through their husband who demands a parcel of land 

from the zaksoba. This usually occurs only after a woman has one or more children. 

Thus, women and wives have no access to or control over land except as members of 

their husband’s lineage. A woman’s children typically assist her in the mornings with 

agricultural tasks within the beolga. This grain is used to prepare meals and also for sale 

to purchase necessities for her and her children. Most wives in Kongoussi also engage in 

income-generating activities and the money earned by them is typically used for 
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hearthhold expenses. However, husband’s often borrow money and this hearthhold 

budget, like all others is subject to bargaining and negotiation (Kevane and Gray 1999; 

Thorsen 2002). 

3.6 Livelihood Systems 

Like most rural households in the developing world, and particularly Africa, Mossi 

households on the Central Plateau engage primarily in small-scale subsistence grain 

production. Most rural producers identify farming as their primary livelihood activity. 

However, livelihood systems are notably diverse. Few households are self-sufficient in 

grain production and rely on other activities to earn cash and make up for shortages. Food 

production and procuring adequate grain stocks is a central focus of household activities. 

At the same time, Mossi families aspire to educate their children, expand their productive 

capabilities, increase their wealth, maintain social relationships, earn status, marry, and 

generally improve their material and social situations. Overall, Mossi rural producers 

pursue a mixed-subsistence livelihood system. As such, Mossi households in Kongoussi 

closely conform to Netting’s smallholders (1993).  

 Due primarily to inadequate rainfall, few households are able to raise enough grain to 

feed all of its members in any given year. Nearly all grain produced in a season is 

consumed by the household and only a handful of families in any of the villages surveyed 

sell sorghum or millet in commercial quantities. Surplus grain is largely bought and sold 

within villages and does not enter into larger circles of market exchange. Sorghum, 

millet, and maize sold by merchants in village marchés and in village boutiques come 
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largely from southern Burkina Faso where rural producers are better able to produce 

grain surpluses for commercial sale. 

 Most households also engage in some animal husbandry. Villagers typically have a 

few goats or sheep and poultry. Wealthier households also have a donkey or two and a 

few head of cattle. Wealthy households can have between 20 and 100 head of cattle. 

Animals are essential for livelihood security. On the one hand, their manure is used to 

increase soil fertility. On the other, animals are a form of storable wealth. Young goats, 

sheep, and cattle are purchased young at relatively low prices, raised for several years, 

and then sold as mature adults for at least twice their original price. Donkeys and cattle 

permit rural producers to employ animal traction, which is highly advantageous. Plowing 

allows households to exploit larger fields, prepare them more quickly, and utilize 

household labor more efficiently.  

 Rural Mossi households on the Central Plateau are predominantly farmers but 

households also pursue a strategy of livelihood diversification that conforms to general 

patterns of rural households elsewhere in the developing world (Ellis 2000). In general, 

activities outside of farming are geared towards generating income. Because of their 

proximity to Lac du Bam, many families raise vegetables during the dry season in its 

irrigated perimeters. The geology of the area, with its volcanic rock and myriad faults, 

provides opportunities for artisanal gold-mining. Fishing, metal-working, trade and other 

activities are other off-farm income-generating activities. For the most part, these 

activities serve to complement agriculture so that households can use these savings in 
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order to purchase grain when reserves run out. Income is also used to pay school fees, 

pay medical bills, fund ceremonies, and also invest in cattle, plows, or other technologies 

for agricultural intensification. In some cases, a household head will use income to 

purchase luxury goods such as bicycles, mopeds, or motorcycles. For the most part, 

however, external income is used to satisfy household subsistence needs first and other 

uses are ancillary (fig. 3.5). 

 Livelihood activities also have a gendered component. Male members usually own, 

sell, purchase, and manage cattle. Younger family members, both girls and boys, 

typically herd these cattle during the day and bring them back to corrals in the evening. 

Wives may own a few goats or sheep, however, which they manage at their own 

discretion. Gold-mining is an activity in which both sexes engage together. Men actually 

FIG. 3.5. Conceptual model of the Mossi livelihood system
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mine the ore in groups organized as teams around a particular shaft. This ore is then 

passed on to their wives who crush it into a fine powder that they subsequently pan using 

water. Women and men garden together and plant, weed, and harvest their gardens as 

partners. Women gardening cooperatives also exist and some women belong exclusively 

to these organizations while their husband may, or may not, operate his own garden.  

 An activity that is exclusively female is dolo preparation. Only non-Muslim women 

brew and sell dolo. Some wives prepare dolo sporadically throughout the year while 

others produce it on a regular schedule. Dolo production is more regular in Sakou and 

Loulouka while its availability is very sporadic in Kouka. Sakou hosts a marché every 

three days, which provides a steady market for dolo. Loulouka, on the other hand, has no 

marché but its proximity to Kongoussi means it can sustain a client base. Kouka has no 

marché and is relatively isolated. Only one woman prepares dolo on a weekly basis. 

Among those women who do sell sorghum beer regularly, it can be substantially 

remunerative. In fact, some of these female household heads who participated in the 

survey stated, “Raam feeds this family.” Thus, dolo can be an important livelihood 

activity so long as a household has the financial capital and labor necessary to produce 

and sell it regularly.  

 Some wives who sell dolo also raise pigs. They often feed residues from dolo 

production to pigs that are confined in pens outside the concession. Mature pigs are sold 

to butchers who slaughter and sell the meat at marchés. Dolo preparation and pig-raising 

are integrated activities that provide women with supplementary income over which they 
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have sole discretion. These funds are used for purchasing personal items or attending to 

the needs of their children. In times of crisis, however, women stated they draw from 

these personal savings in order to assist with household o emergencies.  

 Among the Saaba, metal-working is exclusively a male task along with the 

production of wooden handles, mortars, pestles, and other implements. Saaba women, on 

the other hand, produce pottery and sometimes also build groundnut granaries for other 

women. In some instances, the family forge and wood-working contributes substantially 

to the household’s cash income. Women sometimes sell the pots and jars they fabricate in 

marchés but such items are more commonly sold to non-Saaba households directly by 

the producer. Participants felt that pottery sales by wives rarely amount to significant 

cash earnings for women because such sales occur infrequently. However, female 

participants told us that if they lacked grain, they often barter pottery for grain with other 

women. These activities point out how livelihoods which are unique to a particular class 

exhibit complementarity in terms of gender.  

 There are some livelihood activities in which gender plays no complementary role. 

Among some households, women prepare certain types of foods or sauce ingredients that 

have no male analog. Muslim wives cannot engage in dolo enterprises but frequently 

prepare gallettes (millet cakes – French) or samsa (fried bean cakes – Moré) that are sold 

in marchés. Some women also prepare an ingredient for sauces called soumbala, which is 

made from the cooked and fermented pods of the néré or two ball nitta tree (Parkia 

biglobosa). This condiment is ubiquitous across West Africa and serves as a sort of 
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traditional “Maggi cube” or flavor enhancer. One woman who is particularly well-known 

for her soumbala stated that its sale is critical in meeting the consumption needs of her 

household. 

 There are also livelihood activities that are specific to males–namely migration. 

During the droughts of 1970s and 1980s, many Mossi households moved from the 

Central Plateau to less-densely populated and less drought-prone regions of southern and 

western Burkina Faso (Gray 2005; McMillan 1995). This movement of entire households 

has now effectively stopped because agricultural land in these new areas is no longer 

available. Development interventions in the northern Central Plateau SWC activities have 

also largely arrested the need to leave the region (Reij, Tappan, and Belemvire 2005). 

Nonetheless, individuals continue to migrate to urban centers within Burkina or to Ivory 

Coast.  

 These migrants are almost always young men who leave in order to earn money or 

also due to a sense of adventure. Global demand for cocoa, coffee, and palm oil fuels 

plantations in Ivory Coast. These plantations require vast amounts of unskilled and 

inexpensive labor in order to compete in the global market. This labor is provided by 

hundreds-of-thousands of young Burkinabé and other West Africans who immigrate and 

work under quite oppressive conditions. Typically these migrants stay for three or more 

years after which they usually return to their home villages. This cyclical migration 

patterns itself largely off the French colonial system whereby the Sahelian parts of 
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French West Africa were treated as labor reserves to fuel colonial investments in coastal 

plantations (Cordell, Gregory, and Piché 1996).  

 Throughout Ivory Coast, Mossi communities with roots in Burkina Faso persist and 

are composed of the descendents of Mossi who migrated during French colonial rule or 

those who arrived soon after Independence. This Burkinabé identity creates immense 

tensions in Ivory Coast and has helped drive its civil war. Thousands of Burkinabé have 

been kicked out of the country and those who remain feel threatened. Many Mossi have 

simply fled the turbulent country due to ethnic tensions and the war. Unrest began in 

2002 and by March 2003, at least 118,000 Burkinabé refugees had poured back over the 

border (FEWSNET 2003:5). Many of these refugees returned in weakened physical states 

and their arrival in northern villages further stressed dwindling food stocks. At the same 

time, many Mossi families remain in Ivory Coast because they have gained title to their 

own plantations and do not want to lose these investments. In many cases, young men 

who migrate from Kongoussi travel directly to these plantations owned by their kinsmen 

to work for uncles, fathers, or older brothers. They sometimes leave at the request of one 

of these relatives.   

 Unlike the case studies of Roncoli et al. (2001), Rain (1999), and Hill (1972), male 

migration in Kongoussi rarely occurs as a purposive coping strategy instigated by 

household heads. Instead, these young men simply take off in the middle of the night 

without asking permission or telling others of their decision to leave. With time, however, 

these migrants may begin sending cash assistance to their family in the village. This is 
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particularly true among brothers who maintain strong ties to their village households. 

They often take turns traveling from Ivory Coast to Kongoussi to deliver remittances and 

share news. These remittances may also be sent by trusted friends who are from the same 

village. These remittance networks have been substantially disrupted by the civil war in 

Ivory Coast. Burkinabé are no longer free to travel to and from Ivory Coast and are 

subject to even greater harassment. At the time of fieldwork, many Kongoussi migrants 

were in the process of bringing their wives and children back to their natal villages and 

leaving them in the care of their families. Almost all of these migrants planned to return 

as soon as possible to Ivory Coast to resume working in plantations. Overall, the nature 

of international migration to the Ivory Coast for young Mossi males is in a state of 

profound uncertainty and flux. Due to political instability, few males are now willing to 

leave unless they have previous experience in Ivory Coast and a kinship network that can 

guarantee employment and some security.  

 Some households have members who live and work in urban areas such as 

Kongoussi, Kaya, Ouagadougou, and Bobo-Dioulasso. Many also have some relatives 

who reside in the newly-settled agricultural areas of Kouka and Orodara in western 

Burkina Faso. As in the case of Ivorian migration, these migrants are typically young 

males. These urban or internal migrants often assist their village families with money or 

grain in times of need. The extent to which they do so depends on the strength of their 

bond to village kin and also their abilities to assist. Rural Burkinabé have flooded urban 

areas in search of work and these regional capitals, particularly Ouagadougou, suffer 
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chronic unemployment. Thus, only those urban migrants who hold steady jobs are able to 

send remittances and the unemployed are unable to do so. Migrants in agricultural areas 

typically send sacks of corn or millet to their village family and rarely send remittances. 

Many Muslim households have also sent their sons to Koranic schools in Ouahigouya 

and Bobo-Dioulasso to become marabouts, clerics, or Koranic teachers. A handful of 

these sons have traveled as far as Algeria and the Persian Gulf to attend these schools.  

 Some rural youth, again mostly males, have also departed to Ouagadougou, 

Ouahigouya, and France to attend universities or technical schools. Most of these 

students are unable to assist their home villages due to the fact they do not work. Their 

school fees also represent substantial burdens for their households and often necessitate 

assistance from extended kin. Very often, these students reside with distant relatives in 

these cities while they attend school. To a certain degree, these expenditures can be 

viewed as long-term investments in terms of status and livelihood security. Mossi parents 

value education for their children for its own sake but also view it as a pathway to better 

employment opportunities. Some of the wealthiest households we encountered in our 

surveys relied heavily on sons, brothers, nephews, or in one case a wife, who worked as 

functionnaires or as employees for NGOs. Depending again on the strength of the social 

ties between these well-educated and employed persons and their village families, their 

assistance can be substantial. Such persons purchase motorcycles, bicycles, moto-pompes 

or irrigation pumps, cattle and other productive assets that contribute to household 

viability. One household-head reported that her marabout son who resides in Bobo-
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Dioulassou regularly sends 100,000 CFA (about $200) each year to help with expenses. 

Educational investments can be burdensome in the medium term but have significant 

long-term benefits. 

 This section has outlined some of the main livelihood activities in which Mossi rural 

producers engage in the Kongoussi area. Agriculture remains the primary economic 

activity and most households identify it as the primary source of subsistence and income. 

Most other activities serve to complement agriculture in order to purchase grain in times 

of shortage, pay for school or medical care, invest in cattle or animals, and generally 

augment household productive assets. Consistent with the conclusions of other social 

scientists, livelihood diversification is a fundamental strategy across Mossi households 

and is an important element in enhancing a household’s livelihood sustainability. A goal 

of this work is to take into account how this livelihood system remains sustainable in a 

context of ongoing environmental and social change. The following chapter discusses the 

dynamics of this Mossi livelihood with changing climatic and socioeconomic conditions.  
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CHAPTER 4. MOSSI REGIONAL HISTORY AND SOCIAL ORGANIZATION 

The Mossi of the Central Plateau represent a culture and a milieu extensively studied by 

anthropologists, historians, geographers, and other social scientists. This chapter provides 

the historical and ethnographic background of contemporary Mossi rural producers in the 

study area. It ends with a discussion of the current environmental and socioeconomic 

changes that threaten and enhance livelihood sustainability.  

4.1 History of Mossi Occupation on the northern Central Plateau 

The Mossi are an ethnic group whose language and cultural roots are linked with other 

ethnic groups of the Volta River valleys of modern-day Mali, Burkina Faso, Ghana, and 

Togo. Moré is a member of the Gur, or Voltaic branch, of the Niger-Congo family of 

African languages (Greenberg 1963). By language and descent, they are related to the 

Gourounsi, Tallensi, Dagare, Kusasi, Dogon, and many other groups in the Volta River 

basins. As discussed above, the Mossi trace contemporary descent through two main 

clans: the Nakombse and Têngbîise. The Nakombse arrived from modern-day northern 

Ghana and claim direct descent with the Dagomba. Mossi occupation in the region 

probably dates to the 11th or 12th century (Hammond 1966). 

 British and French explorers recognized the Mossi as unique among other ethnic 

groups due to their high degree of political organization and power. They classified 

Mossi societies as state-level empires capable of maintaining their frontiers with other 

pre-colonial empires such as Mali, Songhai, and the Fulani states of the Niger Bend (Fage 
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1963 [1958], 1969; Izard 1985). The Mossi empires differed substantially from 

neighboring acephalous groups who did not form large units with centralized authority 

(Skinner 1989).  At the time of French incursions near the end of the 19th century, the 

territory controlled by the Mossi consisted of 20 kingdoms (Izard 1985). Two of these 

kingdoms achieved particular supremacy over the others: Yatenga and Ouagadougou. 

The Yatenga Naaba ruled his kingdom and vassal states from his seat in Ouahigouya 

while the Mogho Naaba, the other paramount chief, ruled from his base in Ougadougou 

(Izard 1985). The present-day Département of Kongoussi lies within the Mossi kingdom 

of Rissiam (also referred to as Tatenga) and its capital was initially located in the village 

of  Rissiam (5 kilometers west of Kongoussi) and later moved to Sabcé (15 kilometers 

south of Kongoussi) (Izard 1985:534-536; Rohatynskyj 1988). The Rissiam naaba still 

resides in Sabcé and the town retains its traditional influence as the chef-lieu de canton of 

Rissiam. The Rissiam naaba continues to appoint village nanamse. In fact, one of his 

sons, the Yibao naaba, is a village chief in a neighborhood of Sakou. The Yibao naaba 

became a key informant with whom we had extensive conversations concerning the 

village’s history and the role of chiefs.  

 Rissiam formed a boundary between Ouagadougou and Yatenga. The kingdom was 

founded by Naaba Tasango, a son of the Ouagadougou Mogho Naaba, who was born 

towards the end of the 16th century. Because of this heritage, Rissiam was a dependency 

of Ouagadougou although it was located between Ouagadougou and Yatenga. His son 

Naaba Mamzi began a long-term conflict with neighboring kingdoms over a dynastic 
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dispute between two brothers in the kingdom of Mane to the south. Eventually, nearly all 

the neighboring namanse began to align against him – even the Mogho Naaba in 

Ouagadougou. Realizing that the Mogho Naaba and his neighbors were beginning to 

mobilize against him, Naaba Mamzi fled northwards towards the border with Yatenga in 

an area inhabited primarily by Fulse. This encroachment created hostility with Yatenga 

that wanted to control the region in order to protect itself from Fulani attacks from the 

area around present-day Djibo. In 1848, the Yatenga Naaba invaded Rissiam but was 

killed in one of the ensuing battles. His successor eventually conquered the northern half 

of Rissiam and annexed it as part of Yatenga. 

 Rivalries between Yatenga and Moogo, along with tensions between lesser kingdoms, 

played into the hands of French soldiers. French imperial armies first consolidated 

military control over the Niger Bend area of the western Sudan by defeating the 

Toucouluer sultan Ahmadou in 1893. They established a foothold in the region by 

subduing Bandiagara just north of Ouahigouya in present-day Mali. At around the same 

time, civil war erupted between rival factions in Yatenga. Because of their proximity, the 

French commander Destenave was in an ideal position to exploit this division and 

commence the conquest of the entire Mossi country. From his base in Bandiagara, 

Destenave advanced from the north beginning with Yatenga. The French commander 

chose one side in the civil war and helped them defeat the other. Thus, French troops 

conquered Yatenga in May 1895 (Skinner 1989:150).  Ouagadougou was seized by a 

different French commander named Lieutenant Voulet in an attack launched again from 
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Bandiagara. Voulet also exploited rifts between vassal kingdoms and Moogo along with 

rivalries between the Mogho Naaba and his sons. The French army conquered 

Ouagadougou in 1897 (Skinner 1989:153). 

 During colonial rule, both the Yatenga Naaba, Mogho Naaba, and lesser namanse 

exercised considerable influence over French administrators (Skinner 1989). The French 

colonial apparatus patterned their administration on these kingdoms and used this system 

of regional and village chiefs to establish their rule. The dominant kingdoms of Yatenga 

and Moogo became the regional administrative cercles or circles of Ouahigouya and 

Ouagadougou. Their dependencies became cantons within the larger circles. In 1901, the 

Yatenga Naaba requested that the French place the Canton of Rissiam within the cercle 

of Ouahigouya. Rissiam chiefs never recognized the supremacy of Yatenga despite being 

conquered by Yatenga immediately preceding the French conquest. The Rissiam naaba 

traveled to Ouahigouya due to French pressure but refused to greet or acknowledge the 

Yatenga Naaba (Izard 1985:535).  

 French rule inserted the Mossi into the modern capitalist global system. They 

introduced cash crops such as cotton and established schools, clinics, and an 

administrative bureaucracy. French administrators utilized the Mossi hierarchical 

political system to extract taxes, obtain corvée labor, and recruit villagers for military 

service (Skinner 1989). Mossi workers were used in forced labor projects to build roads, 

railroads, and irrigation canals across West Africa. The relationship between colonial 

governments and traditional rulers was not entirely one-way. Mossi chiefs intervened on 
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behalf of their subjects and successfully persuaded French administrators to reform labor 

recruitment policies and terminate forced labor programs (Gervais 2000). French colonial 

powers targeted the Central Plateau with its high population density as a labor pool for 

plantations in the forested regions to the south (McMillan 1995; Reyna 1983). In this 

way, wage labor became a necessary part of Mossi village life. Subsistence agriculture in 

the risk-prone northern Central Plateau could never yield adequate harvests to sell and 

pay the colonial head tax. Sending members to work in plantations became the most 

viable means of earning cash for these taxes. French administrators also forcibly 

relocated entire Mossi families to settle in irrigated perimeters along the Niger River in 

Mali (Hammond 1959). Investment in agricultural development–or any economic 

development–on the Central Plateau was minimal and the French left large parts of it 

outside the colonial bureaucratic system. Thus, large areas of the northern Central Plateau 

became aires-refuges or free zones for peoples escaping French exploitation (Breusers 

1999).  

 The colonial period in Kongoussi can be characterized as largely an era of neglect, 

exploitation, and extraction. Most development was geared towards benefiting French 

national interests and other parts of Afrique Occidentale Francaise (AOF) or French West 

Africa. French labor and taxation policies set up the network of regional migration that 

persists to this day–especially for Ivory Coast. Mossi rural producers in Kongoussi began 

to participate in a modern world economy whereby their labor in distant fields, roads, 

railroads and wars helped bring industrial goods from the French métropole to villages 
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and towns. At the same time, they were forced to purchase these manufactured goods that 

emanated from France (Reyna 1983). This exchange of labor for goods was entirely 

unequal and did little to improve life in rural villages. On the one hand, French 

colonization brought massive social change in terms of migration, wage labor, 

industrialized goods, cash crops, and political disruption.  French rule had a particularly 

negative effect on Mossi household production because it extracted valuable male labor 

while simultaneously demanding that these units pay taxes in cash. But, it also helped 

maintain Mossi political structures in terms of chiefs and administrative cercles.  

 In 1960, the country achieved independence from France and became the République 

de Haute Volta or Upper Volta. Migration to Ghana and Ivory Coast for wage work in 

plantations continued. For Kongoussi, independence permitted the flow of foreign capital 

and investment into the area. West Germany set up an irrigated perimeter on the shores of 

Lac du Bam. This German company hired wage-laborers to raise green beans and other 

vegetables for European export. The company later became a governmental cooperative. 

This was the beginning of large-scale vegetable gardening in Kongoussi and the German 

infrastructure is still used today. Furthermore, the national governments strived to break 

with the colonial past and gear development toward the benefit of the country rather than 

France or its coastal neighbors. Early government programs attempted to improve 

agricultural production on the Central Plateau through extension programs, education, 

and animal traction. In Kongoussi, the government provided agricultural extension 

workers and founded the Centre de Production Agricole (CPA) in 1967. The CPA trained 
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village farmers in improved farming techniques, provided literacy programs, and 

extended credit to purchase livestock and plows. These programs sought to ameliorate the 

productive potential of rural farmers and also stem the exodus of rural Mossi youth by 

creating better agricultural opportunities. 

 Against this backdrop of positive development initiatives in Kongoussi and the 

national enthusiasm that independence brought, the region faced a changing physical 

climate regime. During the 1960s and 1970s, the Sahel was wracked by intense droughts 

and concomitant famines (Franke and Chasin 1980; McMillan 1995). These disasters 

affected the northern Central Plateau and international aid flowed into the area. People 

starved, livestock died, and many Mossi households fled to other parts of the country 

with better rainfall. This suffering also garnered worldwide attention. International and 

regional attention led to the formation of development programs specifically targeted to 

prevent such catastrophes from recurring (Batterbury and Warren 2001; Glantz 1987). 

International assistance to Sahelian states increased dramatically and the West African 

region became a focus of development initiatives.  

 To counteract what was perceived as desertification, experts advocated a complete 

overhaul of resource management and a massive program of environmental protection. In 

the Upper Volta, international organizations and the government identified the northern 

Central Plateau as an area acutely prone to desertification due to its declining rainfall and 

high population density. With this in mind, they launched the AVV program to 
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voluntarily resettle Mossi farming households from areas around Kaya, Kongoussi, and 

other towns to the southern Volta River basins (McMillan 1987, 1995).  

 This effort to combat desertification also spawned numerous anti-erosion and soil and 

water conservation interventions on the northern Central Plateau. Government extension 

agents, European technicians, and local villagers began a modest campaign to rehabilitate 

soils through compost, contour stone lines, and other techniques. As discussed below, 

droughts in the mid-1980s ushered in a period of massive campaign to promote these 

SWC projects. 

 During this period of droughts and counter-desertification action, Captain Thomas 

Sankara led a military coup d’état that overthrew President Jean-Baptise Ouedraogo in 

1983. The charismatic former parachute soldier put in motion a radical Marxist-Leninist 

agenda to completely break with colonial past and Western influences. He changed the 

country’s name to Burkina Faso, which is a combination of Moré and Dioula and means 

“Land of Upright People.” Sankara and his colleagues initiated a revolution and urged 

urban and rural communities to form Committees for the Defense of the Revolution 

(CDRs). The purpose of the CDRs was to combat corruption and dilute the power of 

Mossi chiefs who Sankara felt represented a corrupt and feudal past (Skinner 1989). 

Sankara embraced radical leaders such as Fidel Castro, Muhammar Gaddafi, and Ghana’s 

Jerry Rawlings. The president also favored Soviet and communist influences over those 

of Western nations such as the United States and France. Due to these ties, development 

assistance from the U.S. and other European nations plummeted. This aid was partially 
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replaced by Soviet and Cuban help but Sankara ultimately felt that the Burkinbé could 

develop themselves without foreign interventions. The CDRs became important organs in 

this home-grown development (Rohatynskyj 1988).  

 The promise of revolutionary change in Burkina Faso was challenged by another 

series of massive droughts between 1981 and 1985. Famine accompanied these events 

and Burkina Faso entered the world spotlight again as the scene of severe hunger. Other 

areas on the northern Central Plateau suffered severe harvest shortfalls, acute food-

shortages, and were forced to liquidate animal assets in order to buy grain (Reardon and 

Matlon 1988; Reardon and Matlon 1989; Reardon and Taylor 1996). During this drought 

period, harvest yields declined from 400 to 600 kg/ha to around 250 kg/ha (Reij, Tappan, 

and Belemvire 2005:646). This drop of between 25 to 50% in cereal production led to 

increased food insecurity and hunger. The drought again prompted villagers to leave the 

area for better soils and better rainfall in western and southern Burkina. Five of the 

twelve Central Plateau villages surveyed by Reij and Thiombiano lost between 10 and 

25% of their population to out-migration between 1975 and 1985 (2003:66-67).  

 Nonetheless, Sankara’s charisma and radical leanings proved too much for his 

internal enemies, Western leaders, and his West African neighbors. His military ally and 

friend Blaise Compaoré overthrew Sankara in another coup d’état in 1987. This was the 

last of six coups the country went through following independence. Compaoré has 

remained in power ever since. Some of Sankara’s revolutionary legacies persisted such as 

his insistence on village-level community development and Burkinabé control over 
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economic development. More than anything else, “Blaise”—as he is commonly referred 

to by Burkinabé—has maintained political and economic stability. This stability has 

enabled foreign investment in the country and also attracted long-term international NGO 

interventions.  

 The Compaoré regime began as a military coup but has adapted to international and 

regional pressures for greater accountability and democratization. In 1991, Compaoré 

instituted democracy and the country held open presidential, legislative, and municipal 

elections between 1991 and 1995. These were the first democratic elections for either the 

presidency or National Assembly since 1978. In tandem with democratization, the 

Compaoré government has also instituted decentralization. Regional and provincial 

administrations have greater authority over some decision-making in regard to 

development and the management of natural resources (Bruyninckx 2004). This 

decentralization has strengthened the role of local organizations and village-level 

institutions to pursue environmental and developmental goals on their own terms 

(Donnelly-Roark, Ouedraogo, and Ye 2001). Furthermore, the national Programme de 

Gestion de Terroirs Villagoises or Village Land Use Management (GTV) Program began 

in the 1990s with substantial funding from the World Bank, United Nations Development 

Program and other donors. Following the populist movement initiated by Sankara, the 

GTV Program establishes village committees that manage resources communally for the 

benefit of all members (Batterbury 1998).  
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 In the mid-1990s, Compaoré and other leaders of developing nations began to 

implement Structural Adjustment policies. In line with the International Monetary Fund 

(IMF) and World Bank, governments were pressured to cut back their bloated 

bureaucracies, liberalize markets, privatize state-run enterprises, and become more 

fiscally conservative. Burkina Faso drastically reduced government services and engaged 

in fiscal austerity measures. At the same time, NGOs began to take up the slack and 

increased their presence on the Central Plateau. Across the northern Central Plateau, 

numerous donor-initiated or locally-initiated development organizations began to flourish 

such as PATECORE in Kongoussi. The changing political context within Burkina Faso 

created space in which villages and NGOs could engage in collaborative projects to 

address poverty, land degradation, and particularly soil erosion at the village-level. 

PATECORE and other NGOs in Yatenga Province and Sanmatenga Province increased 

efforts begun in the 1970s to rehabilitate and conserve soils. They provided technical, 

transport, and logistical assistance to village-based committees to construct contour stone 

lines. These NGOs also trained rural producers in improved intensive agricultural 

techniques such as the use of compost and the zaï planting method. 

 Nearly every village throughout the provinces of Yatenga, Bam, and Sanmatenga has 

benefited to some extent from these initiatives. These contour stone lines have been 

enormously successful and improved food-security, slowed erosion, and improved soil 

fertility (Reij, Tappan, and Belemvire 2005). These lines of stone can be seen everywhere 

in Kongoussi and rural producers have avidly adopted the technique. There is even some 
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evidence that these SWC projects have reversed desertification on the northern Central 

Plateau (Herrmann, Anyamba, and Tucker 2005).  

 In 1994, Burkina and other West African countries agreed to devalue their currency. 

This measure was supposed to stimulate exports by making locally-made products less 

expensive compared to imported goods. In the context of the northern Central Plateau, 

devaluation increased the profitability of cattle-raising. Cattle could be sold in cities and 

the Ivory Coast at approximately twice the previous price. Mossi households rapidly 

invested in cattle-raising (Reij and Thiombiano 2003). Improved infrastructure and 

transportation also facilitated market access to Ouagadougou, Kaya, and Ouahigouya 

further inducing rural producers to raise cattle (Reij, Tappan, and Belemvire 2005). The 

increased profitability of cattle and also the spread of intensive agricultural techniques 

have made animal ownership an imperative in contemporary Mossi livelihood systems. 

They act as financial capital and also help households restore degraded soils. 

4.2 The Influence of History on Contemporary Livelihoods 

The history of the Mossi and the history of Burkina explain many features of 

contemporary life in Kongoussi. Each of the three villages we surveyed has a different 

mix of Mossi ethnic groups. Loulouka is composed almost exclusively of blacksmiths. 

They predate the arrival of the Mossi Nakombse. These ethnic differences arise and have 

repercussions today. In municipal elections in 2002, a resident of Loulouka was elected 

mayor of Kongoussi. Nyonose, Nakombse, and other ethnic groups protested the results 

and claimed that no blacksmith could ever exercise his authority over those who are not 
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themselves blacksmiths. The newly-elected mayor was forced to resign. In Sakou and 

Kouka, the village chiefs are all Nakombse. As NGOs initiate projects in these villages, 

they have to gain permission from these chiefs. In one case, a local NGO wanted to start 

an assistance program in Kouka. The project employs the wife of one community 

member and it is this link that precipitated contact between Kouka and the NGO. When a 

delegation from the NGO approached the chief with their proposal, he declined to grant 

them permission. He refused because it would be as if a “wife were leading a village.”  

In a similar incident, an NGO was required to deposit materials for a SWC intervention in 

the compound of the Nakombse chief. The chief and members of his family refused to 

release these materials to the rest of the village based on the fact they were Nakombse and 

held ultimate authority over the use of these tools. These incidents reveal the ways in 

which the historical past plays out in the present.  

 Some of the households interviewed in Sakou are members of the Tanbîise clan. They 

trace their descent to the original Tanbîise families that were placed there by the Rissiam 

naaba during conflicts with Yatenga. They were an elite military corps of archers who 

were sent to the area because it formed part of the frontier between Rissiam and Yatenga. 

Tanbîise lineage members continue to hold a somewhat elite status among other groups 

in Sakou. Their most prominent member is the délégué who is an energetic leader. He 

serves on several village committees affiliated with PLAN, PATECORE, and the GTV. 

We often saw him in Kongoussi attending various meetings with these NGOs and other 

state agencies. His efforts have helped bring cereal banks, SWC projects, school 
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improvements, and other development assistance to Sakou. The délégué’s influence is 

partially tied to his identity with a ruling lineage, the Tanbîise. 

 Kouka has the greatest mix of Mossi clans. Of particular note is the handful of Yadsé 

and Silmimoose households. Following the Yatenga Naaba’s victory over Rissiam, he 

placed some of his Yatenga subjects throughout villages in the newly conquered 

kingdom. These families served to mark his rule over the newly annexed territories. With 

time, these Yadsé lineages became fully incorporated into the community. The 

Silmimoose originated from far to the west. In their homeland near the town of Téma, 

they were being rounded up and coerced into forced labor projects on railroads by the 

French. The Silmimoose fled to the Kouka area, which was one of the isolated free areas 

beyond French control.   

 Nearly all the Nakombse lineages present in the three villages trace their ancestral 

roots to villages in and around Ouagadougou. Their predecessors migrated from these 

areas northwards in search of territories over which they could establish rule. In most 

cases, they first asked the Mogho Naaba in Ouagadougou to grant them villages. He was 

unable to do so and told them to request such lands from the provincial chief of Rissiam. 

This chief would then either install them in a village that had no chief or permit them to 

establish their own village in an empty area unoccupied by any group. The Nakombse 

lineage in Yibao, a neighborhood within Sakou, arrived by the former method. The 

Nakombse lineage in Kouka, on the other hand, was established by the latter means. Their 

ancestors had wandered between several villages until they found an open and unsettled 
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area. Thus, the Nakombse of Kouka are actually the founding lineage of the village, 

which grants them access to the best agricultural land as well as significant prestige (see 

Rohatynskyj 1988).  

 The Yibao naaba himself was appointed to lead Yibao by his father, the provincial 

chief of Rissiam now based in Sabcé. Because he is a descendent of this particular royal 

lineage who have sovereignty over the entire kingdom (now canton) of Rissiam, the chief 

of Yibao and also his subjects have a particular set of reciprocal obligations that bind the 

chief to the residents of Yibao and to the provincial chief in Sabcé. Residents of Yibao 

are obligated to work in the village chief’s fields during the rainy season. In return, the 

Yibao naaba is obligated to give villagers gifts of grain if they run out. Furthermore, 

residents of Sakou must also volunteer labor for the provincial chief in Sabcé. One day 

each rainy season, they assemble and bike all the way to Sabcé, which is located 35 

kilometers away. They weed the provincial naaba’s cotton fields for several hours and 

then return home again that evening. During our study, the Yibao naaba organized a 

work party of 220 people to weed his father’s cotton fields in Sabcé. In order to thank 

them, he purchased air time on the Kongoussi radio station to broadcast his appreciation 

five times over the course of a day. The chief also sponsored a large celebration several 

days later. As friends and kin in Ouagadougou learned of this work party, they donated 

money to assist Yibao naaba with expenses related to this large feast. Wealthier 

households gave him sheep, goats, and grain to help prepare a large meal for all those 

who helped weed his own fields and those of his father. In this way, the residents of 
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Yibao exchange their labor and are rewarded with status as villages throughout the 

Département of Kongoussi learned of their good deed. Not only does their chief 

reciprocate with radio messages that promote the solidarity of their village, but he also 

provides gifts of food. Of course, the provincial chief got free labor to weed his immense 

cotton fields. In a sense, this gift of labor is due to him because he gave the people of 

Yibao a chief--his very own son.  

 We also participated in Yuba’s annual harvest ceremony called na poosum. In this 

ceremony, buudkasemnamba or lineage heads from across the community bestow the 

chief with customary gifts. These gifts represent their thanks and also their allegiance 

(Hammond 1966). During the ceremony, the heads or their delegates prostrated on the 

ground before their chief. One-by-one, they passed around a hat in which they placed a 

few coins. These coins were then passed to the Yibao naaba who collected their gifts and 

thanked them for their offerings. The harvest of 2004 was relatively poor in the Sakou 

area and, indeed, throughout Kongoussi. In light of these poor harvests, many other 

village chiefs either called off holding na poosum ceremonies or asked their communities 

to attend but offer no gifts.  

 Most of the other Saaba, Yarsé, Nyonose, and other groups trace their roots in each 

village to a series of local migrations within the greater Kongoussi area. Generally, wars 

between Rissiam and Yatenga or between these Mossi kingdoms and Fulani groups to the 

north caused them to leave one area and move to another. Village conflicts over magic, 

adultery, or the succession of chiefs also forced groups to relocate. The village histories 
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related to us by lineage heads within Loulouka, Sakou, and Kouka roughly follow 

accounts featured in works by Izard, Hammond, and Skinner.  

4.3 Kinship, History, and Household Extension and Fragmentation 

Within this discussion, I must also stress the fact that all of these structures are extremely 

flexible and fluid (see Guyer 1981). Rights and obligation to labor, land, reproduction, 

and other resources are constantly contested and negotiated. Household extension and 

fragmentation takes place within this kinship framework. When these social relations are 

seen to be beneficial to both the group and the individual nuclear family, the pugkêenga 

household remains together. It also continues to extend by obtaining new members 

through birth and marriage. When these contradictions and tensions become too great or 

no longer benefit all parties, the extended household fragments. This final section 

discusses some of the ways in which these kinship structures are contested and promote 

fragmentation. 

 Households are the minimal segments within a lineage and form the base unit of 

segmentation. Moreover, specific characteristics of a household’s zaka and buudu play 

defining roles in whether the unit stays together or splits apart. For instance, in some 

cases the constant divisions of buudu lands between constituent zakse can result in these 

parcels becoming progressively smaller. Eventually, all of the buudu’s land becomes 

allocated and occupied. On the northern Central Plateau, demographic pressure is such 

that fields are no longer left fallow (Reij, Tappan, and Belemvire 2005). Fields become 

too small and too impoverished to produce enough grain to support a large household 
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with many nuclear families (Kohler 1971; Marchal 1983, 1987). Thus, pugkêenga 

households have to break up because they essentially cannot feed all their members. 

 In other cases, married males within a pugkêenga household become dissatisfied with 

their junior status. Their father, older brother, or uncle controls their labor and is also the 

one who feeds their family. His wife obtains grain by the hand of this senior member who 

doles it out with the interests of the larger group in mind. By leaving the extended 

household, a junior male and his nuclear family would become independent and have 

autonomy over their own labor and resources. Thus, tensions between authority and 

individualism cause pugkêenga households to fragment. 

 Household extension and fragmentation is largely an issue of material production. By 

breaking up, a household divides apart into one or more separate units of production and 

consumption. However, the land they use and the offspring they produce still belong to 

the lineage. As discussed throughout this text, fragmentation mostly occurs at the 

discretion of the household head. In some rare instances, agnates will leave and set up 

their own farms independently without his accord. Such a choice can indeed have severe 

repercussions for this individual and his descendents. He and his household will be 

perceived as cutting ties that bind them to the larger lineage. He no longer belongs to a 

formal zaka and lacks the support of a zaksoba to help him obtain land and wives for his 

sons through their buudu. Males who spend little time working in fields that belong to the 

buudu are regarded negatively by the zaksoba and buudkasma. In this regard, these senior 

agnates will be less willing to help junior males seek wives for their progeny 
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(Rohatynskyj 1988). However, if a pugkêenga fragments through the decision of the 

household head, the independent heads of household are not subject to such sanctions.  

 Household decision-making takes place within a larger historical and social context. 

The historical account of Mossi occupation of the northern Central Plateau explains the 

presence of different groups within each village. It also explains how climatic and 

political events have shaped the contemporary scene in Kongoussi. Households continue 

to face the same obstacles they encountered at the time of French conquest—namely 

demographic pressure and droughts. These two factors have intensified over the decades 

since independence with an ever increasing population, regional desiccation, and 

recurrent droughts. Migration has partially aggravated these problems and pulled 

valuable male labor away from the northern Central Plateau. At the same time, it has 

permitted the influx of cash and helped alleviate some of the population pressure. Policy 

directions set by the government post-Independence have empowered rural communities. 

The numerous government agencies and NGOs in Kongoussi have helped villages 

address environmental issues with some remarkable success in terms of soil and water 

conservation.  

 While these institutions provide opportunities for sustaining livelihoods in the 

challenging environment of the northern Central Plateau, one must also bear in mind that 

they perpetuate relations of patronage and clientage (Atampugre 1993). All of these 

institutions require money in order to operate and that is something that the Burkinabé 

state often lacks. Even NGOs spend an inordinate amount of time seeking donor funding 
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at the expense of improving people’s lives. Nonetheless, it is undeniable that in most 

cases, lives and livelihoods are improving in Kongoussi. 

 Kinship forms the basis upon which households obtain productive resources and also 

wives. Household extension and fragmentation occurs within a set of reciprocal rights 

and obligations according to the kinship structure. Household decision-making, 

agricultural production, and resource allocation is in large part constrained by this 

hierarchical kinship and social structure. Access to the most important resource, 

agricultural land, is tied to membership within a particular lineage of a certain clan. 

Arguably the second most valuable resource, labor, is also a function of lineage and clan 

membership. Households obtain wives through exchanges between different buudu. As 

households add members through births, they add to the membership and prestige of their 

patrilineages. However, households eventually lose all of their daughters so long as they 

marry. They can only recruit new members through adding wives or by producing sons. 

This is why household heads are keenly concerned with retaining sons—they represent 

the most productive form of household labor and are crucial for the long-term expansion 

of the household and, hence, lineage (Rohatynskyj 1988)   

 The founding lineages within a village essentially own and control the best parcels of 

land (Rohatynskyj 1988). Thus, access to land is fundamentally unequal. Lineages that 

arrived later in time own less and more marginal land. As we surveyed households, we 

encountered some that were obviously quite wealthy and others who were noticeably 

poor. In most cases, these wealthier households belonged to the founding lineages and 
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have distinct advantages over those belonging to lineages that arrived later. Founding 

lineages with better land have a sort of head start and are better able to acquire and 

accumulate assets such as cattle. As lineage land begins to run out, households are forced 

to borrow fields from other lineages. Borrowing land is very common but these 

arrangements often specify that the borrower has limited abilities or incentives to make 

improvements. The owner of a leased field and his lineage may perceive installing lines 

of rocks or adding manure by the borrower as threats to this ownership (Gray 2003, 2005; 

Reij, Tappan, and Belemvire 2005). The borrower may not even be inclined to do so 

considering that his household is only borrowing and their use is temporary. 

 Household extension and fragmentation is part of a process occurring at a higher 

order of social organization: lineage segmentation (Marchal 1987). This fragmentation at 

the level of households drives segmentation at the level of lineages and vice-versa. As 

lineages break up into more and more segments, the fields over which they have control 

also become divided into smaller and smaller parcels. For households at the leading edge 

of this process, the lineage fields over which they have use rights become too small to 

support a large extended group. These dynamics force them to fragment and the resulting 

independent households must go seek land in neighboring villages through other kinship 

ties.  

 This is particularly true for more junior lineages that arrived more recently. They 

have less land to begin with of more marginal quality and they have had less time to 

accumulate assets and make investments in intensive agriculture. Only by pursuing off-
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farm activities can they obtain the cash to be able to make these investments. On the 

other hand, founding lineages in theory own the largest tracts of the best land. They have 

also had more time to improve them and also acquire assets. They have a huge incentive 

to prevent or slow fragmentation so that they keep these large fields intact and capitalize 

on their improvements. If they are able to maintain extension, they get the additional 

benefit of increased labor availability, which also adds to their ability to diversify 

livelihoods and engage in intensive agriculture. It is no accident that some of the largest, 

wealthiest, and most food-secure households we encountered trace descent to these 

founding lineages.  

 In the following chapter, I argue that these trends have created a need for households 

to retain more labor while simultaneously creating more opportunities for off-farm 

income-generating activities. This situation creates an internal tension between staying 

together as a pugkêenga extended household and splitting apart to better take advantage 

of off-farm income-generating opportunities for independent accumulation. The 

following chapter explores the relative benefits of household extension and fragmentation 

in terms of livelihood sustainability. 
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CHAPTER 5. SURVEY RESULTS AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR 

LIVELIHOOD SUSTAINABILITY 

This chapter presents results of the household livelihood survey. The analysis compares 

characteristics of independent and pugkêenga households. The first sections tests the 

ability of theories based on household ecology to explain processes of household 

extension and fragmentation found in the data I collected. The last sections assess the 

sustainability of these two household types using a sustainable livelihoods framework.   

5.1 Goals of the Quantitative Household Livelihood Survey  

The quantitative household livelihood survey provides empirical data to test theoretical 

relationships between household structures, environmental conditions, and social factors 

with an eye towards comparing the relative sustainability of each type. These data also 

inform the parameters for the agent-based model in the following chapter. The primary 

objectives behind the survey were to: 

- Determine the extent to which pugkêenga households are declining as predicted by 

Marchal and others. 

 - Determine the extent to which population pressure, Chayanov consumer/producer 

ratios, and migration play a role in Mossi household extension and fragmentation.  

- Determine the extent to which pugkêenga extended households promote more 

sustainable livelihoods over independent households.  
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 This chapter presents mostly quantitative comparisons. When possible and 

appropriate, it also draws statistical inferences using non-parametric tests. The survey 

also collected qualitative information through key informant interviews and informal 

conversations and observations. This section also draws on this ethnographic data as it 

explains certain trends and patterns. This mixed methods approach is consistent with a 

sustainable livelihoods framework and enriches the analysis. 

5.2 Survey Methodology 

To test relationships between population pressure, Chayanov C/P ratios, and household 

organization, I selected three different villages with varying degrees of demographic 

pressure in which to administer the livelihood profile survey. In order to ensure that the 

sample was representative of the entire community, our sample was stratified by 

socioeconomic status. To avoid over-representing any one Mossi ethnic group, the survey 

purposively sampled households from across all clans in each village. 

 The survey instrument consisted of content similar to sustainable livelihood 

assessments used by development agencies (see Appendix A and fig. 2.2). The 

questionnaire elicited information regarding household demographics, assets, education, 

migration remittances, agricultural production, gender, and food security. The instrument 

also included a section to note qualitative information. While administering the survey, 

we often wanted respondents to elaborate on their responses and this section facilitated 

recording this information. These elaborations were quickly entered into a word-

processing database. Colleagues with the Institut National de la Statistique et de la 
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Démographie (INSD), Zood Nooma, METEO, and Population Council reviewed the 

instrument to fine-tune wording and ensure its results could be consistent and comparable 

with existing datasets held by these agencies. My research assistant Mr. Aimé Somé also 

contributed to the survey’s design so that it could be easily translated into Moré, be 

culturally appropriate, and be administered efficiently. We piloted the survey among five 

households and adjusted its content accordingly. 

 In addition, I wanted to ensure that the research was participatory so that communities 

did not feel that I was merely extracting information for narrow academic purposes (see 

Austin 2004; Chambers 1983). Thus, we followed standard protocols by informing local 

NGOs, government administrators such as départemental préfets, extension agents and 

their supervisors, and village chiefs. When appropriate, we also provided these offices 

with a brief written synopsis of the research plan. After obtaining permission from 

départemental authorities, Somé and I held village meetings in all three communities. 

Village délègués, nanamse, and boodkasemdamba from all major lineages were invited to 

these initial meetings. During the village meeting, we introduced ourselves, presented the 

goals of the research, and asked for permission to interview households over which they 

held authority. In all cases, this permission was granted.  

 During the fieldwork, Somé and I also convened a separate meeting with village 

leaders to document the history of each community. Again, the village naaba and the 

boodkasemdamba were invited to attend. As Somé translated, I typed these village 

histories and the history behind each major lineage into my Personal Desktop Assistant 
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(PDA). These village histories provide historical depth to the study and explain land-use 

and settlement patterns (see Chapter 4). 

 At the end of our research, Somé and I again convened village meetings with these 

same groups to communicate our initial findings and thank them for granting us access to 

their communities. We also furnished dolo and zoom koom or sweet millet water for these 

meetings-consistent with Mossi systems of reciprocity. In the case of Kouka, the délègué 

also invited members of the women’s groupements to attend these exit meetings. We left 

such decisions to the discretion of village délègués in deference to their authority.  

 To stratify the sample by socioeconomic status, we had to first identify poor and 

relatively well-off households. For the most part, délègués were reluctant to categorize 

their neighbors as “poor” or “rich.” They preferred to classify them as “those who buy 

grain” and “those who do not.” This proxy indicator conveniently served to identify 

households by wealth category as well as by food-security status. We used this 

information to ensure we sampled at least fifteen households from each of these two 

categories. The breakdown of household economic status by village appears in table 5.1.  

 The research also had a Geographic Information System (GIS) component. If survey 

TABLE 5.1 Wealth and Food Security Status of Households by Village 
Village Wealth Category 

Loulouka Sakou Kouka 
Total 

Count 22 14 15 51 “Those who buy 
grain” (poor/food-

insecure) 
% of Village 68.8% 40.0% 57.7% 54.8% 

Count 10 21 11 42 “Those who do not” 
(well-off/food-secure) % of Village 31.3% 60.0% 42.3% 45.2% 
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interviews took place in the actual courtyard of the household, we registered its 

coordinates with a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver, which was connected to 

the PDA. These coordinates and some attribute data regarding the household were then 

automatically entered into a GIS using ESRI’s ArcPad 6.0 application. This information 

permitted us to map the location of surveyed courtyards and establish the approximate 

limits of the village residential area. These data also permitted us to locate households if 

we needed to follow up on information.  

5.3 Pugkêenga and Independent Household Frequencies 

As discussed in Chapter 2, French geographers working in neighboring Yatenga Province 

predicted the decline and disappearance of pugkêenga households. Some participants 

expressed similar sentiments that the pugkêenga arrangements represented traditional and 

anachronistic forms of domestic organization that are no longer viable in a modern world. 

 In order to make such comparisons, it is important to establish the link between 

extended households and participation in pugkêenga systems of communal fields. We 

asked heads of households whether their household farmed in pugkêenga fields and how 

many such communal fields they farmed. Table 5.2 displays these results. The survey 

demonstrates there is a strong correlation between extended household arrangements and 

this participation (χ2 = 31.5, p = 0.000). As is evident, extended household arrangements 

are strongly associated with pugkêenga fields.  
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 A substantial number of independent households both participate in pugkêenga 

systems and own pugkêenga fields. However, in most of these cases these households 

assemble with other extended kin in ceremonial pugkêenga fields only two or three times 

per agricultural season. These households do not participate in pugkêenga labor on a 

continuous basis and the pugkêenga field itself symbolizes their continued lineage 

affiliation. Thus, the participation of these particular independent households in 

communal labor is largely symbolic and does not represent a substantial material 

commitment. The domestic cycle explains the other cases in which independent 

households own pugkêenga fields. Among these domestic groups, an independent 

household is in the early stage of its development. Their household head is recently 

deceased and only one married son or male agnatic member of the segment remains. 

Based on inheritance, this person inherits the right to farm these pugkêenga fields and 

becomes the zaksoba. As this head’s sons or brothers marry, the independent family will 

eventually develop into an extended household with pugkêenga fields. Taking these 

exceptional cases into account reveals that pugkêenga systems of communal cooperation 

are nearly exclusively found among extended households. 

TABLE 5.2 Household Type and Pugkêenga Participation 
Participation in Pugkêenga 

Household Type 
Yes No 

Total 

Count 21 21 42 
Independent 

% of Independent 50.0% 50.0% 100.0% 
Count 54 1 55 

Extended 
% of Extended 98.2% 1.8% 100.0% 

 

Results are significant at the 0.05 level of significance using the Chi-square test  (χ2 = 31.5,  p  =  0.000) 
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 In this sense, extended households are pugkêenga households. Consequently, 

comparing independent and extended households likewise compares the advantages and 

disadvantages of participating in a pugkêenga system of communal cooperation. Thus, it 

makes sense to refer to extended households as pugkêenga households and nuclear 

households as independent households since they do not pool their resources or cooperate 

extensively with other domestic groups.  

 So, are pugkêenga households disappearing? Table 5.3 compares the proportion of 

independent and pugkêenga households in Kongoussi with those of Kohler (1971:65) and 

Imbs (1987:82). Similar data appears in Marchal’s Yatenga Nord Haute-Volta la 

Dynamique d’un Espace Rural Soudano-Sahelian but it is not organized in a manner that 

lends itself to comparisons (1983:332). Nonetheless, Marchal comments that only a few 

households in the village of Say in Yatenga were extended. In Kongoussi, the proportion 

of pugkêenga households is 56.7% (95% CI = 45.5–67.9). This percentage significantly 

exceeds the ratios calculated by Imbs and Kohler. As table 5.4 below demonstrates, the 

proportion of pugkêenga households within each village similarly surpasses Imbs’s and 

Kohler’s values. The frequency of pugkêenga households ranges from 48.6 to 68.8% 

between the three villages and these rates resemble the findings of Toulmin where 66% 

of Bambara households formed extended domestic groups (1992:31). The Kongoussi 

evidence indicates that pugkêenga households are not at all declining or disappearing. In 

fact, the proportion of pugkêenga and independent households is roughly equal.  
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5.4 Population Pressure 

In order to measure the effect of demographic pressure on household organization, we 

selected three different villages whose population densities ranged from high to low. We 

estimated these densities by comparing census figures for each village with their distance 

from other villages for which we had census data. Based on this method, we could infer 

that relatively isolated villages with low population numbers would have low population 

densities. The converse would also be true. Localities in close proximity to other villages 

and which had high population numbers could logically have higher population densities. 

Using this rough method and confirming these estimates with persons who knew the 

Département de Kongoussi well, we selected the communities of Loulouka, Sakou, and 

Kouka. The GIS methods by which I calculated more precise population densities are 

summarized below. 

 Loulouka is a predominantly Saaba village located 2 kilometers north of Kongoussi 

whose limits adjoin Lac du Bam (fig. 3.2). A census commissioned by myself but 

conducted by an assistant determined that Loulouka has an estimated population of 1483 

TABLE 5.3 Comparison of Pugkêenga Frequencies with Other Case Studies 
  Kohler Imbs West 
Village 
Province 
Year fieldwork conducted 

Dakola 
Yatenga Province 

1965-1968 

Kumtaabo 
Yatenga Province 
1969-1972, 1973 

Loulouka, Sakou, Kouka 
Bam Province 

2004 
N 63 162 97 * 

Independent Count 43 145 42 
 % of Sample 68.3 89.5 43.3 

Pugkêenga Count 20 17 55  
 % of Sample 31.7 10.5 56.7 

* This is the size of the sample – Kohler and Imbs surveyed all exploitations or farms within each village. 
Nonetheless, these exploitations are analytically equivalent to the term “households” used here. 
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adults. In association with the survey, I also took Global Positioning System (GPS) 

coordinates at the domicile of each participating household. Since these households were 

selected at random they offer a fairly reliable estimate of the spatial limits of a given 

village. Using spatial data made available to me from the Institut Géographique du 

Burkina (IGB), I was able to build a GIS using ArcGIS 9.0. I constructed Thiessen 

polygons around all village points. Then, I subtracted topographic features such as steep 

hillsides, areas of inundation, and lake borders from these polygons. These polygons 

became the approximate area of village terroirs or territories that include potential 

agricultural land and residential areas. All of the households surveyed fell within the 

boundaries of these polygons (fig. 5.1), which suggests they do indeed approximate 

village terroirs. Dividing the population estimates by the calculated area of these 

polygons yielded population density estimates for each locality. Using this method, the 

population density of Loulouka is approximately 135 inhabitants/km2. It represents the 

village with the highest population density. 

 Sakou lies 15 kilometers west of Kongoussi and two kilometers north of a major 

improved dirt road connecting Kongoussi to Ouahigouya. A national census conducted in 

1996 estimates Sakou’s population at 1350 adults. Using the same method as for 

Loulouka, its population density is calculated to be approximately 42 inhabitants/km2. It 

represents a village with a medium population density.  

 Kouka is located about 25 kilometers northwest of Kongoussi along mostly primitive 

paths and unimproved dirt roads. Kouka and the surrounding area are sparsely populated  
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FIG. 5.1. Surveyed villages and their approximate terroirs
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with an estimated density of 11 inhabitants/km2. Land pressure is low and Kouka 

represents the village with a low population density.  

 Netting’s (1965), Sahlins’s (1957), and Marchal’s (1987) works predict that where 

demographic pressure is high, households engage in more intensive agriculture on 

smaller plots for which independent households are well-adapted. On the other hand, 

where demographic pressure is low and agricultural land more scattered and available, 

one would expect extended households, which are more compatible with extensive 

agricultural practices, to be more predominant. Based on these expectations, Loulouka 

should have a lower percentage of pugkêenga households than the other localities. Kouka 

should have the highest percentage of extended households. Results found in table 5.4 

contradict these predictions. As among the Kekchi Maya, a greater percentage of 

extended households are indeed found in the high population density village of Loulouka 

than the other two study sites (Wilk 1984). However, the percentage of extended 

households in the medium and low population localities of Kouka and Sakou are almost 

identical. Nearly all households surveyed in Loulouka stated that they felt that no 

additional agricultural land is available.  

 Some research suggests certain population density thresholds cause shifts in 

agricultural practices in the Sudano-Sahel of West Africa. Roose contends that fallow 

periods are too short and become ineffective between 20-40 inhabitants/km2 and that 

households must resort to seasonal migration at 100 inhabitants/km2 (Roose 1996). These 

thresholds suggest transitions to intensive agriculture with consequent repercussions 
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 on labor organization whereby extended households would become more favorable at 

each threshold value. The densities for each village correspond roughly to these transition 

points wherein Kouka is below the first threshold, Sakou is between the two, and 

Loulouka exceeds the 100 inhabitants/km2 trigger. Results in table 5.4 indicate that the 

lower threshold of 20-40 inhabitants/km2 has no effect because the percentage of 

extended households remains roughly the same for both Kouka and Sakou. It is also 

possible to compare the frequencies of extended households between Loulouka, with its 

very high population density of 135 inhabitants/km2, against the combined proportion of 

such households for Sakou and Kouka (table 5.5). 

TABLE 5.4 Pugkêenga v. Independent Household Frequencies by Village 
Population Density (persons/km2) 

High (135) Medium (42) Low (11) Household Type 
Loulouka Sakou Kouka 

N 32 35 31 
Count 10 18 14 
Expected Count 13.7 15.0 13.0 Independent  

 
% within village 31.3% 51.4% 43.3% 
Count 22 17 16 
Expected Count 18.3 20.0 17.0 Pugkêenga 

 
% within village 68.8% 48.6% 53.3% 

TABLE 5.5 Pugkêenga Household Frequencies between Loulouka and 
Sakou/Kouka Combined 

Population Density 
High Medium to Low Household Type 

Loulouka Sakou/Kouka 
N 32 65 

Count 10 32 
Expected Count 13.9 28.1 Independent  

 
% within village 31.3% 49.2% 
Count 22 33 
Expected Count 18.1 36.9 Pugkêenga   

 
% within village 68.8% * 50.8% 

* Indicates that results are significant at the 0.10 level using a one-tail Fisher’s Exact Test  
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 Results in table 5.5 suggest that higher demographic pressure favors extended 

household arrangements. The number of extended households in Loulouka exceeds the 

expected count and is 16% higher than the number of pugkêenga household in Sakou and 

Kouka combined (one-tail p = 0.07 by Fisher’s Exact Test). Population densities above 

100 inhabitants/km2 can be statistically linked to the maintenance of extended household 

productive units.  

5.5 Chayanov Consumer/Producer Ratios 

Chayanov’s insights on household agricultural economics has profoundly influenced  

ecological and economic anthropology since the appearance of Sahlins’s Stone Age 

Economics in 1972 (Durrenberger 1984; Hammel 2005; Netting 1993). Fundamentally, 

Chayanov proposed that if agricultural land is not scarce, peasant households will only 

put as much land into production as is necessary to satisfy consumption needs based on 

the ratio of consumers to workers, or consumers to producers (C/P), in a given household 

(Chayanov 1966). Anthropologists have applied Chayanov’s theories and established the 

term dependency ratio to describe the proportion of consumers to workers in a given 

household (Reyna 1976; Sahlins 1971). This section examines the relationships between 

the C/P ratio and household type.  

 The C/P ratio is a useful metric for comparing the relative well-being of households 

(Dove 1984; Hammel 2005). A high dependency ratio—i.e., above 1.0—implies that 

households have an excessive number of consumers compared to producers. Thus, they 

are in a disadvantaged position because their working members have to produce more to 
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The C/P ratio is a useful metric for comparing the relative well-being of households 

(Dove 1984; Hammel 2005). A high dependency ratio—i.e., above 1.0—implies that 

households have an excessive number of consumers compared to producers. Thus, they 

are in a disadvantaged position because their working members have to produce more to 

satisfy consumption needs. A low C/P ratio—i.e., below 1.0—on the other hand, implies 

that the household contains more producers than consumers and can therefore afford to 

pursue less intensive production strategies in order to satisfy consumption needs. The 

basic household demographic characteristics theoretically work to the economic 

advantage of some households over others. Consumption and production values for each 

household member were imputed using the scale devised by Hammel (2005:7044). Table 

5.6 presents this scale based on the gender and age of each person. In the interests of 

efficiency, the survey instrument did not specify the gender of household members below 

the age of 15. The questionnaire did, however, record the number of children below this 

age for each household. Thus, Hammel’s scale was modified to accommodate available 

data.  

 Using these consumer/producer values, a C/P ratio was calculated for each household. 

TABLE 5.6 Consumption and Production Scale for Household Members Based on 
Gender and Age 

Production  Consumption 
Male Female  Male Female 

Age Value Age Value  Age  Value Age Value 
0 – 14 0.4 0 – 14  0.4  0 - 14 0.4 0 - 14 0.4 
15 – 50 1.0 15 – 20 0.7  15 – 50 1.0 15 – 60 0.8 

51 + 0.8 21 – 60 0.8  51 + 0.8 61 – 100 0.7 
  61 +  0.7      
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Figure 5.2 displays the frequencies of different dependency ratios for independent and 

extended households. The histograms indicate more pugkêenga households enjoy less 

onerous dependency ratios than independent whereas 25, or 38.9%, of the pugkêenga 

households fall under 1.0. These differences are statistically significant using (one-tail p 

= 0.000 by Fisher’s Exact Test). 

 Two inferences can be made based on these results. One, remaining together as a 

pugkêenga household can optimize a domestic group’s consumer-producer ratio. Two, it  

appears that a dependency ratio value of 1.0 may be the threshold at which fragmentation 

occurs. Once a pugkêenga household’s consumption exceeds production, tensions may 

become more apparent and divisive. The solution could be to split into nuclear units 

because it prevents them from being dragged down by the consumption demands of the 

larger group. Their dependency ratio will be greater than 1.0 regardless and it is 

preferable to bear this burden alone with some independence and autonomy rather than 

FIG. 5.2. Chayanov dependency ratios for independent and pugkêenga households
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continue to share labor and resources in collectively unfavorable circumstances. 

 These values differ significantly from those calculated in Hammel’s model (2005). 

Ratios among Kongoussi households are overall quite low and never exceed 1.05. They 

also dip below 1.00. Values in Hammel’s model range from 1.00 to 1.60. Results from 

this Mossi study are lower, or even more optimal, than those calculated by Hammel. 

Sahlins compared dependency ratios and labor intensities of several different subsistence 

agriculture societies including: Gwembe Tonga cereal producers of Rhodesia; Kapauku 

sweet potato swidden gardeners of Papua New Guinea; and Tsembaga swidden 

agriculturists in New Guinea (1971). Sahlins used published household data by other 

authors to graph worker/consumer ratios versus labor intensity for these groups and note 

how they differ cross-culturally. Dove performed similar analyses in a Kantu’ community 

of swidden farmers in West Kalimantan, Indonesia (1984). Both Sahlins and Dove 

weighted household members slightly differently from Hammel, but all studies are 

largely comparable. Table 5.7 summarizes results from these studies and compares them 

with Kongoussi’s.  

 One striking difference between this data and those of other authors is the much more 

narrow range of consumer/producer values. These values are also much lower than those 

of other studies and do not exceed 1.05. This is due to the fact that the survey did not 

enumerate the ages or gender of household members less than five years of age. Thus, the 

modified scale (table 5.6) does not have large differences between the consumption and 

production weights of any category. Last, Mossi dependency ratios can also be quite 
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optimal and fall below 1.00. Based on these comparisons, Mossi households tend to 

maintain favorable C/P ratios that are near-optimal–i.e., near or below 1.00. 

 As Hammel effectively demonstrates, however, the dependency ratio is also a 

function of the domestic cycle (Hammel 2005). It changes with time as households 

commence, become established, add members, and then grow older. I sought to test this 

relationship between the dependency ratio and position in the domestic cycle. I did so 

first by looking for an association between the age of the household head and the 

dependency ratio. This was done for all cases and then controlled for just independent or 

just pugkêenga households. I hypothesized that age of household heads would negatively 

correlate with the dependency ratio. In order to identify relationships between phases of 

the domestic cycle, I produced ideographs of the five households with the lowest 

dependency ratios (fig. 5.3) and ideographs of the five households with the highest 

dependency ratios (fig. 5.4).  The conventions by which I did so conform to the those 

established in Laslett (1972:41).  

 The two figures strongly suggest that the household developmental cycle plays a 

strong role in determining the dependency ratio. Producing ideographs is quite time- 

TABLE 5.7 Comparison of Chayanov C/P Dependency Ratios 
Group N C/P range Source Original Source 

Gwembe Tonga,   
Rhodesia (Zimbabwe)

20 1.00 – 2.30 Sahlins (1971:36) Scudder 
(1962:258-261)

Kapauka, New Guinea 16 1.19 – 2.02 Sahlins (1971:42) Prospisil (1963) 

Tsembaga, New Guinea 41 0.82 – 2.14 Sahlins (1971:47) Rappaport 
(1984 

Kantu’, New Guinea 30 1.00 – 2.9 Dove (1984:108) -- 

Mossi, Burkina Faso 96 0.87 – 1.05 Unpublished --  
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consuming and I was only able to do so for these ten households at the top and bottom of 

the range. Nonetheless, I feel they represent a real tendency.  

 Fortes describes three phases in this cycle for domestic groups (1962:4-5). In the first 

phase of expansion, a married couple forms a nuclear family and begins to produce 

offspring. In the second phase of dispersion or fission, their children begin to marry and 

leave to establish their own households. In the last phase of the cycle called replacement 

whereby the parents die and their children replace them as the jural, political, and 

economic heads of the household. This generalized pattern is evident in the figures 

above. Household 180 in figure 5.3 and households 122 and 108 in figure 5.4 exemplify 

expanding households. Households 179 and 184 in figure 5.3 along with households 200  

FIG. 5.3. Ideographs of households with low C/P ratios 
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and 124 in figure 5.3 exhibit dispersion and fission because they contain few daughters 

and sons. Although one has to infer this from the diagrams, their daughters have married 

into other families and some of their sons have likewise left to establish their own 

households. Households 168 and 149 (fig. 5.3) as wells as household 194 (fig. 5.4) show 

signs they are either on the verge of replacement or have recently had undergone 

replacement. The older age of the heads of households or the presence of a widow 

indicate that the offspring of the stem conjugal pair are in the process of replacing their 

 In terms of the dependency ratio, one sees that the phases described by Fortes do not 

necessarily relate directly to either high or low values. To a degree, households consisting 

of three generations have low C/P ratios. On the other hand, households composed of 

only two generations tend to have high ratios. Hammel’s work demonstrates that  

FIG. 5.4. Ideographs of households with high C/P ratios 
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extension is a strategy to maintain or achieve optimal consumer/producer ratios. His 

insight is confirmed by my results. However, Hammel also shows that this ratio rises and 

falls over the course of a household’s developmental cycle. Nonetheless, the above 

results demonstrate a strong relationship between low C/P ratios for households in the 

later phases of the developmental cycle and high dependency values for households in the 

early phases of the domestic cycle.  

 The comparisons above all explore the advantages of pugkêenga households over 

independent ones from various demographic perspectives. From a sustainable livelihoods 

perspective, these characteristics represent aspects of a household’s social capital. Social 

capital consists of the human resources and networks from which members can draw in 

order to engage in productive and reproductive activities. Intuitively, a low C/P ratio can 

be considered advantageous. As Toulmin’s fieldwork in Mali demonstrates, large 

households in and of themselves are advantageous (1991). Households with more 

members are better able to take advantage of their labor surpluses to pursue alternative 

livelihood activities, dedicate more labor to animal husbandry, and farm their fields more 

effectively. Analyses below explore these issues in terms of grain production and animal 

wealth. 

 As seen in figure 5.5, pugkêenga households tend to be much larger than independent 

households. The average size for each is 16.09 and 9.05 members respectively. These 

differences are statistically significant (Mann-Whitney test z = -4.43, one-tail p = 0.00). 

Toulmin obtained similar results for household size while comparing Bambara complex 
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and simple households in Mali although the average complex household contained a 

mean number of 23.8 persons and the simple averaged 7.6 (1992:31). She concludes that 

Bambara domestic groups strategically seek to extend their households in order to 

mitigate climatic and market risk (Toulmin 1991). Toulmin’s work and the subsequent 

follow-up studies by Brock (1999; 2002) greatly inform this study particularly in terms of 

the role of extended households in coping with environmental and social risk. The 

following section discusses the differences between households in terms of productive 

and financial capital.  

FIG. 5.5. Household size by household type 
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5.6 Productive Assets 

In terms of social capital, pugkêenga households tend to maintain optimal dependency 

ratios and large membership. This section explores the consequences of these favorable 

conditions for livelihood sustainability by comparing productive and financial assets. To 

do so, the following section focuses on the pugkêenga system rather than just the 

demographic characteristics of households. Pugkêenga systems involve the sharing of 

household resources such as land, labor, grain, and capital. The relative sustainability of 

households can be assessed by analyzing these assets (Scoones 1998). 

 Among Mossi rural producers on the northern Central Plateau, donkeys, plows, carts, 

motorcycles, and bicycles can be considered productive capital or assets because they 

increase the ability of households to produce grain, transport manure, and travel to 

markets, towns, and schools. Plows and carts improve food security. They enable 

households to invest capital into other livelihoods such as gardening, animal-husbandry, 

and gold-mining because they make farming more efficient. The availability of 

motorcycles and bicycles also enables individuals to travel to seasonal jobs in Kongoussi, 

transport goods to dispersed markets, and travel to isolated gold-mining camps. The 

accumulation of productive assets enables households to diversify and also invest in soil 

and water conservation activities such as manuring (Mazzucato and Niemeijer 2000). 

This accumulation sets in motion a cycle of positive feedback whereby increased soil 

fertility engenders greater yields, which frees up financial resources to invest in other 
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livelihood pursuits, proceeds from these activities pay for school fees or health care, and 

so on.  

 The livelihood portfolio is also composed of financial capital or assets, which can be 

sold or traded as needed in order to purchase grain, pay school fees, pay for health care, 

finance funerals, and take care of other household needs (see fig. 3.5) . Like other rural 

societies in the Sudano-Sahel, cattle are the most important form of economic capital. As 

households achieve food-security, resources are invested in cattle. Poorer households 

may not have the means to purchase cattle and will instead buy smaller sheep, goats, or 

poultry. Thus, cattle are the preferred form of economic investment but other animals 

serve this purpose as well. Young calves can be purchased for approximately 50,000 

CFA (around $100) and sold two or three years later for up to five times this amount. 

Cattle, and even smaller livestock, require substantial amounts of household labor to herd 

them to and from grazing areas, corral them in the evening, and also keep them out of 

grain fields during the growing season. Animals, particularly cattle, furnish manure for 

increasing soil fertility. For these reasons, livestock function as both productive and 

financial capital.  

 To compare livelihood asset bundles between independent and extended households, 

I focused on animal wealth and productive assets. Animal wealth comparisons were 

based on the ownership of donkeys, cattle, sheep, and goats. I classified the animal 
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asset variables into two categories. The first category included all households who 

possessed none of the selected item and the second category contained those households 

who owned one or more of that animal type. Table 5.8 summarizes these results for 

animal ownership. 

 The results show that the association between animal ownership and household type 

are highly statistically significant. For all variables, the number of pugkêenga households 

who own at least one animal of each type exceeds the expected count. By the same token, 

the number of independent households who own at least one animal of each type falls 

below the expected count. Using the χ2 test for a two-by-two contingency table reveals 

TABLE 5.8 Comparison of Household Type and Animal Assets 
Count 

Variable Household 
type 

None 
(Observed 
Expected) 

One or more 
(Observed 
Expected) 

Total χ2 value 

19 23 42 Independent 
12.7 29.3  
10 44 54 Pugkêenga 

16.3 37.7  

Donkeys 

Total 29 67 96 

8.00 ** 

20 22 42 Independent 
14.0 28.0  
12 42 54 Pugkêenga 

18.0 36.0  

Cattle 

Total 32 64 96 

6.86** 

28 14 42 Independent 
20.6 21.4  
19 35 54 Pugkêenga 

26.4 27.6  

Sheep 

Total 47 49 96 

9.37 ** 

11 31 42 Independent 
14.9 27.1  
23 31 54 Pugkêenga 

19.1 34.9  

Goats 

Total 34 62 96 

2.78* 

** Value significant at the 0.05 level (two-tailed)                                                
*    Value significant at the 0.10 level (two-tailed) 
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that these differences between observed and expected cell counts are significant at the 

0.05 or at least 0.10 level using two-tailed tests. Thus, more pugkêenga households tend 

to own animals than their independent counterparts.  

 Similar patterns hold for productive assets as summarized in table 5.9. In terms of 

plows and carts, the number of pugkêenga households who possess one or more of these 

items exceeds the expected count. The opposite is true for independent households. 

Bicycles are found in nearly all households regardless of type. These comparisons 

describe only the presence or absence of assets within a domestic group. The survey data 

also shows differences in the size of these holdings for cattle (fig. 5.6). Pugkêenga 

households tend to have substantially larger cattle holdings than independent households. 

Only about half the surveyed domestic groups in the latter category own one or more 

head while the highest number of head owned by any household is eleven animals. In 

FIG. 5.6. Cattle holdings by household type 
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contrast, the overwhelming majority of pugkêenga domestic groups own one or more 

head of cattle and the maximum number owned is 50. Table 5.10 shows the mean number 

of animals held within households who possess one or more of each animal type. Across 

al categories, pugkeenga households have greater herds. These larger holdings are 

statistically significant for cattle and goats but not sheep. 

 Clearly, pugkêenga households are able to accumulate greater productive stocks than 

TABLE 5.9 Comparison of Household Type and Productive Assets 
Count 

Variable Household 
type 

None 
(Observed 
Expected) 

One or more 
(Observed 
Expected) 

Total χ2 value 

17 25 42 Independent 
12.3 29.8  
11 43 54 Pugkêenga 

15.8 38.3  

Plows 

Total 28 68 96 

4.62 ** 

21 21 42 Independent 
16.6 25.4  
17 37 54 Pugkêenga 

21.4 32.6  

Carts 

Total 38 58 96 

3.39* 

5 37 42 Independent 
3.1 38.9  
2 52 54 Pugkêenga 

3.9 50.1  

Bicycles 

Total 7 89 96 

2.35 † 

** Value significant at the 0.05 level (two-tailed)                                                          
*    Value significant at the 0.10 level (two-tailed)                                                     
†    One or more cells contain an expected value less than five 

TABLE 5.10 Mean Animal Asset Amount by Household Type 
Animal Household type (N) Category mean Entire sample 

mean (N) 
Mann-
Whitney  z 

p-value       
(one-tail) 

Cattle Independent (22) 2.95 
 Pugkêenga (42) 6.57 

5.33 (64) - 1.614 0.053 

Sheep Independent (14) 4.70 
 Pugkêenga (35) 8.00 

7.06 (49) -1.082 0.140 

Goats Independent (31) 4.35 
 Pugkêenga (31) 6.68 

5.52 (62) -1.605 0.054 
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their independent counterparts. In terms of sustainable livelihoods, the size of these assets 

is crucial. Sustainability can be assessed in terms of sensitivity and resiliency (see fig. 

2.1). The sensitivity of households to droughts, market fluctuation in grain, disease, or 

other shocks decreases as they accumulate assets. At the same time, increased household 

livelihood capital permits them to recover from such events more quickly.  

5.7 Migration 

Migration both hinders and helps rural livelihoods on the northern Central Plateau. On 

the one hand, households lose their most valuable labor source–young men–to the cities, 

cotton-producing areas of Burkina, and plantations of Ivory Coast. On the other hand, 

these distant members often send grain or cash to assist families left back in villages.  

 Based on observations and accounts in the literature, this study sought to better 

understand rural migration and also establish the role of the pugkêenga system in 

moderating its positive and negative effects. I specifically wanted to test whether 

migration rates differed between pugkêenga and independent households. Because 

pugkêenga households typically remain under the authority of a single household head, 

one would expect youth to be less likely to leave due to their control. Hence, rates should 

be lower among these households than among independent households. I also wanted to 

see if remittances differed between the two household types. Again, due to the solidarity 

and moral economy of the pugkêenga system, I expected migrant remittances to be higher 

among these extended households.  
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 To gauge how many households contain migrant members and also how much they 

send, the survey asked the maximum amount any given migrant household member had 

sent during the last five years. The survey also specified the destination to which the 

member had migrated, how long he had been away, and how he was related to the 

household head (see Appendix A). Remittance rates did not vary between the two 

household types and are not discussed here. 

 Ivory Coast remains the leading destination for Mossi migrants followed by 

Ouagadougou and Bobo-Dioulasso (table 5.11). Mossi migration is almost exclusively 

male although women will join their husbands in Ivory Coast and cities. Unmarried girls 

rarely leave villages unless they are attending schools in nearby cities or the capital. 

Among the locations within Burkina collapsed into the category “Other” are Banfora, 

Orodara, Kouka (a completely different town than the village surveyed), and Leo. These 

destinations all lie in the more fertile, less populated, and less drought-prone southern 

parts of Burkina Faso. Migrants to these areas often settle permanently and are attracted 

by the more auspicious environmental conditions and by the possibilities of raising cotton 

and thereby earning cash (Gray 2003, 2005). In many instances, migrants in these zones 

TABLE 5.11 Migrant Frequencies and Duration by Destination 
Location Frequency Percent of 

all migrants 
Mean duration 

(years) 
Return for seasonal 

farm labor (%) 

Ivory Coast 89 64.0 8.85 1.1 
Ouagadougou 12 9.0 6.93 33.3 
Bobo-Dioulasso 11 8.0 11.75 9.1 
Kongoussi 5 4.0 6.83 20.0 
Other 19 14.0 11.95 7.0 
Total 139 100.0 10.34 5.04 
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do not send cash but instead send corn and other grains to assist family members left back 

on the Central Plateau.  

 The data in table 5.11 also demonstrate that migration tends to be for long periods of 

time. It is cyclical, as Cordell, Gregory, and Piché (1996) copiously document but it may 

take years or even decades before migrants return. In any village, one can see partially 

constructed dwellings within most compound walls. These homes are in the process of 

being built by village family members who await the return of their migrant kin. 

 The data in table 5.11 also reveal that this migration tends not to be seasonal. 

Contrary to the Nigerian “eaters of the dry season,” Mossi young men rarely leave to seek 

wage work in the dry season and return to help on family farms during the rainy season 

(Rain 1999). Only a handful of participants reported such practices. In these rare 

instances, they typically depart to southern Burkina just after harvesting millet and 

sorghum in their own region. Once there they can work as agricultural laborers in cotton 

and corn fields where they harvest these crops and cut the stubble. The rains terminate 

later in the south and these migrants are able to catch the tail end of the growing season.  

 This background provides context for understanding the implications and 

consequences of male migration for pugkêenga and independent households. The first 

series of analyses explores differences in migration rates between these two household 

types.  

 Overall, 66 of the 96 households surveyed or 68.8% current had at least one member 

who had migrated. The average number of migrants per household was two and the 
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maximum number was six. The number of migrants did not differ between the three 

villages. The average age among these migrants is 34 and the average calculated age at 

departure was 24.5. These migrant frequencies remain the same for both pugkêenga and 

independent households. However, calculating the ratio of migrants to the total number of 

adults per household provides a more informative comparison of migration rates relative 

to household size (fig. 5.7). The box plots show that pugkêenga households have 

substantially lower ratios and this difference is statistically significant (Mann-Whitney 

test z =  -3.122, one-tail p = 0.001). Thus, migration rates are effectively lower among 

pugkêenga than independent households.  

 Having lower migration rates implies that pugkêenga households retain more of their 

FIG. 5.7. Ratio of migrants to number of adult household members 
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male members and suffer less of a drain on their labor. However, this lost labor potential 

can be offset by higher remittances. During the survey we asked respondents to report the 

largest amount of money or grain they had received from each migrant member over the 

last five years. Of those households whose members have migrated, 68.2 have received 

some money or grain over the last five years. Nearly a third of households therefore 

receive no remittances whatsoever. They lose the productive force of these individuals 

and gain nothing in return. The amounts of these remittances vary widely. They range 

from 1,000 CFA to 250,000 CFA. The average largest remittance is 60,288 CFA (~ 

$120).  In terms of grain, migrant remittances range from one to five sacks. However, 

only seven of the 96 (7.29%) households surveyed reported receiving grain.   

 These examinations of migration patterns between the two household types reveal 

only one statistically significant difference: migration rates. Pugkêenga households tend 

to have fewer members, relative to the total number of adults, leaving the village and 

their communal fields than do independent households. This observation is partially 

explained by two factors. One, participants consistently stated that the greatest advantage 

afforded by the pugkêenga system is the household solidarity it creates and also 

perpetuates. As Fiske documented, communal sharing is a strong social value held by 

most Mossi. This sense of obligation to cooperate for the collective benefit is particularly 

apparent at the level of households. The act of migrating breaks and jeopardizes this 

solidarity because the member leaves the group. Few migrants are able to reliably send 

remittances regularly to assist their village families especially under today’s 
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circumstances with unrest in Ivory Coast. The second factor is the role of the household 

head in exercising social authority over household members. The hierarchical nature of 

Mossi society is particularly strong at the household level where the head directs 

economic, social, and agricultural decision-making. In principal, one cannot leave one’s 

zaka whether through marriage or through migration without the zaksoba’s permission. 

Hence, migration fundamentally threatens and undermines these two principles of 

solidarity and authority. 

5.8 Grain Production 

As discussed in Section 5.6, pugkêenga households tend to have greater access to plows, 

carts, cattle and donkeys to pull them. They also certainly command larger pools of labor 

along with more favorable Chayanov consumer/producer ratios. The combined effect of 

these advantages should be higher grain yields. Having more adult members and 

particularly more male members means fields can be prepared more quickly and more 

efficiently. They can also be weeded more often and also more effectively. Having more 

labor also permits households to practice more intensive agricultural methods such as 

spreading manure, constructing contour stone bunds, and practicing zaï methods. Another 

strategy pursued by Mossi households in Kongoussi is to have multiple fields, in several 

different locations, and in different toposequences. Ideally, a household will have fields 

located in both upland sandy soils and lowland clay soils. If the rainy season proves to be 

heavy and bring too much rain, the upland fields composed mostly of sorgho blanc or 

kenda (Sorghum vulgare) fair well. If the rains are insufficient, millet or kasuya 
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(Pennisetun spicatum or P. typhoideum) in these clay bottomlands tends to be more 

drought-tolerant. Mobilizing household labor to manage these far-flung plots and time 

their effort according to the rains is truly difficult. This section explores differences in 

agricultural yields between pugkêenga and independent households. 

  Weeding, manuring, plowing, and the use of other improved agricultural techniques 

can improve crop yields by approximately 30% (Reij, Tappan, and Belemvire 2005:651). 

Yet, ultimately, rainfall and labor determine grain harvests. Since labor is overall one of 

the determining factors and pugkêenga households have larger pools of labor, I 

hypothesize that these households will have both higher average harvests and that these 

amounts will be proportionately higher relative to their size compared with independent 

households. The following analyses compare agricultural data between the two groups. 

 The survey asked participants to specify how many pugkêenga fields the household 

cultivated or, in the case of independent households, how many champs ordinairs they 

farmed. We asked respondents to report how much millet and sorghum they harvested for 

these fields over during each of the last five years. Harvest quantities were reported to us 

in charrettes or carts because most households transport harvested grain from fields to 

their granaries by these donkey-pulled carts. One cart-load equals approximately 250 to 

300 kg (Toulmin 1992:11).  

 Participants in both the survey and qualitative interviews frequently stated that 2003 

had been the best year in recent memory in terms of rainfall and subsequent harvests. In 

fact, monthly updates from the USAID Famine Early Warning System Network (FEWS) 
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reported that the 2003-2004 agricultural season yielded record grain production for the 

entire country (www.fews.net/centers/?f=bf). By January of 2004, approximately two 

months after the harvest, FEWS reported Burkina Faso would experience its highest food 

security situation in 30 years. To a certain extent, this record year is apparent in sorghum 

and millet production estimates for Bam Province (fig. 5.8).  

 Annual production estimates in figure 5.8 display the high annual variability in grain 

harvests. They also show that poor years correlate strongly with droughts in the mid-

1980s, 1990, 1993, and 2000 (see fig. 3.3). As participants in the survey reported annual 

millet and sorghum yields, we would ask them why any particular year was especially 

poor or especially high. In nearly all cases they replied that rainfall was the critical factor 

in determining harvest amounts. They cited insect infestations and also labor availability. 

If household members were ill or absent, yields were commensurately lower. Knowing 

FIG. 5.8. Millet and sorghum production estimates for Bam Province, 1984 to 2004 
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labor is also a key factor in agricultural production; the analyses below explore the 

relationships between grain harvests and household type.  

 The first set of analyses compares total grain harvested between pugkêenga and 

independent households. The results show that indeed production totals among 

pugkêenga households exceed those of independent households every year (table 5.12). 

These results are statistically significant and confirm my hypothesis that agricultural 

production among pugkêenga households is higher than the production of their 

independent counterparts. The fact this remains true for all five years for which we 

obtained reported yields suggests that, on average, extended households produce more 

grain than independent ones every year. Nonetheless, it is important to further test the 

extent to which this higher production remains true on a per capita basis. 

 These annual production amounts were divided by the consumption value, or number 

of consumers-also called Adult Equivalent (AE), for each household in order to 

determine grain production on a per capita basis. Comparing the production per consumer 

for pugkêenga and independent households yielded no significant differences. Thus, 

pugkêenga households do indeed produce more grain than independent households but 

this greater production disappears when calculated on a per consumer basis. The 

combined results from these two tests indicate household size plays a greater role in 

determining grain production than household type. The fact that pugkêenga households 

produce more grain each year than independent households follows directly from the fact 

they are larger (see fig. 5.5).  Nonetheless, an analysis below shows substantial 
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differences between the two household types in terms of grain production and their C/P 

ratios.  

5.9 Food Security 

Food security is one of the core components in a sustainable livelihoods framework. 

However, unlike most food security assessments, a livelihoods framework analyses this 

component within a broader context of productive, financial, and social capitals. Like 

most other societies of the West African Sahel, Mossi rural producers on the northern 

Central Plateau face substantial challenges in securing adequate quantities of food of 

sufficient quality. Aggregate food security levels are low in the region and malnutrition is 

high. Relatively severe famines affected the region in the 1970s (Franke and Chasin 

1980; McMillan 1995) and 1980s (Reardon and Matlon 1988; Reardon and Matlon 

1989). Most households experience chronic production shortfalls and must resort to 

purchasing grain in local markets or simply reducing consumption. In any given year, 

TABLE 5.12 Mean Annual Grain Production by Household Type 
Year Household Type 

(N) 
Mean total grain 

production  
(charrettes) 

Entire sample mean 
(charrettes) (N) 

Mann-Whitney 
z 

p-value  
(one-tail) 

Independent (35) 5.85 2003 
Pugkêenga (49) 8.36 7.31 (84) -3.06 0.002 

Independent (37) 6.06 2002 
Pugkêenga (47) 8.00 7.15 (84) -2.93 0.003 

Independent (34) 5.96 2001 
Pugkêenga (42) 8.54 7.15 (76) -2.57 0.010 

Independent (33) 6.52 2000 
Pugkêenga (38) 7.89 7.26 (71) -2.26 0.024 

Independent (26) 5.46 1999 
Pugkêenga (32) 8.08 6.91 (58) -2.34 0.200 
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numerous families reduce meals to one per year and are forced to mix wild leaves into 

these sorghum and millet dishes in order to stretch the household grain budget. In many 

cases, this soudure or hungry period recurs every year and indicates chronic seasonal 

food insecurity. More importantly, this period of soudure falls during the rainy season 

while the agricultural campaign is at its height (Reardon and Matlon 1988). Thus, rural 

producers cut their consumption at precisely the point when they need it most.  

 As Reardon and Matlon point out, it is important to distinguish between “production 

deficiency” and “consumption insecurity” in analyses of household food security (1988; 

1989). These distinctions follow from the writings of Amartya Sen, which claim that food 

availability is a minor part of famines and that a more crucial variable is the ability of 

households to access food through rules of entitlement (1981). Most Mossi rural 

producers face production deficiencies every year. This means they are unable to raise 

enough millet and sorghum to adequately provide their households with grain for the 

entire period that stretches from one harvest to the next. Many households also confront 

consumption insecurity, which means they are further unable to obtain grain through 

purchases or transfers. Thus, a household could easily be production deficient but 

consumption secure. Rainfall may severely decrease harvests but by selling cattle or 

small ruminants, these families are able to purchase food with relative ease. Of course, 

households who could be considered the most vulnerable are those who are both 

production deficient and consumption insecure. They can neither raise enough grain nor 
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find the means to purchase it. This section addresses only issues of production sufficiency 

because it yielded the most significant results. 

 The soudure typically begins in June or July and lasts until August or September. 

Maize begins to be harvested in September while millet and sorghum harvests commence 

in late-October and continue through November. In this sense, the annual consumption 

period is from November through October. Households make important decisions 

regarding storing, selling, buying, and consuming grain so they can cover their needs 

during this November to the following October horizon. 

 Based on the premise that pugkêenga household organization serves to enable 

livelihood security, these analyses test the degree to which pugkêenga households 

maintain greater food security levels than their independent counterparts. Thus, I 

hypothesize that pugkêenga households will be less production deficient and more 

consumption secure than independent households. They face shorter periods of grain 

shortages and do so less often than independent domestic units. 

 The survey instrument contained a section on household food security (see Appendix 

A). During the questionnaire itself we asked respondents to specify in which month of the 

year they exhausted their stored grain from the previous harvest. Earlier portions of the 

instrument elicited information on cereal crop production. Taken altogether, these can 

substantially address questions of household production deficiencies and consumption 

security. 
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 This first set of analyses assesses the degree to which household cereal production 

over five years is sufficient to meet minimum grain consumption estimates. As per 

FEWSNET, the minimum annual grain requirement is 190 kilograms per person. Since 

grain production was reported in charrettes, each year’s production total was converted 

to kilogram equivalents using the following conversion factor: 1 charrette = 250 

kilograms of grain. This conversion factor ranges from 250 to 300 kilograms but I 

decided to use the lower estimate in order to produce results that are less likely to 

overestimate food security. This variable became the household annual grain production 

kilogram equivalent. Next, the annual grain requirement for each household was 

calculated. The annual requirement was calculated by multiplying the consumption value, 

which serves as the number of Adult Equivalents (AE), of each household by 190 

kilograms/person. This consumption value is based on the member age and gender 

composition of each household using consumption weights established in table 5.6. It 

assumes that the annual grain requirement remains constant throughout the year and that 

this number remained the same during each of the last five years. As per the works of 

Reardon and Matlon (1988:1066), households were categorized as production sufficient 

in any given year if their production met 80% or more of their annual grain requirement. 

Thus, I divided the grain production for each year by the annual grain requirement for 

each household. Table 5.13 displays the percentage of households deemed production 

TABLE 5.13 Percent of Households who are Production Sufficient by Year 
 1999 

(N) 
2000 
(N) 

2001 
(N) 

2002 
(N) 

2003 
(N) 

Percentage of households meeting 80 % or 
more of annual grain requirement 

54.4 
(57) 

56.5 
(69) 

60.8 
(74) 

61.0 
(82) 

60.8 
(74) 
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sufficient for each year. 

 These results indicate that a majority of households are production sufficient in any 

given year. In other words, the majority of domestic groups produce enough grain to 

satisfy at least 80% of their minimum annual requirements and this sufficiency ranges 

from approximately 45 to 61% of all households. To some extent, the results also 

demonstrate the relationship between rainfall and food security. Precipitation in 2000 was 

notably poor while precipitation was notably good in 2003. One can see these poor and 

good harvests are reflected in table 5.13 whereby the percentage of production deficient 

households is higher in 2000 than in 2003. These results are consistent with those of 

Reardon and Matlon (1989:124) who determined that 44% of Mossi households were 

production deficient in 1984-1985 following a sever drought in 1984.  

 The survey and analysis also examined food security status between pugkêenga and 

independent households. The thesis states that pugkêenga households will exhibit higher 

levels of food security than independent ones. In this sense, they will have lower rates of 

production deficiency in any given year. Table 5.14 summarizes these comparisons 

between the two household types. There is no difference in production sufficiency rates 

between the two groups. The results for 2000 suggest fewer pugkêenga households were 

production sufficient than would be expected but this result is not statistically significant. 

The fact these extended households face production shortfalls in a drought year is not 

entirely surprising because they are quite large. Also, the lower consumption of 
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independent households means that even a smaller amount of grain can suffice for fewer 

consumers.  

 Another aspect of food security measures when grain stocks are depleted. In nearly all 

cases Mossi rural producers store pugkêenga millet and sorghum in separate pugkêenga 

granaries. The household head manages these granaries and dispenses grain to the oldest 

wife within each individual zaka that forms the extended household.  Every effort is 

made to do so equitably and also to conserve grain for the agricultural season. Thus, 

pugkêenga granaries serves as communal cereal banks in which cereals are reserved until 

the onset of the rainy season. Also, this communal grain is never sold for individual 

purposes but for communal needs. Independent households manage their granaries quite 

differently and the harvest is distributed only among their nuclear family that form a 

productive and consumption unit. Again, the head of household makes these distribution 

decisions and typically gives his wife, or each of his wives, a certain amount of grain 

with which to prepare meals every two, three, or four days. In some cases, wives have 

much more autonomy and they hold the keys to these granaries. They can take grain as 

they need. However, wives may not sell it and pugkêenga grain is sold solely at the 

discretion of the household head. 

TABLE 5.14 Production Sufficiency by Household Type and Year 
  1999  2000  2001  2002  2003 
  No Yes  No Yes  No Yes  No Yes  No Yes 

Observed 13 12  11 21  13 20  14 22  13 20 Independent 
Expected 11.8 13.2  13.9 18.1  12.9 20.1  14.0 22.0  12.9 20.1
Observed 13 17  19 18  16 25  18 28  16 25 Pugkêenga 
Expected 14.2 15.8  16.1 20.9  16.1 24.9  18.0 28.0  16.1 24.9

Total  26 29  30 39  29 45  32 50  29 45 
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 Because pugkêenga granaries function as cereal banks, this section of analysis 

explores the extent to which pugkêenga households exhaust their grain later in the year 

than independent ones. The survey asked respondents to specify the month in which the 

previous year’s harvest terminated. As shown above, most Mossi households actually 

raise enough millet and sorghum to feed their domestic group for an entire year. The 

ability to do so varies from year-to-year depending primarily on rainfall and available 

labor. Households can also run out of grain early in the year if they experience shocks 

such as the death, illness, or ceremonial obligations of one of its members. They then sell 

grain in order to resolve these situations.  

To accommodate for the variability in production and these idiosyncratic shocks, the 

survey asked participants to specify which month grain stocks ran out (or would be 

expected to run out) for the current year 2004–based on the 2003 harvest–and the four 

previous years. The responses for each month were summed for the entire five-year 

period to obtain a composite of when grain stocks become depleted. These frequencies 

were calculated separately for both pugkêenga and independent households (fig. 5.9). 

The chart shows that pugkêenga households tend to deplete their grain in August and 

September while independent households do so earlier in June, July, and August. These 

results indicate that pugkêenga households manage to conserve cereal stocks until well 

after the rainy season and agricultural campaign have commenced in May and June. In 

most cases, their communal granaries hold out until August and September when maize 
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becomes available to carry through to the millet and sorghum harvests. These maize 

stocks usually last long enough for households to survive until the millet and sorghum 

harvest. Consuming maize also permits rural producers to get by until the post-harvest 

price of grain drops in October and November (see fig. 5.12). Although difficult to assess 

statistically, this evidence confirms the hypothesis that pugkêenga households are able to 

conserve their grain stocks later into the year than independent ones. They experience a 

shorter famine period each year than independent households. Pugkêenga households are 

also able to take delay purchasing grain until prices plummet and can prolong doing so by 

consuming maize. The advantages of doing so are investigated in the last section of this 

chapter and are used in the modeling in Chapter 6. 

FIG. 5.9. Month in which grain depleted by household type, 2000 to 2004 
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5.10 Chayanov Ratios, Grain Production, and Animal Assets 

Because of the differences in Chayanov dependency ratios, grain production, and animal 

assets between both household types, this section sought to establish relationships 

between the three variables. In particular, I wanted to explore the degree to which the 

lower Chayanov C/P ratios of pugkêenga households could explain their higher grain 

production and also greater animal assets compared to independent households. Such 

analyses can test the degree to which favorable Chayanov ratios lead to surplus 

agricultural production (Sahlins 1971, 1972) in a rain-fed mixed subsistence livelihood 

system. These empirical analyses also inform the comprehensive analysis in the 

following section along with the modeling in Chapter 6. 

 A lower Chayanov C/P ratio implies that a household is capable of producing 

agricultural surpluses and should have excess labor available for tending animals. The 

first set of analyses investigates the relationship between the C/P ratio and grain 

production. As discussed above, 2003 had excellent rainfall and produced record grain 

harvests. The year 2000 was one of the worst droughts in the last ten years and resulted in 

very poor harvests throughout Kongoussi. Hence, this section explores differences 

between pugkêenga and independent household grain production and Chayanov ratios 

between these two years of record rain and drought.  

 The analysis here is restricted to only the amount of total sorghum and millet 

harvested in 2000 and 2003 between pugkêenga and independent households. These 

harvest amounts were converted from charrettes to kilograms. This production figure was 
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divided by the number of consumers or Adult Equivalents used in the Chayanov analyses 

above (see table 5.6). This was done in order to calculate grain production per consumer. 

FEWS uses a 190-kilogram per Adult Equivalent per year as a standard for assessing 

food security. Thus, the analysis also plotted this line within the following scatterplots. 

 The production per consumer was plotted against the Chayanov C/P ratio and fit with 

a cubic regression line (ri) (fig. 5.10). These plots exclude cases whose grain production 

per consumer exceeds 1,000 kilograms in 2000 or 2003, which are unrealistic. The R2-

value expresses the amount of variability explained by the regression line. A cubic 

regression line was chosen for fitting to the scatterplots because it had a higher R2-value 

than linear or quadratic regression lines. Also, this cubic regression better describes 

relationships between grain production for households with a Chayanov C/P ratio below 

1.0, at 1.0, and again above 1.0 (see fig. 5.2).  The scatterplots for all households, 

independent households, and pugkêenga households are featured in figure 5.10.  Due to 

the relatively small sample, the R2-values are quite small and make direct statistical 

inferences largely inappropriate. Despite this drawback, it is possible to make more 

qualitative inferences based on general patterns such as those made by Sahlins (1971; 

1972).  

 Panels A and D (fig.5.10) indicate some tendency for grain production for all 

households to exceed the minimum line (l) as the Chayanov C/P ratio decreases below 

1.0 as seen in line (ra) and line (rd). Similarly, grain production tends to fall below the 

minimum of 190 kg/consumer as the C/P ratio exceeds 1.0. This is true in both 2000 and 
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2003. Among independent households, a higher C/P ratio tends to predict that a 

household produces a grain deficit in both a good year and a drought year as evidenced in 

Panels B and E (fig.5.10). Panels C and D suggest that among pugkêenga households 

grain production per consumer tends to follow the minimum line (l) as the C/P ratio falls 

below 1.0 and actually exceeds this minimum as the C/P ratio increases above 1.0 as 

evidenced by the regression lines (rc) and (rf).  

 These scatterplots demonstrate that high Chayanov C/P ratios are generally associated 

with decreased grain production and low ratios are associated with surplus grain 

production. However, this general trend breaks down as one compares independent and 

pugkêenga grain production. High Chayanov C/P ratios among independent households 

are particularly linked to deficit grain production while the opposite is true among 

pugkêenga households. These charts show that there is little effect on grain production 

per consumer regardless of whether it is a good year or a drought year in terms of rainfall. 

But, pugkêenga households tend to produce at least the minimum amount of grain or 

even surpluses regardless of their C/P ratio. This is not generally the case for independent 

households who tend to under-produce as their C/P ratios rise beyond 1.0. A separate 

analysis revealed that there is no difference between the two household types in terms of 

the relative proportion of cases who produce above and below the annual minimum line 

(l). For pugkêenga households, they can produce substantial grain surpluses even as their 

C/P ratios exceed 1.0 (fig. 5.10 C and F).  
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FIG. 5.10. Chayanov C/P ratios and grain production, 2000 and 2003 
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 All animals held by a household were converted to their monetary equivalent in CFA 

except donkeys, which are rarely sold for any reason. Next, the sum of all these assets 

was calculated for each case and then converted to a ratio per consumer or Adult 

Equivalent. These ratios of animal wealth per consumer were again plotted against the 

Chayanov C/P ratio for each household. Again, assuming that a low C/P ratio implies that 

a household possesses surplus labor, one would expect such households to have greater 

amounts of animal wealth. In their poverty surveys, the INSD considers households 

whose assets amount to 41,099 CFA or less per adult as “extremely poor” based on their 

national census conducted in 1996 (INSD 2003b:1). Taking inflation into account, this 

absolute poverty line (m) can be estimated at 50,000 CFA or the equivalent of ten goats 

per consumer. Thus, this line was also plotted within the scatterplots. A cubic regression 

line (ri) was also fitted to the data. This cubic regression again provided the best fit in 

terms of the R2-value and also best describes tendencies below, above, and about a C/P 

ratio of 1.0. Panels A through C of figure 5.11 display these plots.  

 Again, the R2-values are quite low and provide weak statistical tendencies. But, 

certain qualitative patterns can be discerned. Panel A (fig. 5.11) shows that when both 

household types are taken into account, both high and low Chayanov C/P ratios tend to 

predict low animal assets per consumer ratios (fig. 5.11:A). However, this tendency is 

even stronger for independent households particularly as the C/P ratio increases beyond 

1.0 (fig. 5.11:B). Such effects are not as strong for pugkêenga households. In fact, as the 

C/P ratio increases, they tend to have higher animal asset ratios. For pugkêenga  
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FIG. 5.11. Chayanov C/P ratios and animal wealth per consumer
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households, the animal wealth generally hovers near the minimum, line (m) as the C/P 

ratio drops below 1.0. It is only with the extreme case of a very low C/P ratio that the 

cubic regression line (rc) begins to severely deviate below the 50,000 CFA/consumer 

threshold (fig. 5.11:C).  

 Taken altogether, the results in figure 5.11do not demonstrate that a low C/P ratio 

necessarily correlates with greater animal wealth. However, taking both figure 5.10 and 

figure 5.11 into account reveals that a high C/P ratio is particularly precarious for 

independent households. These cases exhibit deficient grain production and very low 

animal wealth. This is not the case for pugkêenga households whose grain production and 

animal wealth are not strongly correlated with either a low or high C/P ratio. Hammel 

points out that there is a time element involved with C/P ratios and that high and low 

values persist for several years as household members age, marry, and die (Hammel 

2005). His modeling also indicates that for households in the early phases of the domestic 

cycle, which independent households tend to be, the C/P ratio increases quickly in the 

early years. The higher C/P ratios of independent households could persist for a decade or 

more placing them in a position of vulnerability for quite some time. Also, the relatively 

low C/P ratio that an independent household currently holds can increase rapidly with 

time which is not the case for extended pugkêenga households. Independent households 

are closer to the brink of earning a less-favorable C/P ratio that will last for a long period 

of time and usually entails lower grain production and less animal wealth.  
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 The fact that independent households with high C/P ratios are strongly associated 

with low cereal production and low animal wealth is due to two related but different 

explanations: their size and the process of fragmentation. On the one hand, independent 

households have higher C/P ratios than their pugkêenga counterparts. This is due to the 

fact they have fewer members (see fig. 5.5) and are the products of household 

fragmentation. Independent households are relatively newly formed constituent parts of 

extended households that have recently split apart and are in an early stage of the 

domestic cycle (see fig. 5.3 and 5.4). As newly formed households, they consist of only 

one or two generations and typically have more children than adults. They have not had 

time for these younger members to mature into adults, which would decrease their C/P 

ratio.  

 Based on their early position in the domestic cycle, independent households also have 

had less time to accumulate animal assets. Participant interviews offered conflicting 

views on inheritance. But, in most cases, sons inherit land from their deceased fathers but 

not necessarily his animal wealth, which appears not to be divisible. Instead, the oldest 

son inherits the larger part of this wealth. Or, if the extended pugkêenga household 

remains intact and continues to extend, these animal assets belong to the entire group. 

This explains why even pugkêenga households with high C/P ratios can have substantial 

animal wealth. They have accumulated it over several generations and this wealth helps 

keep them together and promote continued extension. 
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 What are the implications for these C/P patterns in terms of desiccation? Although 

differences in grain production due to drought are not discernable in the survey data (see 

table 5.12 and fig. 5.10), they are apparent on a provincial scale (fig. 5.8). The above 

analyses on grain production, food security, and Chayanov C/P ratios do not demonstrate 

that any single year of drought is particularly deleterious to either household type. 

However, there is the possibility that several years of drought over a longer period of 

time could have a cumulative effect on the assets and well-being of households. Figure 

5.10 shows that pugkêenga households can produce substantially greater grain surpluses 

than independent households. These surpluses can be stored and drawn from during 

periods of grain shortages produced by drought. The greater animal wealth also held by 

pugkêenga households also suggests that they would be less sensitive and more resilient 

to droughts over a longer period of time. Independent households would be expected to 

deplete any grain reserves and also exhaust their animal wealth more quickly under 

climatic adversity. They are more dependent on off-farm income to offset these shortfalls. 

The following section explores these issues of the cumulative effects of drought on 

livelihood sustainability.  

5.11 Livelihood Sustainability under Scenarios of Climate and Social Change 

The analyses above demonstrate that the pugkêenga institution of household organization 

tends to promote livelihood sustainability. These households tend to have more animal 

wealth, lose fewer members to migration, produce more grain, and face a shorter period 

of soudure each year. This study has proceeded by analyzing each aspect of livelihood 
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security individually. Although revealing, such step-wise treatment fails to bring these 

variables together and inform a more integrated assessment. No one factor alone 

ultimately determines whether a household will be able to recover from a shock such as 

drought and simultaneously decrease their sensitivity to such events. Instead, it is the way 

in which these factors act in concert with one another that determines livelihood 

sustainability. To obtain a more comprehensive perspective, this section incorporates 

several of these facets together to create an overall index of livelihood sustainability. 

Such indices can provide a more comprehensive and therefore realistic model of 

household decision-making (Vincent 2004). 

 I selected the relevant variables and criteria for this index based on current scenarios 

of long-term environmental and social change. Reports by the IPCC predict that the Sahel 

region can expect to see increased interannual rainfall variability, which will likely mean 

that droughts will occur with increased frequency and magnitude (see Chapter 3). One 

can use the past 30 years as an analogy for the future. In the case of Kongoussi, one can 

project that there is a high likelihood that desiccation will continue. This also means that 

this desiccation could be punctuated by at least one more period in which drought may 

persist for five years continuously as happened between 1982 and 1987 (see fig. 3.3). 

This is the scenario against which I assess the future sustainability of contemporary rural 

livelihoods among Mossi communities on the northern Central Plateau. 

 Using the heuristic model of sustainability presented in Chapter 2 (fig. 2.1), 

households will need to maintain or even decrease their sensitivity to shocks while 
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simultaneously maintaining or even increasing their resilience. They will need to be less 

affected by droughts and the loss of migration opportunities and also be able recover 

from these disruptions more quickly. In more concrete terms, households would need to 

possess adequate productive assets to overcome grain deficits due to droughts. They need 

to be able to have sufficient numbers of animals that they can sell off part of their herds 

in order to supplement grain shortages due to decreased production. As Toulmin cogently 

argues, extended households–i.e., pugkêenga households–are better adapted to cope with 

environmental and social risk than independent ones. On this basis, one would expect 

pugkêenga households to be more sustainable under these particular circumstances.  

 In order to operationalize this sustainability index, I created two categories of 

households based on information contained in the survey database. I wanted to identify 

those household who could potentially withstand three years of consecutive drought 

through the progressive divestment of their animal assets. I also wanted to identify those 

households who could not withstand such a prolonged shock. Selling off their animal 

wealth would leave them in a position of greater sensitivity and lower resiliency. This 

criterion of three years is based on the recent drought in the mid-1980s. Although the 

drought persisted for five years, only three of those five years were agrometeorological 

droughts. This definition of drought requires that rainfall fall below 80% of the thirty-

year mean (Reardon and Taylor 1996). This occurred in 1983, 1984, and 1985 according 

to the Kongoussi meteorological record (fig. 3.3).  
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 Determining whether or not domestic groups have sufficient animal assets to 

purchase grain for three concurrent years entails establishing the price per sack of grain, 

the market price of animals, and the consumption requirement for each household. Grain 

prices fluctuate widely on a seasonal and annual basis. Through contacts at FEWS and 

also the Government of Burkina’s Société de Gestion du Stock de Sécurité Alimentaire 

(SONAGESS), I was able to obtain monthly market prices for Kongoussi millet and 

white sorghum from 1994 to 2004.  These prices and their 95% confidence intervals are 

plotted above in figure 5.12. The chart clearly shows that grain prices drop between  

FIG. 5.12. Mean monthly grain prices for Kongoussi, 1992 to 2004 
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November and January following the harvest and become elevated between July and 

September. Grain prices also differ greatly on an annual basis. This is evident in figure 

5.13 in which the mean annual price of both cereals is plotted. There are particular price 

spikes in the years following droughts (see fig. 3.3). Recent severe droughts occurred in 

1995 and 2000 and one can see that these events are reflected in high grain prices the 

following years: 1996 and 2001. In the latter year, prices remained high into the 

following year as well, 2002. 

This market information can be used to inform the overall sustainability index. 

Production deficient households typically exhaust their cereal stocks between July and  

September (see fig. 5.9). This also corresponds to the time of year when prices are 

FIG. 5.13. Mean annual grain prices for Kongoussi, 1992 to 2004 
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highest. This is acutely problematic in years following droughts. Thus, using the most 

severe circumstances to inform the sustainability index, households would have to have 

sufficient assets to buy grain at its highest possible prices—i.e., in July through August 

following years of deficient rainfall. The average price of both sorghum and millet during 

these months for both 2001 and 2002, a year in which prices were still high, yields a 

figure of 14,281 CFA per 100-kilogram sack. Rounding up, sustainable households 

would need adequate stocks to be able to purchase sufficient amounts of grain for five 

years straight at 14,300 CFA/sack. Converting this to kilograms, the mean price of grain 

during peak periods is approximately 143 CFA/kilogram.   

 However, pugkêenga households typically reserve consuming grain in their 

communal granaries until the onset of the rainy season. Thus, they preserve these stocks 

until August and September when maize becomes available. These households are able to 

delay purchasing grain until prices drop in October. The average price of either sorghum 

or millet for the months of October, November, and December of 2002-2003 is 11,000 

CFA per 100-kilogram sack or 110 CFA/kilogram. Thus, pugkêenga households purchase 

grain at a significantly reduced price compared to independent ones who must typically 

buy grain in the above period at 143 CFA/kilogram. 

 Unfortunately, I was not able to obtain systematic data on animal prices for 

Kongoussi or even Bam Province for any long period of time. However, we did question 

interviewees and also survey participants about the market value of cattle, sheep, and 

goats. Some of these figures are also available through FEWS monthly updates 
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(www.fews.net). Typically, one mature head of cattle can sell for around 100 000 CFA. 

Sheep commonly sell for approximately 20 000 CFA and goats sell for about 10 000 

CFA. To be sure, these prices vary based on the age, sex, and quality of the animal and 

also the location where it is sold. Market prices for animals become higher as one gets 

closer to urban areas and roads. Cattle are particularly more expensive in southern 

Burkina than northern parts of the country where cattle-raising is much more prominent. 

Animal markets are also strongly influenced by seasonality and climatic perturbations. 

Again, these are approximations that do not take seasonality or other variables into 

account. Using these approximate prices, the net value of animal assets in CFA for each 

household was calculated on a per capita basis. The monetized value of animal assets was 

divided by the number of Adult Equivalents (AE), which is equivalent to a household’s 

consumption. Table 5.15 shows that pugkêenga households have greater animal wealth 

than independent households and this result is statistically significant (Mann-Whitney test 

z = -1.495, one-tail p = 0.07).  

 In earlier analyses of food security, I calculated the annual consumption requirement 

of each household based on a 190-kilogram annual grain intake per consumer or AE in 

the food security analysis. I then multiplied this consumption requirement by three—

equal to three years of consecutive drought—to establish the five-year-minimum-grain 

TABLE 5.15 Total Monetized Value of Animal Assets by Household Adult 
Equivalents (AE) 

Household Type N Mean (CFA/AE) Sum of Ranks Mean Rank 
Independent 42 43183 1816.5 43.3 
Pugkêenga 53 54405 2743.5 51.8 
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requirement for each household. Next, I multiplied this result by 0.5 because production 

insufficient households are, on average, able to meet at least one-half of their annual 

grain consumption through their own production. The average price of grain per kilogram 

is either 143 CFA/kilogram for independent households or 110 CFA/kilogram for 

pugkêenga ones. Based on the price per kilogram, I then calculated the monetary 

equivalent of each household’s five-year grain deficit. Last, I compared this value with 

the net value of animal assets in CFA for each household. If the latter value exceeded the 

former value, the household was classified as sustainable in terms of possessing adequate 

assets to withstand three years of prolonged drought. 

 Consistent with the preceding analyses, I predicted that a higher proportion of 

pugkêenga households would be determined to be sustainable than independent 

households. This hypothesis is also congruent with the conclusions of Toulmin (1991) 

and also Reyna (1976) that household extension serves to buffer domestic units against 

environmental and social risk. Table 5.16 compares the number of pugkêenga and 

independent households who withstand a three-year drought by selling off animal assets. 

TABLE 5.16 Sustainability and Household Type 
 Sustainability 

Household Type 
 No Yes 

Total 

Independent Observed 28 11 39 
 Expected 20.3 18.7  
Pugkêenga  Observed 20 33 53 
 Expected 27.7 25.3  
  48 44 92 
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  These results indicate that pugkêenga households are more likely to be able to cope 

with a three-year drought than independent households. These differences between the 

two groups is also statistically significant (one-tail p = 0.001 using Fisher’s Exact Test). 

The fact that sustainable household have sufficient animal assets to survive droughts of 

this magnitude also suggests that they are relatively unaffected by changes in migration. 

Their animal wealth is sufficient that remittances from Ivory Coast are probably 

unimportant. Thus, we can conclude that the cut-off of migration opportunities and 

reduction of remittances would have little negative impact on these households. Hence, 

this pugkêenga form of household organization looks to be substantially more sustainable 

under scenarios of ongoing desiccation, reduced migration, and continued demographic 

pressure than independent forms.  
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CHAPTER 6. MODELING THE PUGKÊENGA SYSTEM 

Some of the crucial elements missing from my analysis are the ability to observe changes 

over time and interactions between variables. I have attempted to overcome these 

deficiencies by analyzing trends in grain production over a five-year period and also 

combining variables to make synthetic assessments. The results point out that pugkêenga 

households persist in large part due to the fact they are better suited to cope with high 

population pressure, desiccation, and migration. This is linked to their greater size, 

position in the domestic cycle, and to some extent their more favorable C/P ratios. High 

C/P ratios are particularly disadvantageous for smaller independent households. They are 

associated with lower grain production and fewer animal assets. The advantages afforded 

by pugkêenga households enable them to better withstand three years of recurrent 

drought than their independent counterparts. Thus, the fact that these extended 

households persist despite French predictions to the contrary is partially due to the fact 

that they were less sensitive and more resilient to periods of prolonged drought in the 

1970s and 1980s.  

 However, all of these conclusions are based on survey data I collected over the course 

of a single year. I make informed inferences about how these advantages played out in 

the past and will continue to so in the future based on a single season of fieldwork. In 

order to better test my theory that pugkêenga households are a more sustainable form of 

social organization under conditions of desiccation and social change, it would be ideal to 

have a longitudinal dataset. If I had a record of household assets and grain production for 
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several decades, I could make more concrete conclusions. Unfortunately, a dataset of this 

sort for Mossi rural producers in Kongoussi does not exist. However, recent advances in 

computer simulation programs provide the possibility of modeling household-

environment interactions over time. For this reason, I chose to include computer 

simulation modeling in the dissertation to make my conclusions more robust and also 

explore the limits of livelihood sustainability.  

 Anthropology has a rich history of modeling social behavior. Classic works in 

cultural ecology such as Rappaport’s Pigs for the Ancestors (1984 [1968]) and Netting’ 

Hill Farmer’s of Nigeria (1968) remain excellent examples of how human and ecological 

systems interact. These authors and others meticulously wed empirical ecological data 

with ethnographic data to describe convincing models of cultural and environmental 

dynamics. In recent years, anthropologists have begun to explore similar questions using 

more sophisticated agent-based modeling using computer simulations (Agar 2004; 

Lansing 1991). Agent-based models or ABMs permit researchers to investigate 

relationships between variables in these cyber worlds that are impossible in the concrete 

world. As an example, most ethnographic field work situations do not lend themselves 

controlled experiments on human subjects. However, in a computer simulation model, 

such experiments are manifestly possible by building routines into the programming 

code. In most cases, agent-based models and their approaches fall into two categories: 

generative and simulation. Generative models permit us to identify the basic principles of 

simple interactions that create patterns of order at higher levels of more complex social 
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organization (Kohler 2000; Lansing 2003). Simulation models, on the other hand, allow 

us to explore the consequences of certain actions or rules on multiple levels of a system 

through the complex feedback between parts and wholes. The ABM I describe and use 

falls into the latter category of simulation. 

 I designed an ABM in order to model, explore, and test specific theories and 

processes discussed at length in previous chapters of this dissertation. In particular, I 

wanted to explicitly model the relationships between agricultural production and animal 

assets as they are impacted by rainfall variability. I incorporated the conceptual and 

analytical models of these dynamics proposed by authors cited above into a computer 

program. The program allows the user to adjust variables and see how they influence the 

overall system. In particular, I wanted to: 

- Explore the conditions under which either independent or pugkêenga households 

prevail; 

- Test whether pugkêenga households are more sustainable under desiccation; and 

- Identify the limits of sustainability under scenarios of climatic and social change. 

The sections below discuss my modeling process, the assumptions I use, and some of the 

modeling results. 

6.1 Agent-Based Modeling 

Simulation ABMs such as the one I present have proven useful in understanding such 

diverse phenomena as heroin epidemics (Agar 2001) and cooperation among foragers 

under different resource constraints (Pepper and Smuts 2000). In Agar’s case, he had 
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worked extensively with Baltimore adolescents who had experimented with heroin and 

other drugs at some point or another. He documented how these children learned about 

heroin, tried it for a while, learned of its dangerous effects, and then quit. Agar also 

collected data on heroin epidemics in the city. During epidemics, heroin use tended to 

rise slowly initially. After a period of time, reported cases of heroin use would 

dramatically rise and then gradually drop to zero. This s-shaped pattern would persist in 

multiple outbreaks of heroin.  

 Using the ABM program Netlogo (Wilensky 1999), Agar built a simulation model of 

the risk-taking behaviors that adolescents described. Some agents had high a high 

willingness to take risk, others medium, and still others none. These behaviors would 

determine at what point different agents would be willing to try heroin and how long they 

would use it. Running the model through several iterations, Agar discovered that these 

simulated heroin epidemics also frequently exhibited an s-shaped curve. This is because 

only a few agents are “risk-takers” and are willing to try the drug without knowing its 

possible effects. As word spreads through the network of heroin’s positive high, other 

less-risk prone agents experiment and its use rapidly rises. Eventually, some agents 

become addicted or suffer withdrawal and stories of these negative impacts likewise 

spread. Eventually, everyone either dies from the heroin or decides to stop using it. Agar 

concluded that since there was a close-correspondence between results he observed in the 

field and results generated from his model; then simple risk-taking behaviors of 
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individual youth create predictable patterns at the level of the system. These results 

suggest possible strategies for coping with heroin epidemics when they begin. 

 In a similar approach to a different problem, I designed an ABM that also models the 

consequences of human behaviors over time. Like Agar, I also utilized the Netlogo 

programming package to design my agent-based model (see Appendix C.). 

6.2 Model Assumptions 

To be sure, a model is only as good as the assumptions that inform it. Explicitly stating 

these assumptions lends greater validity to the model and its output. This section 

describes the variables and their relationships as they pertain to my model, which I call 

the Mossi Livelihoods Model. The Netlogo programming language is based on two types 

of formal objects: agents and the landscape upon which they interact. The agents are 

“turtles” and they wander around the landscape, which consists of different “patches.” 

The programmer can endow the turtles with different attributes and behaviors. Patches, 

can have both attributes and behaviors as well. As turtles traverse the patches, they 

interact with both the patches and each other. Netlogo basically models these interactions 

between agents and between agents and the landscape. In the Mossi Livelihoods Model, 

agents are individual households and each patch corresponds to a ten-day period of 

rainfall. The rainfall amount is based on actual ten-day precipitation records from 1946 

through 2004 for the Kongoussi meteorological station. Patches can also offer off-farm 

income-generating opportunities. Households traverse these patches from left to right. 

There are 37 patches in each row. Thus, each row of patches represents an entire year.  
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 The Mossi Livelihoods Model simulates households farming, reproducing, and 

accumulating assets from year-to-year. The model contains two types of households: 

pugkêenga and independent. Households of both types have certain variables such as 

grain, assets, a consumption value, a production value, and a Chayanov ratio. They are 

also designated as either a pugkêenga or an independent household. The initial amount of 

grain each household possesses is based on the mean amount of grain either household 

type has based on survey results. This grain value is expressed in kilograms. Similarly, 

the initial assets for each household are set by the average assets of each household type 

calculated from the survey results. These asset values correspond to the total animal 

wealth as measured in CFA (see section 5.11 for a discussion of how this calculation was 

performed). The consumption and production values for each household again 

correspond to the averages for either pugkêenga or independent households derived from 

survey results. The Chayanov C/P ratio was calculated by dividing consumption by 

production. These variables and their values are summarized in table 6.1.  

 As households move across the patches, they consume grain. Once they encounter the 

rainy season patches towards the middle of each row, households also harvest grain. If a 

household crosses a patch with an off-farm income-generating opportunity, it earns a 

certain amount of wealth measured in CFA. This wealth increases its assets. If a 

household’s assets diminish to zero, the household then purchases more grain, which 

subtracts from its assets. If both grain and assets decrease to zero, the household “dies,” 

and is eliminated from the model. At the end of every year, households have the 
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opportunity to reproduce. According to the INSD, the annual growth rate in Burkina Faso 

is 2.5% (INSD 2003b:5). In terms of the model, the program randomly selects between 

two or three households each year to reproduce. If the selected households have sufficient 

grain and assets, they produce one additional household. This new household is either a 

pugkêenga or an independent household depending on its parent. Every turn households 

move one patch, consume some grain, possibly harvest some grain, possibly earn some 

assets, possibly sell off some of their assets to purchase grain, possibly die, and possibly 

reproduce. 

 This agent-based simulation model of household behavior is consistent with empirical 

models proposed by Corbett (1988), Reardon and Matlon (1989), Reardon and Matlon 

(1988), Reardon and Taylor (1996), and Toulmin (1992). Accordingly, self-sufficiency in 

grain production is central goal of household decision-making and resource allocation 

(see fig. 3.5). Since rainfall is extremely variable and often insufficient, off-farm earnings 

have to be used to purchase grain. When food reserves are exhausted, households draw 

on these cash reserves and when they in turn run out, assets are sold. In some years, 

harvests exceed the expected food requirements. Surplus grain may be sold or off-farm 

income is then used to acquire and accumulate assets—primarily cattle or smaller 

TABLE 6.1 Mossi Livelihoods Model Agent Variables Summary 
Values Variable name Description 

Pugkêenga Independent 
grain Amount of grain in kg 2156 1490 
assets Amount of animal assets in CFA 653148 218333 
consum Household consumption value 10.01 5.70 
prod Household production value 10.12 5.69 
chayanov Household Chayanov ratio (C/P) 0.99 1.00 
pugkeenga? Whether or not a household is a 

pugkêenga  
True False 
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animals. Households whose own production meets their annual grain requirements are 

thus better able to acquire and accumulate assets than households who cannot. These 

assets help buffer them against shocks and also help households obtain plows, carts, and 

other technologies that allow them to intensify agricultural production. The fundamental 

point is that food-security is the primary need that receives priority first. As this goal 

becomes increasingly difficult to attain, the household progressively divests itself of 

assets and becomes enmeshed in a downward spiral towards chronic food-insecurity and 

destitution.  

 The Mossi Livelihoods Model simulates this resource allocation and decision-making 

process. The model is driven by rainfall, household grain consumption, and off-farm 

income-generating activities. The rainfall affects how much grain an agent harvests 

during each 10-day period. This grain amount is also proportional to the production value 

of each household. The relationship is expressed in the following equation where the 

amount of grain harvested in a given 10-day period (hi ) is proportional to a household’s 

production value (p) multiplied by the amount of rainfall in that same 10-day period (ri) 

and the coefficient 0.253. 

                                                    hi = 0.253 p ri                                                                 (1) 

 The coefficient 0.253 is the amount of grain (in kilograms) harvested per millimeter 

of rainfall per adult equivalent (AE) of labor. I derived this factor based on harvest 

records for Bam Province and 10-day precipitation records for the Kongoussi. As 

discussed in Chapter 5, 2003 was a model year in terms of rainfall and consequently food 
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security for much of Burkina Faso (see fig. 3.3). The amount of precipitation and its 

distribution over the course of the rainy season were ideal and provinces recorded record 

harvests (see fig. 5.8). For the purposes of modeling, 2003 can be considered optimal in 

terms of rainfall for cereal production. One can further assume that the majority of 

households produced at least the minimum amount of grain necessary to provided for 

their entire household for at least one year. According to FEWS, the minimum grain 

requirement is 190 kilograms per AE annually. The total rainfall for 2003 in Kongoussi 

was 750 millimeters. Thus, we can divide 190 kilograms by 750 to estimate the 

contribution of each millimeter of rainfall to the annual 190-kg grain requirement per 

adult equivalent. These calculations result in an estimated 0.253 kg/mm. Of course, this 

estimated yield-per-millimeter ignores all kinds of important variables such as soil type, 

soil fertility, field size, and numerous others. But, the estimate is nonetheless an informed 

general approximation sufficient for modeling the relationship between rainfall amounts 

and harvest yields. This coefficient can also be adjusted by the user by using the “yield-

mm” slider.  

 For modeling purposes, I also had to determine the cost each household incurred for 

each turn. This cost was measured in terms of the amount of grain a household would 

consume (gi) per 10-day period based on its weighted consumption value (c) multiplied 

by a factor of 4.108. This relationship is summarized in equation 2: 

                                                         gi = 4.108c                                                                (2) 
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The coefficient 0.8 is derived from the studies by Reardon and Matlon during the severe 

droughts of 1984-1985 on the Central Plateau (1988; 1989; Reardon and Taylor 1996). 

They defined households who were “consumption secure” as those units who consumed 

80% or more of the World Health Organization (WHO) daily calorie requirement of 

2,850 kilocalories per AE per day. Thus, households consuming 80% or less of this 

requirement were determined consumption insecure. I used this figure of 80% and 

assumed that households can consume only 0.8 of the FEWS annual grain requirement 

and still maintain adequate levels of caloric intake. Within the model, each year consists 

of 37 10-day patches. Hence, 190 multiplied by 0.8 and divided by 37 yields a value of 

4.108 kg/AE/10-day period.   

 As households run out of grain, they sell assets in order to purchase more. The model 

assumes that they buy grain in 100-kilogram sacks. Based on analyses performed in 

Chapter 5, pugkêenga households replace cereal stocks in October when the average 

price per sack is 11,000 CFA or 110 CFA/kilogram. Independent households tend to run 

out sooner in the year and have to replenish stocks when the price is higher at 14,300 

CFA per sack. In terms of the Mossi Livelihoods Model, each household subtracts the 

corresponding amount of CFA from their assets and obtain 100 kilograms of grain when 

their existing grain diminishes to zero. 

 Off-farm income-generating activities permit households to acquire and augment 

their assets. These patches correspond to opportunities to mine gold, engage in temporary 

wage-work, migrate temporarily, fish, or garden vegetables. Thus, the model simulates 
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engaging in off-farm work and earning money expressed in CFA over a 10-day period. 

The minimum daily rate for wage work in Kongoussi is 500 CFA and multiplying this by 

ten days amounts to 5,000 CFA. The most anyone reported for gold-mining or migration 

remittances was 200,000 CFA. But, this amount would be earned over an extended period 

of time lasting from several months to several years. For just a 10-day period of time, this 

would be a fraction of 200,000 and 50,000 CFA is a realistic approximation. Thus, the 

off-farm income-generating payoff for any patch is between 5,000 and 50,000 CFA. As 

agents pass over these patches, they add the amount to their assets. The number of off-

farm income-generating patches can be controlled by the “off-farm-ops” slider. 

 Within the model, households also potentially reproduce. The model simulates the 

country’s annual growth rate by allowing one to adjust the percentage of households who 

can potentially reproduce once per year. This is done using the slider titled, “hh-

reproduce.” If set at 2.5%, the program randomly selects 2.5 % of the households to 

reproduce one new household. However, only those households who have certain 

amounts grain and assets actually reproduce. This reproduction also has a cost. The cost 

is equivalent to the amount of grain and assets required to support a minimal nuclear 

family composed of a man, wife, and one child under the age of 15 for at least one year. 

Using consumption weights this amount equals 456 kilograms. Reproduction also costs 

the household assets, which simulates the spending associated with marriage, baptism, 

birth, and setting up new production unit. These costs are estimated at the equivalent 

amount of grain to support a minimal household for one year but converted to CFA. For 
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independent households, this is 65,208 CFA and for pugkêenga households this cost is 

50,160 CFA. Again, these estimates are based on the assumption that either household 

type purchases grain at different times of year and at different prices. A household must 

possess these minimum amounts in order to reproduce. The offspring is of the same 

household type as its parent household and is endowed with the same attributes featured 

in table 6.1. 

 The Mossi Livelihoods Model also features a carrying capacity. As the number of 

total households grows, population pressure increases. This in turn depletes soils, 

decreases soil fertility, and ultimately diminishes yields. An observer can adjust the 

carrying capacity by using the slider, “carrying-capacity,” which is a measure of the limit 

of the number of households the environment can sustain. This carrying capacity 

simulates population pressure. As the number of households surpasses this limit, the 

program randomly selects households of either type for elimination. Households are 

eliminated until the total number is less than the carrying capacity.  

 Last, rainfall patterns can be varied. The Mossi Livelihoods Model uses actual 10-day 

precipitation records from the Kongoussi meteorological station. The slider “climate-

scenario” enables the user to change the rainfall scenarios. The default scenario is 

“observed” climate. This scenario reads a text file containing 10-day precipitation totals 

into the patches. This scenario corresponds to the 1946 to 2004 record. For visualization 

purposes, patches with more rain are a darker blue. White patches have no or only trace 

rainfall amounts. In order to simulate a “dry” climate, the drier 30-year precipitation 
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record from 1971 to 2000. These 30 years are repeated for the 57 years featured in the 

model patch landscape. For a “wet” climate, the wetter 30-year period from 1951 to 1980 

is used.  

 The initial number of households can be controlled by the “initial-households” slider 

and the initial percentage of pugkêenga households can be adjusted using the “per-

pugkeenga” slider. Monitors display the total number of households, the number of years 

that have transpired, the number of pugkêenga households, and the number of 

independent households. The plotting screen plots the number of each household type 

every cycle of the model run.                                                                                         

 Every turn, the model moves all agents one patch over to the right (see fig. 6.1). Once 

a household reaches the end of a row, they either move up or they move down and 

continue moving to the right. 

 The Mossi Livelihoods Model uses a modeling method similar to that used in the 

pastoralist sustainability model of Galvin et al. (2006). Rather than having households 

adjust their attributes and behaviors dynamically with each other or with the terrain, they 

instead have set attributes and behaviors that remain the same throughout each model run. 

This was done largely due to simplicity and ease of programming. The only agent 

attributes that change are their assets and grain. Essentially, I pour all the agents into the 

model and let it run. Nonetheless, the basic attributes of each household type have 

important costs and benefits depending on the how the other variables such as rainfall, 

amount of off-farm income-generating opportunities, and carrying capacity change. The 
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user can adjust these parameters and observe their effects on the success of either 

household type. This success is an assessment of the sustainability of either household 

type under varying climatic, social, and economic conditions.  

 Knowing this, one can then understand the relative advantages and drawbacks each 

type of household possesses based on their relatively simple characteristics.  Looking 

again at table 6.1, independent households have a consumption value that is nearly half 

that of pugkêenga households. The same is true in terms of production values. However, 

pugkêenga households have a slightly advantageous C/P ratio, which means that they 

always produce more grain than they consume. In terms of the model, this permits 

pugkêenga households to better accumulate grain reserves in good years that help them 

endure droughts. The relationship between low C/P ratios and surplus grain harvests was 

not directly confirmed with empirical data (see fig. 5.10). However, endowing pugkêenga 

households with a C/P ratio below 1.0 does increase the likelihood they will produce 

grain surpluses that substantially exceed the minimum annual grain requirement, which is 

apparent in fig. 5.10. On the other hand, independent households always consume less 

grain due to their lower consumption value. As they earn money through off-farm work 

and accumulate assets, the grain they purchase with these assets goes farther. For 

instance, a 100-kg sack would sustain an independent household for 1.15 months based n 

their average consumption of 5.5 consumers. In the case of a pugkêenga household with 

an average of 10.12 consumers, a 100-kg sack would suffice for only 0.62 months. 

Essentially, a little bit of money goes a long way in terms of food security for 
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independent households. They do, however, buy grain at a higher price. Nonetheless, 

consistent with discussions in Chapters 2 and 5, pugkêenga households tend to fragment 

when cash-earning potentials rise. The smaller size and lower consumption values of 

their household permit them to pursue off-farm activities at the expense of agriculture 

because the money they make can more easily make up for decreased agricultural 

production. Independent households with a higher C/P ratio are also more dependent on 

off-farm work because they have lower grain production and fewer animal assets. 

 Pugkêenga households, on the other hand are less dependent on cash because they 

FIG. 6.1. Sample screen-shot of the Mossi Livelihoods Model in Netlogo 3.1 
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tend to produce higher grain surpluses and have greater animal wealth. When they do 

earn cash and increase their assets, this money does not go very far. However, they 

purchase grain at a lower price. This is consistent with survey results and participant 

views that pugkêenga relations of household organization ensure that there is “always 

some grain.” Pugkêenga households also have an implicit reproductive advantage over 

independent households, which the Mossi Livelihoods Model takes into account. Because 

pugkêenga households consist of two or more nuclear families, biology alone dictates 

that they will grow faster since they have more conjugal pairs. Also, the cost of 

reproduction is relatively high–456 kilograms of grain and either 65,208 or 50,160 CFA. 

Pugkêenga households initially have higher amounts of grain and assets. Thus, they are 

more likely than their counterparts to be able to “afford” reproduction costs and are 

therefore more likely to reproduce.  

 The Mossi Livelihoods Model simulates the reproduction of entire households as 

opposed to individuals and this is somewhat unrealistic. But, the reproductive advantage 

of pugkêenga households is biologically apparent and also consistent with the survey and 

interviews. Some respondents told us that the presence of larger domestic groups meant 

that wives could share in child-raising. Also, pregnant women and those with newborns 

could excuse themselves from agricultural tasks because other members could replace 

them in communal fields. Last, pugkêenga households always have greater assets than 

independent ones (see tables 5.9 and 5.10). The model uses the idea of reproductive costs 

in order to simulate the reproductive advantages of pugkêenga households. 
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6.3 Modeling Sustainability 

The model is designed in such a way as to facilitate exploring relationships between the 

relative sustainability of either household type under scenarios of environmental and 

social change. The Mossi Livelihoods Model can simulate environmental change by 

controlling the climate scenario and population pressure. The “carrying-capacity” slider 

essentially establishes higher and lower demographic thresholds and is a proxy for 

population pressure. In terms of social change, the model permits a user to alter the 

relative availability of off-farm income-generating opportunities. Adjusting the “off-

farm-ops” serves to either increase or decrease opportunities for migration, gold-mining, 

gardening, or cattle-raising possibilities discussed in earlier chapters. The discussion 

below presents some of these model runs using different scenarios. For each of these 

runs, the scenarios are explicitly defined and the results presented. These model runs 

demonstrate some of the Mossi Livelihoods Model’s capabilities. More importantly, the 

results of each simulation also demonstrate the implications of altering these parameters 

on the relatively sustainability of each household type.  

 The first set of simulations demonstrates the controlled model. They examine what 

happens over time to either type of household by setting all parameters to their null 

values in order to explore only the effect of rainfall on the relative proportions of either 

pugkêenga or independent households. In this case, there is no off-farm work available, 

the carrying capacity of the landscape is high so that there is no limit on the size of the 
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population, the reproduction rate is set to 3.0%, and the grain yield per millimeter of 

rainfall is set to 0.253 kg/mm (table 6.2). Under these conditions both households 

increase exponentially until they reach the carrying capacity at 150 households. 

Moreover, pugkêenga households are more numerous (fig. 6.2). This pattern is replicated 

in every run under these settings.  

 Changing the rainfall scenario from “observed” to “wet,” while holding all other 

settings constant, produces the same results. Even changing the climate scenario to “dry” 

also produces identical results. The fact that changing the climate has no effect on the 

relative frequencies of either household type is due to the fact that the coefficient 0.253 

kg/mm is an optimal value. Setting the yield per millimeter of rainfall this high permits 

all households to produce sufficient grain every year and they never exhaust their supply 

and die. They also never draw on their assets because there is always surplus grain. This 

run does not realistically reflect the contemporary Mossi livelihood system. Only about 

TABLE 6.2 Model Settings for Controlled Scenario  
Variable Name Description Value 

climate-scenario 10-day rainfall amounts for each patch observed 

initial-households Initial number of households 50 

per-pugkeenga Percent of households who are pugkêenga 50% 

hh-reproduce Annual growth rate in % 3.0% 

carrying-capacity Number of households supported by 
landscape 

150 

min-grain-req Minimum amount of grain required per 
AE for each 10-day period 

4.11 kg/AE/10-days 

yield-mm Grain yield per millimeter of rainfall in kg 0.253 kg/mm 

off-farm-ops Off-farm income-generating opportunities 
measured as a percent of 10-day periods 

0.0% 
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50% of all households are capable of meeting all their consumption needs through their 

own production (see Table 5.14).  Households “die” only when they reach the carrying 

capacity and are randomly selected for removal. 

 Cutting the yield per millimeter of rainfall parameter to one-half its original value 

drastically changes the results. Halving this coefficient is realistic based on the research 

of Reij and his colleagues on SWC impacts on the northern Central Plateau. They 

measured that millet and sorghum yields can diminish by 50 to 60% due to droughts and 

soil depletion (Reij, Tappan, and Belemvire 2005:646). Again holding all other 

parameters constant, but decreasing the yield per millimeter to 0.126 quickly causes the 

households to crash (fig. 6.3). In nearly every run under these conditions, the populations 

die out in ten to twelve years. These results also show that independent households are 

extinguished first, while pugkêenga households are able to persist for a few additional 

FIG. 6.2. Household frequencies in control run at 0.253 kg/mm 
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years. This is consistent with the survey analysis. The survey results indicated that 

pugkêenga households have lower C/P ratios, greater grain production, and larger 

amounts of assets than independent households. Based on these higher values, I predict 

that pugkêenga households would also be better able to withstand shocks such as 

droughts. These modeling results confirm this prediction: pugkêenga households survive 

longer than their independent counterparts when grain yields are substantially decreased  

(fig. 6.3). However, both household types eventually exhaust all grain or all assets in a 

brief a period of time under these parameters. They are both eventually eliminated. This 

shows that though pugkêenga households are less sensitive to decreased harvest yields, 

they are not ultimately more sustainable than their counterparts.  

 Of course, the eventual demise of households is again not very realistic. Households 

FIG. 6.3. Household frequencies using 0.126 kg/mm  
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supplement grain harvests by working outside of agriculture. Thus, the model needs to 

take these supplementary activities into account. The third run of the model simulates this 

capability by increasing the off-farm-ops to 5.0%. This means that 5.0% of patches offer 

the opportunity to earn between 5,000 and 50,000 CFA per 10-day period. All the other 

parameters are again held constant (table 6.3).  

 Based on the empirical and theoretical models of livelihood systems discussed by 

Corbett, Reardon and Matlon, and Toulmin, one would predict that the addition of 

remunerative opportunities would prevent these populations from crashing in the model. 

Moreover, based on my discussion of Mossi livelihoods in Kongoussi and the survey 

results, these off-farm activities should enable households to remain sustainable for much 

longer than ten or twelve years–perhaps even indefinitely. These predictions are 

confirmed in multiple model runs under this scenario (fig. 6.4). In all runs under these 

parameters, all households die off after approximately 60 years. Thus, including income-

TABLE 6.3 Model Settings for Off-farm Income-earning Scenario  
Variable Name Description Value 

Climate-scenario 10-day rainfall amounts for each patch observed 

Initial-households Initial number of households 50 

Per-pugkeenga Percent of households who are pugkêenga 50% 

Hh-reproduce Annual growth rate in percent 3.0% 

Carrying-capacity Number of households supported by 
landscape 

150 

Min-grain-req Minimum amount of grain required per 
AE for each 10-day period 

4.11 kg/AE/10-days 

Yield-mm Grain yield per millimeter of rainfall in kg 0.126 kg/mm 

Off-farm-ops Off-farm income-generating opportunities 
measured as a percent of 10-day periods 

5.0% 
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generating activities enables households to remain viable for several decades. Also, the 

model output demonstrates that independent households actually exhibit greater 

sustainability than pugkêenga households. Their numbers do not begin to diminish until 

several years after their counterparts rapidly begin to decline. To a certain extent, the 

ability of independent households to survive longer than pugkêenga households is 

consistent with perspectives held by the French social scientists Marchal, Kohler, and 

Imbs. They predicted the decline and disappearance of pugkêenga households in favor of  

independent households due to the rise of wage labor opportunities. However, they were 

unaware that droughts they witnessed during their fieldwork between 1965 and 1975 

were the leading edge of a prolonged period of overall desiccation. Thus, to a degree, 

their predictions were based on the assumption that the climate would not change and that 

FIG. 6.4. Household frequencies using 3.5% off-farm-ops and “observed” climate 
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it would remain relatively wet compared to the ensuing decades (see fig. 3.3). This 

scenario can be modeled by holding all other parameters constant but switching the 

climate scenario to “wet.” Figure 6.5 displays the most common results under this wet 

scenario. In all runs, pugkêenga households run to extinction in approximately 75 years 

while independent households persist. In some runs, they persist for an additional 50 

years. In others, they persist for 150 or more years or at least until the model is stopped. 

Hence, without taking climate change into account, French predictions are borne out by 

the model.  

 The core of my thesis is that pugkêenga systems of household organization are 

ultimately more sustainable than independent forms under scenarios of increased aridity, 

population pressure, and migration. The fact that they persist after 30 years of dry 

FIG. 6.5. Household frequencies using 5.0% off-farm and “wet” climate 
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conditions and two periods of prolonged and severe drought certainly lends credibility to 

this theory. The effect of increased aridity can be tested by again keeping all other 

parameters constant but switching the climate scenario to “dry” (table 6.4). My theory 

predicts that pugkêenga households will prove more sustainable than independent 

households under these parameters. Figure 6.6 displays the results.   

 Not all model runs under the parameters set in table 6.4 reproduce these results. In 

fact, of all the scenarios modeled so far, these settings exhibit the greatest amount of 

variability in terms of patterns. In some cases, independent households do not decline at 

all and steadily rise until they reach the carrying capacity of 150 households. In all runs, 

however, independent households outlast their pugkêenga counterparts, who are always 

eliminated within 50 to 60 years (fig. 6.6). Thus, my theory regarding the sustainability of 

FIG. 6.6. Household frequencies using 3.5% off-farm and “dry” climate
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pugkêenga households is not confirmed by model results under these specific conditions.  

 Altering other parameters allows one to constrain conditions in such a way that they 

better reflect reality. For instance, my theory specifies that pugkêenga households are 

more sustainable under high demographic pressure–i.e., at or beyond the carrying 

capacity. Again, this additional contingency can be accounted for by decreasing the 

“carrying-capacity” slider to the same value as the initial number of households.  

Decreasing the carrying capacity from 150 to 50 makes the model randomly select and 

eliminate agents until the number of households falls below the carrying capacity. 

Leaving all other parameters at the settings specified in table 6.4 but decreasing the 

carrying capacity accordingly produces results featured in figure 6.7 

 Like the previous model runs, both populations eventually crash and independent 

households outlast pugkêenga households. Once again, this scenario excludes certain 

other contingencies specified in my survey analysis. A 5% off-farm income-generating 

TABLE 6.4 Model Settings for Off-farm Income-earning under a “Dry” Scenario  
Variable Name Description Value 

Climate-scenario 10-day rainfall amounts for each patch dry 

Initial-households Initial number of households 50 

Per-pugkeenga Percent of households who are pugkêenga 50% 

Hh-reproduce Annual growth rate in percent 3.0% 

Carrying-capacity Number of households supported by 
landscape 

150 

Min-grain-req Minimum amount of grain required per 
AE for each 10-day period 

4.11 kg/AE/10-days 

Yield-mm Grain yield per millimeter of rainfall in kg 0.126 kg/mm 

Off-farm-ops Off-farm income-generating opportunities 
measured as a percent of 10-day periods 

5.0% 
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rate is quite low because development initiatives in the Kongoussi area have significantly 

increased opportunities to earn cash through vegetable-raising, animal husbandry, and 

other activities. Kongoussi rural producers also engage heavily in artisanal gold-mining.  

Migration to Ivory Coast for plantation work was also a common livelihood strategy until 

the crisis in that country in 2002. The off-farm-ops variable has fairly narrow limits, 

however. At even 7.5%, households accumulate assets exceeding one-million CFA in less 

than thirty years. At such levels, they become impervious to grain deficits and will never 

die due to droughts. In order to maintain asset levels consistent with the survey, the “off-

farm-ops” slider cannot exceed 7.5%.   

 Incrementally adjusting each of these variables one-by-one while holding other 

variables constant entail numerous model runs. Doing so step-by-step and displaying the 

FIG. 6.7. Household frequencies using 5.0% off-farm, “dry” climate, and carrying-
capacity at 50 households 
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output is beyond the scope of this study. The above results generated by the Mossi 

Livelihoods Model should be sufficiently convincing that the model can indeed test 

relationships between variables and make reasonable predictions. My case study material 

demonstrated that pugkêenga households account for around 50% of all households 

surveyed. But only one of the model runs so far demonstrates their superiority over 

independent ones (fig. 6.3). Similar to the work of Galvin and her colleagues, the goal of 

this modeling exercise is to identify the conditions under which such households are 

indeed more sustainable while holding certain parameters constant.  

 For my specific purposes, I am interested in how it is possible to maintain a 

pugkêenga rate at around 50% under a dry climate regime with increased off-farm 

opportunities. In addition, I want to take into account the role of improvements in soil 

and water conservation (SWC) investments since they represent an important 

development in Kongoussi recent history. Constraining the system in this way restricts 

me to changing only the carrying capacity, percentage of off-farm opportunities, and 

yield per millimeter variables. As Reij and his colleagues concluded, the large-scale SWC 

projects on the northern Central Plateau have significantly raised both the carrying 

capacity of the landscape and improved soil fertility. Sorghum and millet productivity for 

Bam Province increased from a minimum of 3.6 kg/mm to a maximum of 4.9 kg/mm 

during the months of September and October between 1984 and 2001 (Reij, Tappan, and 

Belemvire 2005:650). The Mossi Livelihoods Model does not make allowances for 

rainfall amounts by month. But, these calculations make a rise in grain productivity of 
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36.1% in the model a reasonable assumption. Hence, I adjusted the “yield-mm” slider 

form 0.126 to 0.172 kg/mm. In the study by Kohler, she documented that 31.7% of Mossi 

households were pugkêenga and that she expected this rate to drop further (see table 5.4). 

I additionally want to simulate this drop in the pugkêenga rate with a consequent 

recovery to around 50%. A further realistic caveat is that the entire system needs to 

remain evolutionarily stable. This means that neither household type is driven to 

extinction. 

 In short, the simulation must meet the following criteria:  

 1) Pugkêenga household frequencies must hover around 50%; 

 2) Both household types must remain evolutionarily stable; 

 3) The pugkêenga rate must at least temporarily decrease to around 30%.  

These criteria have to be met based on the following contingencies: 

1) The climate-scenario is fixed at “dry”; 

2) The initial-households is set to 50; 

3) The per-pugkeenga is set at 50%; 

4) The hh-reproduce is set to 3.0%; 

5) The min-grain-req is set at 4.12 kg/AE/10-days; 

6) Only the carrying-capacity, off-farm-ops, and yield-mm variables can be varied. 

 Progressively adjusting the variables within realistic limits eventually resulted in 

simulation runs that very closely approximated the test criteria. I accomplished this 

largely through informed-trial-and-error variable-by-variable. For instance, once I had the 
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carrying capacity set so that results began to simulate the test criteria then I would begin 

altering the off-farm opportunities. I would work back and forth between these two 

parameters. Sometimes I would have to start all over. Nonetheless, I was able to produce 

the output featured in figure 6.8 using settings specified in table 6.5.  

 Not all model runs using these parameters produced the same plots as figure 6.8. 

However, of the ten simulations I did run, nearly all of them shared certain common 

features. The frequency of pugkêenga households nearly always exceed that of 

independent households for almost the entirety of the model run—usually at least 100 

years. In all the simulations, neither population became extinct. The relative frequency of 

pugkêenga households generally wavered between 45 and 60%. All runs exhibited a 

cyclical pattern whereby the dominant frequency of one household type overtook that of 

FIG. 6.8. Household frequencies for pugkêenga persistence under a dry climate 
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the other—i.e., the lines crisscrossed.  In a few trials, this pattern occurred several times.  

Runs using these criteria largely failed to meet is drop in pugkêenga rates to 30%. In 

nearly all runs, the rate of independent households exceeded that of pugkêenga 

households at least temporarily at either the beginning of the end of the run. Only in one 

or two simulation runs did pugkêenga frequencies dip to 30% and then recover to 50%.   

 Nonetheless, the Mossi Livelihoods Model can simulate the criteria listed above 

based on the restrictions imposed. The specific settings that produce this successful 

simulation permit us to make certain inferences. In order for pugkêenga households to 

become dominant and persist as such for several decades under a dry climate, the 

carrying capacity must approximate 65 households. Also, off-farm income-generating 

opportunities have to approximate 6% and the grain yield needs to rise to 0.172 kg/mm. 

The first two values are quite abstract and do not correspond to phenomena that can be 

directly empirically measured. However, they can be compared with values from 

TABLE 6.5 Model Settings for Pugkêenga Persistence under a Dry Climate Scenario 
Variable Name Description Value 

Climate-scenario 10-day rainfall amounts for each patch dry 

Initial-households Initial number of households 50 

Per-pugkeenga Percent of households who are pugkêenga 50% 

Hh-reproduce Annual growth rate in percent 3.0% 

Carrying-capacity Number of households supported by 
landscape 

65 

Min-grain-req Minimum amount of grain required per 
AE for each 10-day period 

4.11 kg/AE/10-days 

Yield-mm Grain yield per millimeter of rainfall in kg 0.172 kg/mm 

Off-farm-ops Off-farm income-generating opportunities 
measured as a percent of 10-day periods 

6.0% 
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previous model runs where pugkêenga households became extinct or were less 

sustainable than independent ones. Figure 6.5, figure 6.5, figure 6.7 and their 

corresponding settings (table 6.4) exemplify the un-sustainability of pugkêenga 

households. In these runs, the carrying capacity was set at 50 households, which is also 

the number of initial households, and the “off-farm-ops” slider was set at 5%. Increasing 

the carrying capacity to 65 while simultaneously increasing off-farm opportunities by 1% 

creates the conditions whereby pugkêenga households become the dominant and 

persistent form of household organization as documented in my survey analysis. 

 Increases in the carrying capacity, off-farm opportunities, and grain yields of these 

magnitudes are all trends that have been observed and recorded for Kongoussi. In recent 

decades, Mossi households have progressively diversified their livelihoods to become 

less dependent on subsistence rain-fed agriculture. They have also invested heavily in 

SWC improvements. The net effect of these phenomena is that the landscape can now 

support ever greater numbers of people despite increased aridity. The modeling shows 

how these factors favor pugkêenga households as more sustainable forms of social 

organization. The higher grain production, larger assets, and slightly advantageous 

Chayanov C/P ratios of pugkêenga households enable them to better take advantage of 

these opportunities. This is not to say that independent households are categorically not 

sustainable but that they are less so compared with their pugkêenga counterparts. In fact, 

using the same model parameters featured in table 6.5 but switching the climate scenario 

to “wet” or “observed” actually makes independent households dominate and persist.  
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6.4 Modeling Sustainability with Survey Data 

Another advantage of computer simulation modeling is its ability to integrate many 

different types of data into analysis. As shown above, Netlogo permits users to bring in 

rainfall data as patch data and it can also import GIS, graphic, and numerous other files. 

So long as the information can be converted into a Microsoft Excel or text file in rows 

and columns, Netlogo can make use of it. One of the limitations in the previous analyses 

is that they use only the mean values for pugkêenga and independent households. Using 

the actual grain, animal wealth, production, consumption, and C/P ratios from the 

household survey database could lend additional credibility to my analysis. Fortunately, 

only a few steps are necessary to convert household data from the SPSS database to an 

Excel comma-delimited file and import into Netlogo using the “Import World” function. 

This section presents the results of using this empirical data. 

 The survey database contains 97 households. However, some of them have 

incomplete information. The participant may not have known or disclosed the amount of 

grain they produced or their animal wealth. In some instances, we were unable to record 

the entire household demographic information. For these reasons, only valid cases that 

contained complete information for the fields feature in table 6.1 were used. This left 95 

eligible cases. Within the modeling, households with zero grain or zero assets become 

eliminated very quickly. As they are eliminated, these agents tend to skew results in favor 

of whatever household type has fewer such households. For these reasons, I included 

only households with grain and assets greater than zero for inclusion. I randomly selected 
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25 pugkêenga and 25 independent households to include in these model runs using 

survey data. I selected equal numbers of both type so that the results would not be 

affected by a “founder effect” which accords an advantage to whichever household type 

predominates at the beginning of a model run. There were 50 households used in these 

model simulations. 

 The goal of this analysis with empirical data was to test whether or not pugkêenga 

households would indeed prove more sustainable than independent households during a 

period of desiccation. Rather than using the “dry” climate scenario, I opted to use the 

“observed” record instead. Also, I did not initially place all households randomly at the 

beginning of any give year—i.e., randomly to the extreme left of the entire landscape. 

Instead, I initially placed all 76 households on the same patch at the beginning of the year 

1965. This year was selected because it corresponds to the period in which Marchal, 

Kohler, and Imbs began conducting their studies (see table 5.3).  

 I also kept most parameter settings from the final model run. This was done to 

simulate the conditions that favor a pugkêenga household frequency of fifty percent. I 

also stop the model run after the households reach the end of the year 2004. Thus, the 

model runs from only 1965 to 2004. The settings are summarized in table 6.6.  Under 

these conditions, I would expect the effects of droughts in the 1970s and 1980s to 

decrease the frequencies of independent households. They will harvest less grain during 

these periods and have more difficulty meeting their consumption needs. Thus, 

independent households will have to divest themselves of more animal assets than 
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pugkêenga households during this time period. Pugkêenga households have greater 

animal assets and tend to produce higher grain surpluses during good years. They will be 

less affected by droughts than their independent counterparts. More pugkêenga 

households will then survive the thirty-year period of desiccation. Such a result provides 

additional evidence that pugkêenga households persist because they are better able to 

withstand droughts.  Using these settings and importing the same survey cases several 

times consistently produced the chart featured in figure 6.9. The proportion of pugkêenga 

and independent households remains constant at around 50%. These results cast 

considerable doubt on my assertion that desiccation and attending droughts favor 

extension and pugkêenga households.  However, it appears that the relatively high off- 

farm opportunities rate is influencing the results to lend independent households some   

FIG. 6.9. Household frequencies using household survey data 
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additional advantage. With 6% of all 10-day periods between 1964 and 2004 providing 

some opportunity for off-farm income, independent households are easily able to make 

up for grain shortfalls through their accumulated assets. To test this effect, I reduced the 

off-farm-ops slider to 1%. This reduction should consequently decrease the relative 

advantage of independent households and cause pugkêenga households to predominate. 

These results are shown in figure 6.10.   

 Indeed, the results in figure 6.10 confirm my prediction. As the households enter into 

the period of desiccation, the proportion of pugkêenga households rises. Independent 

households become less able to cope with lower grain harvests and sell of more of their 

assets more often. Without adequate opportunities to earn money, independent 

households begin to decline steadily compared to pugkêenga households. As desiccation 

persists, the proportion of pugkêenga households increases. Adjusting for off-farm 

opportunities in this manner confirms my thesis that desiccation favors extension and 

TABLE 6.6 Model Settings Simulation with Empirical Household Data 
Variable Name Description Value 

Climate-scenario 10-day rainfall amounts for each patch Observed 

Initial-households Initial number of households 50 

Per-pugkeenga Percent of households who are pugkêenga 50% 

Hh-reproduce Annual growth rate in percent 3.0% 

Carrying-capacity Number of households supported by 
landscape 

65 

Min-grain-req Minimum amount of grain required per 
AE for each 10-day period 

4.11 kg/AE/10-days 

Yield-mm Grain yield per millimeter of rainfall in kg 0.172 kg/mm 

Off-farm-ops Off-farm income-generating opportunities 
measured as a percent of 10-day periods 

6.0% 
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pugkêenga households.  

 This model run also demonstrates the significance of C/P ratios for pugkêenga and 

independent households. As discussed in section 5.10, independent households with C/P 

ratios above 1.0 are associated with low grain production and low animal wealth (see 

fig.5.10 and fig.5.11). They are highly dependent on off-farm income in order to 

supplement their farming. These characteristics predict that independent households with 

higher C/P ratios would be particularly unsustainable under increased desiccation. 

Contrastingly, the same charts show there is little relationship between the Chayanov C/P 

ratio and pugkêenga grain production and animal assets. With this in mind, the previous 

model run should result in a very low number of such independent households whose C/P 

ratio exceeds 1.0 surviving. The simulation should also result in surviving pugkêenga 

FIG. 6.10. Household frequencies using survey data and a 1% off-farm-ops 
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households whose C/P ratios range from less than 1.0 to greater than 1.0. Attributes of the 

21 households remaining from the simulation using cases from the survey and the 

observed rainfall record from 1965 to 2004 are provided in table 6.7. 

 As predicted, only independent households with a C/P ratio of 1.0 proved sustainable 

over the course of this model run. Also as predicted, the range of pugkêenga C/P ratios 

spans the entire spectrum. The Mossi Livelihoods Model facilitates exploring the 

implications of C/P ratios and other variables in greater depth. In this case, under these 

specific parameters (table 6.6), they confirm my predictions. The significance of 

Chayanov ratios for livelihood sustainability, which are somewhat ambiguous in my 

empirical analyses, becomes enhanced in the simulation modeling. High C/P ratios pose 

little threat to pugkêenga households but are particularly precarious for independent ones.  

TABLE 6.7 Household Data of Agents Remaining Using Empirical Data 
Household ID Grain Assets Chayanov Pugkeenga? 

1 196.0562 110414 1 FALSE 
2 177.0799 4414 1 FALSE 
6 195.0432 51814 1 FALSE 

12 196.0562 86114 1 FALSE 
13 3018.017 822314 1 FALSE 
19 196.0562 134714 1 FALSE 
41 196.0562 86114 1 FALSE 
14 121.8477 45314 1.02 TRUE 
18 213.3004 19314 0.91 TRUE 
22 213.3004 19314 0.91 TRUE 
23 121.8477 3314 1.02 TRUE 
28 195.8495 215314 1.01 TRUE 
29 121.8477 3314 1.02 TRUE 
33 121.8477 3314 1.02 TRUE 
34 213.3004 40314 0.91 TRUE 
37 183.7813 2360314 0.97 TRUE 
39 121.8477 3314 1.02 TRUE 
40 213.3004 40314 0.91 TRUE 
43 213.3004 19314 0.91 TRUE 
46 183.7813 2360314 0.97 TRUE 
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 This set of analyses using empirical household survey data provided compelling 

evidence that pugkêenga households are better able to cope with desiccation than their 

independent counterparts. However, increasing opportunities to earn cash can quickly 

offset their advantage in favor of independent households. It would be ideal to be able to 

tie changes in off-farm work with empirical data to make these assumptions more robust 

and empirically informed. However, the data I collected in the surveys does not lend 

itself to such interpretations. Off-farm work possibilities are quite high in Kongoussi at 

this moment but it is difficult to assess and quantify how they have changed since the 

1960s or 1970s. Altering other variables such as grain yields per millimeter of rainfall 

and the climate scenario would certainly also change these outcomes. This is one of the 

advantages of the Mossi Livelihoods Model: it facilitates posing questions and testing 

hypotheses. The charts generated above based on clearly articulated assumptions shows 

how informative computer simulation models of this sort can be.  

 Assessing and measuring sustainability necessarily entails using the past to predict 

the future. Although recent meteorological records suggest that Sahelian desiccation may 

be ending and that conditions may become wetter, this recovery is unlikely under IPCC 

climate change scenarios. Thus, pugkêenga households will continue to persist and play 

an important role in sustaining Mossi livelihoods under continued aridity. Of course, this 

too is contingent on several factors. Soil fertility needs to continue to improve and 

livelihood diversification must continue to be possible. During my fieldwork, the main 

NGO responsible for SWC projects in Kongoussi, PATECORE, was preparing to end its 
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operations. This was due to the fact that the project had largely succeeded in attaining its 

goals and also that the German Development Bank would no longer provided financing 

for operations on the Central Plateau. Without PATECORE or other NGOs, it is unlikely 

that soil and water conservation efforts will keep pace with aridity and demographic 

trends. However, these factors can be plugged into the Mossi Livelihoods Model and 

their effects observed. Thus, agent-based modeling can help us identify and define the 

limits and boundaries of sustainability. 
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSION 

The material presented in this work examines two types of households and the process of 

extension and fragmentation that drives them. Pugkêenga and independent households 

are the two important forms of social organization among Mossi rural producers on the 

northern Central Plateau. Each type has a different composition than the other and they 

operate under different systems of decision making. Pugkêenga households principally 

orient production, consumption, and resource allocations along communal goals that 

benefit the entire group. Independent households, on the other hand, operate along more 

individualistic lines for the benefit of their smaller nuclear family. The region has 

undergone a period of prolonged desiccation wracked by frequent droughts. At least two 

of these droughts in the 1970s and 1980s were severe and prolonged. This climatic 

change forced countless households to flee the already overpopulated Central Plateau. 

These last four decades have also seen profound social transformations in form of 

revolutions, continued demographic pressure, and the pull of migration to the Ivory 

Coast. At the onset of this era, several studies took place that documented how Mossi 

communities adapt to the profound environmental and social changes taking place. One 

of the conclusions these researchers drew from their investigations was that the large 

extended communal fields and households that were characteristic of Mossi social 

organization would decline and eventually disappear. This study found that this has not 

been the case. Pugkêenga households and their communal institutions persist despite 

predictions to the contrary.  
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 One of the goals of this dissertation has been to ascertain whether or not Mossi 

extended households are indeed declining and headed towards an inevitable demise. 

Another goal has been to explain why this was, or was not, occurring from a sustainable 

livelihoods and household ecology point of view. The French researchers who predicted 

the eventual disintegration of Mossi communal institutions into independent and more 

individualistic forms probably did not anticipate that the droughts they documented in the 

1960s and early 1970s were the harbinger for over thirty years of increased aridity. They 

did not take into account how household extension might be an effective strategy to cope 

with and adapt to these climatic conditions. Like Toulmin, my work indicates that 

extended households are a better form of organization under conditions of increased 

environmental risk and social uncertainty. The households who fled the northern Central 

Plateau during this period were those who were least able to adapt to these changes (see 

McMillan 1987). Thus, the reason why pugkêenga households persist and actually 

increased is that they survived these intense droughts and are better adapted to high 

climate variability. 

 Droughts and desiccation caused enormous suffering throughout the Sahel and on the 

northern Central Plateau. Food insecurity increased, famines occurred, and livestock 

reserves dwindled. However, the droughts also focused international attention on the 

region and there have been some significant benefits. The Voltaic (now Burkinabé) 

government and donor organizations initiated programs to address overpopulation and 

desertification on the Central Plateau. Soil and Water Conservation projects have 
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dramatically improved agricultural production in and around Kongoussi. NGOs and the 

government have also helped develop greater possibilities for rural producers to diversify 

their livelihoods through gardening, animal-husbandry, and artisanal gold-mining. I argue 

that the larger size of pugkêenga households and their greater amounts of labor help them 

to better take advantage of intensive agriculture and off-farm income-generating 

opportunities.  

 Migration continues to be both a problem and a solution for Mossi rural producers. 

The SWC and other development initiatives have decreased the necessity to leave 

Kongoussi in order to earn cash. As other parts of Burkina which were once sparsely 

populated have now grown dense, emigration is less of a possibility. Migration to the 

Ivory Coast has essentially halted and this has seriously disrupted the flow of workers to 

and remittances from the neighbor to the south. However, the need to travel to these 

plantations has receded as more Mossi households engage in local gold-mining. This 

alternative livelihood has its own host of problems but it nonetheless provides much 

needed cash that help Mossi villagers purchase grain, livestock, and other assets. The 

survey results point out that migration has a less damaging effect on pugkêenga than 

independent households. Continued social unrest in Ivory Coast will probably be less 

harmful to them.  

 My case study has been informed by theories of household extension, household 

fragmentation, household ecology, and sustainable livelihoods. I have tested these 

theories using my own empirical evidence gathered through fieldwork in three villages. I 
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find that in most cases, population pressure, Chayanov dependency ratios, and asset 

analyses adequately explain many of the reasons why pugkêenga households persist. 

Testing old theories with new data provides important insights into social-environmental 

dynamics. They also provide a basis for even more comparative work on domestic groups 

and how they adapt to a changing world. 

 However, throughout this dissertation, I have deliberately attempted to move beyond 

explanations centered merely on adaptation. My analytical methods and research 

orientation has been geared towards addressing issues of sustainability and not just 

adaptation. The persistence of pugkêenga forms of social organization can be explained 

as more than just successful adaptations to past events. I argue that they are also the 

product of proactive and anticipatory decision making to ensure livelihood security under 

future conditions of ongoing climatic change and social uncertainty. Households strive to 

do more than merely adapt, they struggle to be sustainable. 

 Survey data and ethnographic accounts strictly limit the kinds of sustainability 

questions and analyses one can pose or pursue. They are static, mostly explain only the 

present, and to a much more limited extent explain the past. The sustainable livelihoods 

framework suffers from these same deficiencies. In order to identify the limits and 

boundaries of a sustainable system, one requires long-term records that include data on 

multiple processes taken at multiple points in time under controlled conditions. Such 

datasets are extremely rare especially when it comes to social-environmental dynamics 

on societies in the developing world. Such datasets do exist and can yield a rich 
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understanding of how human land use and landscapes interact as studies from the 

Machakos District of Kenya (Tiffen, Mortimore, and Gichuki 1994) and the Kano Close-

settled Zone of Nigeria attest (Mortimore and Adams 1999). More often than not, all the 

intrepid researcher has is his or her own meticulously collected fieldwork data collected 

over only one year, some rainfall data that stretches back maybe fifty or at best one-

hundred years, and a couple series of demographic data collected every ten to fifteen 

years by the national government. I hope I have shown that for sustainability assessments 

of this sort, such scant observations can be just enough. Agent-based modeling can show 

how social and natural systems feedback on one another. Insights from these models can 

help identify the limits of sustainability under very specific sets of contingencies.  

 The Mossi Livelihoods Model I created helps explore issues of sustainability and test 

hypotheses without the expense of massive data collection over long periods of time. So 

long as the assumptions built into the model are explicit and reasonable, I find that such 

tools have enormous potential to help us examine issues of sustainability in multiple 

dimensions of time and space. As Galvin and her colleagues discovered with their ABM 

involving pastoral livelihoods and ecological change, these tools can also help identify 

particular policy measures that resolve conflicts between rural livelihoods, policymakers, 

and rangeland ecosystems (Galvin et al. 2006).  

 Anthropology as a discipline has a long history of embracing new theoretical 

paradigms and new analytical tools. The nascent field of sustainability science offers the 

potential for us to engage in the production of new knowledge while exploring very old 
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issues such as household form and function. Household extension and fragmentation 

among Mossi rural producers and other societies around the world will continue to go on 

and continue to be influenced by internal and external factors. As McCabe and his 

colleagues pointed out in their articles featured in the Society for Applied Anthropology’s 

journal Human Organization, anthropologists can “. . . highlight factors and indicators 

critical to sustainability or the means to discovering these factors based upon their own 

anthropological perspective” (McCabe 2003:92). This is what my study has done. I have 

empirically determined through data analysis and also agent-based modeling that 

increasing grain-yields, the carrying-capacity, and off-farm income-generating 

opportunities by very modest amounts has a large effect on sustaining the Mossi 

livelihood system under scenarios of ongoing desiccation. The ideal next step, following 

the example of Galvin, McCabe and the other authors in the Human Organization special 

issue, would be to communicate these findings to colleagues who could make us of this 

knowledge to guide policies that affect Mossi rural producers on the northern Central 

Plateau. I plan to create opportunities to do so and this dissertation is a first step. 

 Although I have ambitious goals to inform policy and facilitate sustainable 

development, this dissertation has one overarching and quite modest objective. I wanted 

to document this pugkêenga system in as much detail as possible. As I discussed in 

earlier chapters, this important institution within a larger Mossi livelihood system is a 

crucial element in enhancing sustainability. However, it has received rather less academic 

attention than I think it truly deserves. Many of the Mossi rural producers with whom I 
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had the wonderful and rewarding opportunity to work never really question or consider 

why these institutions persist. As I asked questions and probed issues it became clear to 

them and to myself that these pugkêenga fields, communal granaries, and extended 

households are vital. As products of a process of extension and fragmentation, little can 

be done to prevent pugkêenga households from fragmenting into independent nuclear 

units. However, this dissertation has gone beyond the work of others and documented the 

implications for these transformations in terms of livelihood sustainability.  
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APPENDIX A. STATEMENT OF HUMAN SUBJECTS CLEARANCE 

 

Permission to conduct my dissertation research was granted and approved by the Human 

Subjects Protection Program at The University of Arizona on October 24, 2003. Research 

of this type is exempt from review by the Institutional Review Board (IRB). Copies of the 

Human Subjects approval letter along with The Human Subjects Research Statement are 

found in the author’s student file in the Graduate College Degree Certification Office. 

Copies of the disclaimer form in English and French with The University of Arizona IRB 

approval stamp are available through the author.  
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APPENDIX B. SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE 

The following pages contain the survey questionnaire that was administered to 

participants. It was written in French and no English copy was produced A modified 

English version of this instrument is available from the author. 
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APPENDIX C. MOSSI LIVELIHOODS MODEL NETLOGO CODE 

This is the code used for the Mossi Livelihoods Model. It was created by the author using 

Netlogo 3.1. 

;; This is the model of the poukienga system. 
;; It follows procedures from the File Input Example of the Netlogo models 
 
globals  
  [  
    patch-data        ;;  Allows the patches to contain file attributes 
    clock             ;;  Keeps track of the number of times through the procedure 
    delay             ;;  Delays the program a bit 
    pugkeenga-count   ;;  Population of pugkeenga turtles 
    independent-count ;;  Population of independent turtles 
  ] 
 
patches-own  
  [  
    rainfall ; Amount of precipitation over a 10-day period 
    year     ; The year to which that row corresponds 
    off-farm ; off-farm income generating opportunities 
  ] 
 
turtles-own 
  [  
    grain              ;; The amount of grain a household has 
    assets             ;; The amount of assets a household holds 
    consum             ;; The aggregate consumption value of the hh 
    prod               ;; The aggregate production value of the hh 
    chayanov           ;; The Chayanov ratio of consumption to production 
    pugkeenga?        ;; If true, the household is an extended pugkeenga hh 
  ] 
 
;;; 
;;; SETUP AND HELPERS 
;;; 
 
to setup 
    ca 
    setup-globals 
    setup-patches 
    setup-households 
    setup-plot 
end 
     
to setup-globals 
  set clock 0 
  set delay 10              ;  Delays the program so that it runs more slowly and is easier to observe 
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end 
 
to setup-patches   
    set patch-data []                             ;; This tells it that we are going to load the data only once        
     if climate-scenario = "dry"                  ;; Selects climate scenario from which to run model 
       [ file-open "kon_dek_des71to00a.txt" ]     ;; This opens the file for a dry scenario 
     if climate-scenario = "wet"                    
       [ file-open "kon_dek_wet51to80a.txt" ]     ;; Opens the file for a wet scenario 
     if climate-scenario = "observed"  
       [ file-open "kon_dek_mstra.txt" ]          ;; Opens the file for the observed record 
        while [ not file-at-end? ]   
      [ set patch-data sentence patch-data ( list (list file-read file-read file-read ) ) ] 
        file-close 
     foreach patch-data [ set rainfall-of patch first ? item 1 ? last ? ] ; Sets the rainfall of each patch based on 
the third value 
   
  ask patches with [ rainfall >= 34]                         ; applies colors to rainfall values 
   [ set pcolor 101 ] 
  ask patches with [ rainfall <= 33.9 and rainfall >=  5.0 ] 
    [ set pcolor 105 ] 
  ask patches with [ rainfall <= 4.99 and rainfall >= 1.0 ] 
    [ set pcolor 107 ] 
  ask patches with [ rainfall <= 0.99 and rainfall >= 0.0 ] 
    [ set pcolor 9.9 ] 
  ask patches 
  [ set year ( 1974 - pycor ) ] 
  ask patches [ 
  if random-float 100 < off-farm-ops [ ;; Randomly selects patches for off-farm income generating 
opportunities 
    set pcolor orange 
    set off-farm 5000 + random 45000   ;; This sets the minimun at 5000 and the maximum at 200000 CFA 
    ] 
  ] 
end 
 
to setup-households 
  set-default-shape turtles "hut"         ;; Makes households look like huts 
  crt initial-households                  ;; Creates the specified number of households 
 
ask turtles 
 [ 
  set size 1.5 
  setxy -18 random world-height  
 ] 
   
 ask turtles 
  [  
    set pugkeenga? ( who < initial-households * 0.01 * per-pugkeenga ) ;; Sets percentage of pugkeenga hhs 
    ifelse not pugkeenga? 
    [ set shape "hut" ]                  ;; Makes independent brown 
    [ set shape "hut2" ]                 ;; Makes pugkeenga green 
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  ] 
   
 ask turtles 
 [ 
    if-else pugkeenga?  
    [ 
     set grain 2156 
     set assets 653148 
     set consum 10.01 
     set prod 10.12 
    ] 
    [ 
     set grain 1490 
     set assets  218333 
     set consum 5.70 
     set prod 5.69 
     ] 
     set chayanov consum / prod 
  ] 
 
  ask turtles 
  [  
    ifelse ( who mod 2 = 0 )           ;; selects even-numbered turtles 
    [ set heading 90 ]                 ;; even-numbered turtles initially head 90 degrees - or "east" 
    [ set heading 90 ]                 ;; odd-numbered turtles initially head 90 degrees - or "east"  
  ] 
  
end 
 
;; RUN-TIME PROCEDURES 
;; main program control 
 
to go  
    set clock clock + 1 
    move 
    harvest-grain 
    reproduce 
    death 
    use-assets 
    work-off-farm 
    update-plot 
    if count turtles = 5        ;; hack that stops halts running the simulation 
      [ stop ]                        ;; before all the turtles die 
    grim-reaper  
end 
 
to move 
  ask turtles 
  [ 
  set grain grain - consum * min-grain-req     ;;  Moving costs pugkeenga hhs their consumption value 
                                                                  ;;  multiplied by a minimum 10-day grain requirement per AE 
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  if ( who mod 2 = 0 ) and ( xcor = 18 ) and ( heading = 90 )    ;;  Even-numbered hhs move to the end of 
rows  
     [ set heading 180                                        ;;  and then move DOWN degrees 
       fd 1                                                           ;;  to the next row 
       set heading 90 ]                                   ;;  and switch to the other direction - west 
       fd 1                                                      ;;  and start moving forward to the west 
  if ( who mod 2 != 0 ) and ( xcor = 18 ) and ( heading = 90 )   ;;  Odd-numbered hhs move to the end of 
rows 
     [ set heading 0                                       ;;  and then move UP degrees 
       fd 1                                                      ;;  to the next row 
       set heading 90 ]                                   ;;  and head east again 
       fd 1 
] 
end  
 
to harvest-grain              ;; Rules for pugkeenga harvesting 
 ask turtles 
  [ 
    set grain grain + prod * yield-mm * rainfall  ;; Determines the yield based on mm of precipitation yield 
                                                         ;; Multiplied by the production weight of a hh  
  ] 
 end 
 
to use-assets                  ;; Procedure for subtracting from assets to purchase grain 
  ask turtles 
  [ 
  if grain <= 100 and pugkeenga?  ;; When grain equals 0, pugkeenga hhs purchase grain 
  [  
      set assets assets - 11000 ;; Using 11000 units of assets - a 100 kg sack at 110 CFA/kg 
      set grain grain + 100     ;; Gain 100 kg of grain 
  ] 
  if grain <= 100 and not pugkeenga? 
  [ 
      set assets assets - 14300 ;; Independent households purchase grain at 143 CFA/kg 
      set grain grain + 100 
  ] 
] 
end 
 
to reproduce 
  ask turtles 
 [ 
  if ( random-float 100 < hh-reproduce ) and ( grain > 100 ) and ( assets > 10000 ) and ( pxcor = -18)   
                                 ;; throw "dice" to see if a household reproduces 
                                 ;; and if they have sufficient grain and assets 
                                 ;; and their location is at the beginning of a row 
 [ set grain grain - 100                                      ;; Costs the parent hh 100 kg of grain      
   set assets assets - 10000                                            
   hatch 1 [ setxy -18 random world-height ]  
 ] 
] 
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end 
 
to death                               ;; turtle procedure for dying 
  ask turtles 
  [ 
  if grain <= 0        ;; if grain dips below zero, household dies 
    [ die ]  
  if assets <= 0 
    [ die ] 
  ] 
end 
 
to work-off-farm 
  ask turtles 
  [ 
  set assets assets + off-farm 
  ] 
end 
 
to grim-reaper 
  let num-turtles count turtles 
  if num-turtles <= carrying-capacity 
    [ stop ] 
  let chance-to-die (num-turtles - carrying-capacity) / num-turtles 
  ask turtles 
  [  
    if random-float 1.0 < chance-to-die  
      [ die ] 
  ] 
end 
     
;;; 
;;; plotting procedures 
;;; 
 
to setup-plot 
  set-current-plot "populations" 
  set-plot-y-range 0 ( initial-households + 50 ) 
  set-current-plot "percent pugkeenga" 
end 
 
to update-plot 
  set clock clock + 1 
  set-current-plot "populations" 
  set pugkeenga-count count turtles with [ pugkeenga? ] 
  set-current-plot-pen "pugkeenga" 
  plot pugkeenga-count 
  set independent-count count turtles with [ not pugkeenga? ] 
  set-current-plot-pen "independent" 
  plot independent-count 
  set-current-plot "percent pugkeenga" 
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  set-current-plot-pen "percent pugkeenga" 
  plot ( count turtles with [ pugkeenga? ] / count turtles * 100  )  
end 
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